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When word of Professor Elwyn B. Robinson·., 
retirement reached the historical profession, a former 
student of his suggested that he should be honored 
in a significant manner. Since history's most dis-
tinguished practitioners are honored with the publi-
cation of essays written by former students now 
in the profession, Professor Robinson's students 
decided to honor him with this festJchrift. Ir does 
not represent rhe work of all his students; such 
would be a multi-volume effort. The seven essays, 
however, speak words of appreciation and honor 
for all chose who have grown toward historical 
maturity with his guidance. 
The contributors owe a deb~ of gratitude to Pro-
fessor Robert P. Wilkins who served as project 
coordinator, general edicor, and author of the 
appreciative sketch; ro the University of North 
Dakota Press for its skilled workmanship, and to 
benefactors whos2 financial support made the 
volume possible. 
Elwyn B. Robinson: 
An Appreciative Sketch 
ROBERT P. W 1 L K 1 NS 
Elwyn Burns Robinson was born on a farm near Orange, Geauga 
County, Ohio, not far from the Lake Erie metropolis of Cleveland, on 
October 13, 1905. When he was nine years old the family moved to 
Chagrin Falls, outside Cleveland, where the father operated a photo-
grapher's studio. At nearby Oberlin College he majored in English, 
having had in high school a strong interest in literature, including 
poetry. The history courses he took were English and European, includ-
ing some taught by Frederick Artz. But he did not study American 
history. The appeal of spores was great; he played much tennis and 
handball and was proficient with the rifle. In his senior year he won 
his class numerals for football. 
Upon graduation in 1928 he served as principal of a five teacher 
high school at New Lyme, near Ashtabula, Ohio. In addition to ad-
ministrative duties and his teaching of English, he coached b1skecball, 
track and field, · and baseball. One year his New Lyme ream won the 
Ashtabula County Class C baseball tournament. In 1930 he went to the 
Old Trail School in a suburb of Akron, again co teach English. How-
ever, having read Mark Sullivan's Our Times: The United States, 1900-
1925, and putting aside the thought of a degree in the history of fine 
arts, he decided co do graduate work in his~ory. As the Great Depres-
sion deepened he entered Western Reserve University. Having prepared 
a thesis, "John W. Forney and the Philadelphia Press," he received his 
M.A. in 1932. Arthur C. Cole, his thesis director, then working on a 
volume in the History of American Li/ e, was interested in American 
journalism and recommended that Robinson continue scudy of Philadel-
phia newspapers for the doctorate. With his course work completed and 
a first draft of his dissertation nearly completed, Orin G. Libby employed 
him as an instructor in the Department of American Hiscory at the 
University of North Dakota. Within a year he completed his dissertation. 
"The Public Press of Philadelphia during the Civil War 1" receiving his 
Ph.D. in June, 1936. 
At the University of North Dakota the teaching load was fifteen 
hours-three or four sections of the survey course and one or two ad-
vanced courses. He and Libby caught the sections of the course titled 
Economic Development of the United Scates. On Libby's suggestion he 
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taught, to senior students preparing for public school teaching, the 
course known as Survey and Review of American History. 
With Libby's retirement in 1954, Professor Robinson took over the 
Recent United Scates course. It was only at chis time, after ten years in 
the state, chat he developed an interest in the history of North Da~o~a. 
In 1947-48 he prepared forty quarter-hour radio talks on personalmes 
in North Dakota history. Recorded at the University's station KFJM, 
the "Heroes of Dakota" series was broadcast in numerous communities 
across the state. His preparation of a North Dakota history well launched 
by the work done on the "Heroes" talks, he began teaching a course about 
the state. The shape of the projected book and its great distinction 
grew out of the outstanding public lecture "The Themes of North 
Dakota History" in November, 1957, inaugurating the gala, year-long 
observance of the 75th Anniversary of the University's founding. In it 
he developed six propositions about the state and its people, including 
the "Too-Much Mistake," which some persons, viewing it as an attack 
on the pioneers, resented. By 1964 he completed the manuscript of · the 
first scholarly history of the state. Published in the fall of 1966, The 
History of North Dakota was well received by reviewers, sold hand-
somely, and provided North Dakotans with the first serious, interpre-
tative treatment of their home. In the intervening years it has been 
recognized as a model for works of its genre. 
Professor Robinson's contributions were not limited to writing. As 
an elected member of the University's Graduate Committee and of the 
University Senate he was a doughty champion of high academic standards 
and of innovation in the pursuit of them. Indeed, his cogent argument 
for both contributed much to the progress made by the University after 
1945. His skill in the classroom won recognition; in 1959 he received a 
Distinguished Teacher Award and in 1967 was designated University 
Professor of History-a high distinction. During 1963 and 1964 he 
served as chairman of the department. In 1948 he was appointed to the 
Mississippi Valley Historical Association's committee for the preserva-
tion of historic sites in the Missouri valley where great dams were being 
built. His service on the Association's membership committee culminated 
in his chairing it during the 1963-64 year. The figure for new members, 
1,370, was hundreds greater than in immediately preceding years. The 
annual meeting resolution thanking the committee-"and in particular 
Chairman Robinson"-for its work was unusual in singling out the 
chairman for special praise. 
Recognition by the campus community and by national professional 
organizations, including the Award of Merit of the Association for 
Seate and Local History, was a source of satisfaction to Professor Robin-
son, hi! colleagues and students. But friends and students alike wiil as 
often remember, and relish, his "infectious laughter ... high spirits ... 
[and] soft spoken enthusiasm about many facets of life." The essays in 
this Festschrift are by a few of his former students upon the occasion 
of a retirement which we all regret. They are acknowledgment of the 
debt of scores of graduate students and hundreds of undergraduates, . 
whom he has disciplined toward achievement while cheerfully extending 
that encouragement '9.'.ithout which apprentice scholars sometimes falter. 
George B. Winship: ProgressirJe 
,Journalist of the Middle Border 
EDWARD C. BLACKORBY 
George B. Winship, founder of the G1'and Fo1'ks Daily He1'ald, played 
a variety of roles in the development of Dakota Territory an.d of the 
state of North Dakota. Although, as was traditional for editors on the 
Middle Border, he promoted immigration and settlement, he was less 
than traditional in his refusal to ally with the political establishment. 
Rather than accept the favors which might have been his, he challenged 
Alexander McKenzie, the generally recognized political mastermind of 
the region; James J. Hill, the railroad magnate known far and wide as 
the "Empire Builder"; and others with similar vested interests, incurr-
ing their enmity .and paying a price for independence. 
Like so many who left their mark on the West, he was a Westerner 
by adoption. Born in 1843 in Saco, Maine, Winship moved with his 
family to Le Crescent, Minnesota, ten years later. His formal education 
_was limited to elementary school, and he frequently interrupted it with 
work in brickyards, stone quarries, and the local print shop. His early 
working experiences, together with exposure to McGuffey's Third Reader 
and McNally's Geog1'aphy, and his Yankee Protestant heritage-only a 
generation or two removed from England-influenced his formative 
years. 
In 1867, after service in the Second Minnesota Cavalry during the 
Civil War,1 he engaged as a teamster on an Idaho gold-mining expedi-
lGeorge B. Winship, "Early Politics and Politicians of North Dakota," 
Quarterly Journal of the University of North Dakota, XIII (April, 1923), 254. 
Edward C. Blackorby, a native of Hansboro, North Dakota, is a graduate of 
North Dakota State Teachers College, Mayville, who received his M.A. (1938) 
in Political Science and the Ph.D. (1958) in History at the University of North 
Dakota. After many years as teacher and administrator in North . Dakota public 
schools, he joined the Department of History at North Dakota State ·Teachers 
College at Dickinson in 1949. In 1959 he went to Wisconsin State University at 
Eau Claire as Professor of History. His publications include "William Lemke: 
Agrarian Radical and Union Party Presidential Candidate," Mississippi Valley 
Historical Review, June, 1962. His study Prairie Rebel: The Public Career of 
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tion. ~hen fear of Indian troubles halted the expedition at Fort Aber-
crombie, Dakota Territory, Winship contracted to take a load of goods 
by flatbo:it to the po.st trader at ~ort Pembina,. where he obtained a job 
as ~lerk in the sutlers store. He interrupted this employment by a brief 
p~nod o~ 1;1ewspaper work at Winnipeg. Later he formed a partnership 
with William Budge to operate a stage station at the point where 
tr~velers to and from Pembina crossed the Turtle River, some fourteen 
~ile~ north of the present s.ite of Grand Forks. In 1873, after participat-
ing in an attempt to organize a county government in the Grand Forks 
area, he left Dakota Territory to engage in newspaper work first in 
St. Paul and later in Caledonia, Minnesota.2 On December 3 '1g74 he 
married Mary Minshall of Le Crescent, Minnesota. ' ' 
In 1879 Winship returned to Grand Forks, then a village of between 
500 and l,~00 people, an important stage station and steamboat landing 
between points to the south and Pembina, which the railroad had trans-
formed into a _gateway for homestea~ers. He moved his presses by wagon, 
~ three-w:ek Journey from Caledonia, and on June 28 printed the first 
issue o~ ~is paper with the aid of one employee.3 The new venture faced 
competmon fr~m th~ Plaindealer, begun in 1875 by George Walsh, and 
other pape~s, including the. News, edited by Henry C. Hansbrough, 
were :stabhshed later. In spite of them, the Herald flourished and by 
1890 it boasted a circulation "larger than any other two North Dakota 
p~pers."
4 
By 1900 it domi°:ate~. its field; it ':'.as not until the Evening 
T-11~nes appeared that any significant competition threatened its leader-
ship. 
Several factors contributed to the success of the Herald. In clear and 
forc:ful pr~se, Winship exa~ined many of the issues of the day. His 
reading habits were reflected in the frequent summaries of articles from 
the North Am~rican R~view and ref.erences to Harper's, Century, London 
Sat:"rda'Y. Review, . Edin.burgh Review, and other periodicals. Typical 
amcles included discussions of Darwin's theories Eugene Debs' views 
and Richard Ely's proposals. 5 ' ' 
His _editorial positions were those of an ideological liberal. He op-
pose1 Jim Crow laws, expressed sympathy for the Jewish victims of 
RuSS1a? pogr~ms, objected to the violence of the Ku Klux Klan, defended 
Catholtcs against Klan attacks, and objected to provisions which would 
aband~n vol?nt~ry. support and bring compulsory support of religious 
educa~ional inst~tut1ons.6 The Winships attended the Methodist Church, 
and his emphasis on voluntary support of churches was associated with 
• 
2
H. V. ~rnold, Early History of Grand Forks, North Dakota (Larimore, N.D.: 
pnvately prmted, 19~8), ~p. 98-99,.106, 1~3; William B. Hennessy, History of 
North Da~ota .. , including the Bwgraph,es of the Builders of the Common-
wea~h (Bismarck: Bi~marck Tribune Co., 1910), p. 626. 
G~and Forks. Daily Herald, Feb. 16, 1885. Winship placed the population 
at 500, actua!ly 1t was somewhat larger. See Louis C. Geiger, University of the 
Northern Plains (Grand Fo:ks: University of North Dakota Press, 1957), p. 9. 
The Herald became the Daily Herald in 1881. 
:G'.and Forks Daily Herald, June 9, 1890. 
Ibid., ~fa:· 29, April 25, April 29, June 3, and July 6, 1882, give typical 
examp!es; similar references may be found in the May 6 1885 and July 12 
1887 issues. ' ' ' 
6
Ibi1 .. - ug. 24, 1883; also items in Jan. 12, 14, 1887; May 27, 1890; Oct. 2 
and N ov_. 10, 1~92; Se~t. 5, 1896 issues. His reaction to the Klan of the 1920's 
appear.; 10 the 1ssue of May 18, 1923. 
T 
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religious convictions so deeply ingrained that even on vacation he at-
tempted to attend two church services each Sunday.7 ~e support of 
education appeared as a consistent theme throughout his car~er. ~e 
frequently heeded this last injunction himself and regularly printed m 
the Daily Herald summaries of the speeches and papers given at such 
meetings.8 
Winship was an ideal editor for the advertising of a n~w ar~a. 
"Booming" it was called, and "boom" editi~ns frequen~ly ap~eared wit?, 
extra copies for subscribers to send to relatives and fr1:e?ds back east. 
His advocacy of factories for Gr.1nd F?rk~ was o!ten. vmonary, although 
not as unrealistic as his scheme for sh1ppmg gram via water to Hudson 
Bay and Europe, or . by the Red Lake Riv.er an~ conn:ctin$ canals to 
Duluth.o (One comparable and seemingly mcred1ble Wm~hip proposal, 
the diversion of the Missouri has moved from dream to reality, however.) 
He took the lead in defe~ding the land laws against repeal or amend-
ment. Whether it was taking the right of preemptfon away from those 
who had acquired homesteads through commutation, a move by the 
lumber interests to obtain the pine lands in the watersh~d of ~he Red 
Lake River, or an effort to give the land back to the Indians, ~is OJ?~O-
sition was vigorous and effective, and he traveled to the Twin ~1ti~i 
and, on occasion, to Washington to support. the cause of the frontier. 
He was, however, as quick to protest the mis~reatment of settlers as he 
had been, despite some problems of his own with employees, to condemn 
the brutality used against labor pickets.11 
Throughout his public life he advocated civil servi<;e reform and 
opposed corruption at all levels of government. In the .1ss.o s, b~~o~e many 
had recognized the conflict of interest in_volve~, Winship crmc1zed the 
use of railroad passes and insisted on paymg his own fare for the many 
occasions he traveled.12 He advocated temperance and opposed the al-
liance of public figures with either gambling or saloon interests. He 
was an early opponent of trusts and monopolie~ . and, when :private 
business served the public poorly, advocated municipal :;wners~1p. He 
was also an early advocate of state-owned hail i~s.urance. _At tlfiles. he 
displayed jingoistic naivete, reminiscent of the spmt of ?lanifest destiny; 
yet he commented on European affairs ~ith understan~mg. He saw that 
the contrast between Wilhelm II and his father Frederick 1,1 meant t~at 
the accession of the former to the throne of the new German · Empire 
would be an unsettling factor in world affairs.14 As early as 1886 he 
reported on affairs in Herz~govina an~ indicated awar~ness of the :pote~-
tial for future trouble.15 His explanatmns of England s sudden friendli-
ness to the United States in 1895 was perceptive.16 
7Hennessy, North Dakota, p. 126. . 
BGrand Forks Daily Herald, Dec. 6, 1884; Oct. 30, 1889; July 5, 1890, 
Decozi?J.,1:~. 5, 1884; Aug. 27, 1891; Feb. 4, 18.94; and Dec. 24, 1895. The 
Hudson Bay route is the shortest and cheapest available to the farmers of the 
northern plains. [Ed. Note] 
10/bid., Jan. 24, 1887, April 16, 1887. 
ll[bid., Sept. 11, 1897. 
12[bid., Jan. 24, April 15, 1887. 
13/bid., Sept .. 5, 1883; Sept. 12, 1906. 
14/bid., June 21, 1888. 
15Jbid., Aug. 30, 1886. 
16Jbid., Jan. 1~, 1896. 
12 
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Although these details reveal both his ability and a consistent personal 
and political philosophy, they do not indicate his response to the chang-
ing issues during the years when the area achieved statehood and mer 
the problems inherent in its semi-colonial situation. These several phases 
of Winship's public career are clearly delineated in the columns of the Daily Herald. 
During the I880's he divided his attention between the· struggle to 
lessen marketing injustices to farmers and the effort to win statehood 
for the northern half of the Dakota Territory, this latter a possibility 
he believed menaced by the removal of the Territorial capital from 
Yankton in the southern part of the Territory to Bismarck in a more 
central location.
17 
His quarrel with McKenzie over relocation of the 
capital, intensified by the corruption which Winship alleged accom-
panied McKenzie's coup, merged with his assistance to farmers in solv-
ing their marketing problems.' 
Winship, Dr. W. T. Collins, and others led the Grand Forks Cham-
ber of Commerce in calling a convention of farmers. From this meeting 
developed the Northwest Agricultural and Commercial Association, a 
movement which eventually combined with the Farmers Alliance which 
was strong in Dakota.
18 
The monopoly of elevator sites, provisions for-
bidding_ loading grain except through the elevators, grain-grading abuses 
such as later exposed by Professor Edwin F. Ladd of the North Dakota 
Agricultural College, and shipping regulations that often drove Dakota 
prices below those paid for grain in Manitoba at Brandon, Emerson, 
or Winnipeg were among the practices he attacked.19 Winship not only 
editorialized but he also himself served as a delegate to and at regional 
meetings. He urged his Western Minnesota readers to support the bid 
for a Congressional seat then being made by Ignatius Donnelly, the 
future Populist spokesman, whom many regarded as being beyond the 
bounds of respectability.20 
In his newspaper columns he described the Minneapolis Millers 
Association as "the Minneapolis Robbers' Association, . . . those liveried 
graduates of the sty," with the same vigor that enabled him to speak 
of "a certain railroad president [Hill] and his bulls. . . ."21 He de-
nounced the railroads' "lack of system and common courtesy," reasoned 
that the elasticity of railroad business would mean greater revenues if · 
rates were but lowered, and suggested that the solution was to "legislate 
them out of the Territory." When frosted wheat was graded down un-
reasonably, he described George Walsh, politician and publish_er of the 
17
Elwyn B. Robinson, History of North Dakota (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1966), pp. 200-201. 
lBGrand Forks Daily Herald, Jan. 23, 25, April 5, Oct. 14, and Nov. 5, 1884. 
19Edwin F. Ladd was employed in 1890 as Professor of Chemistry at the 
North Dakota Agricultural College and charged by its President with the evalua-
tion of the grades used "in the buying and selling of wheat," a task he did so 
well that his research created much of the public opinion on which the Non-
partisan League rose to power. In 1920 the Nonpartisan League supported him 
as candidate for the United States Senate, a position to which he was elected and 
in which he served until his death in 1925. See Robinson, North Dakota, pp. 260-
262, 346; Alfred C. Melby, "A Chemist in the Senate : Edwin Fremont Ladd, 
1921-1925 (unpublished master's thesis, University of North Dakota, 1967). 
20Gran1. Forks Daily Herald, Jan. 16, May 1, April 5, 1884. 
2
1
Jbid., Jan. 19, 18_85; Robinson, North Dakota, pp. 263-264. 
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d'd "22 . . the frosted wheat can 1 ate. PJaindealer, as "the railroad 1m~ster .f. the movement sought to elect a 
Winship and _the o~her ea l~rs ~act regulatory legislation. It would 
Territorial Council which wou I . e d because of the voting in Dakota 
be no easy task? Winship comp a:~e ;nd transients; the skill and P?wer 
Territory by Minnesotans, repeate ' . h "packing" of conventions; 
.. . ,, . h use of free passes, t e . h" h 
of the rmg m t e . b 23 It was an experience w 1C 
and the outright stuff mg of te ~af o~ ·p°~~ the La Follette effort to re-
prepared Winship for later isc1.J?.:i~ 1 an " or "ring" could have pro-
form the electoral proces.s. The . / h g need for election law reforms 
vided Winship no ~etter 1llustra~10n o t :tions with primary elections. 
and for the necessity of repl~cmg conve merchants won control of the 
In 1887 the f~rmers and t1~ep~::~:lves no match for the profes-
Territorial Council, ~nly t? m . t 1 · amendments or unnoticed loop-
sionals who passed bills with mp.I: mg h d the Territorial governor.24 
holes, and even stole JnJ f ef~f e 1: r;~s:g legislation establishing a 
The reformers. s~ccee e mah!ve the overnor appoint such men .as 
railroad comm1ss10n, only tdo G . tinship regarded both as allies William Budge and Alexan er nggs. 
of the interests.. . . ·n for the Territorial Council Win-
. The corruption m the. 1888 v.ou g_n Lakota Nelson County, in the 
ship cited as being es.1:eciafy cs1r~ous. i and in ;he third ward of Gr~d 
Traill County commumty o a e ont, out of institutions on a spo1~s 
Forks.25 These abuses and the pare~ mg . 11 offended Winship. His 
basis by the Constitutional. Conve~mon es<r;~je!rion of the Constitution 
editorials urging hones~ m elet10ns anort in the area served by ~h_e 
gained him overwhelmmg. pub 1C s~p~ k County vote against rat1f1-
Daily HeraU and resulted m .a ~ran for ~;rth Dakota. Majorities e~se-
cation of the proposed const1tu~f1?n . n however In the first election 
· h brought rat1 icauo , · b 
where m t e state . . Winshi was elected state senator y 
held under the n.ew. constditu~on, d'date phe favored for governor, John 
a 699 to 261 maJonty, an t e can ed1 26 
·11 f W hpeton was also elect . k f 
Mi er o a , . J 1890 expecting to wor or Winship went to Bismarck m ~nuary, law's measures he deemed 
the Australian ballot and vorerf rehg1s~r~t10~ the ;ailroads and the grain 
b k h power o t e rmg, · 
necessary to rea t e . d to preempt his time and attent10n. 
trade. However, another issue appeare d b law in its home state, 
The Louisiana lottery Co~pany,d oustte a lormer Alabama Senator, 
f McKenzie an sen h 
sought support rom . ff to make an initial payment to t e 
George H. Spencer, wit\ a$I0o0 i~o and an annual stipend of $75,000 
. State of North Dakota. o ' the state as a home base.21 The Mc-
for a charter .an~ the r1g!f to :~:re the needed legislativ~ approval but 
Kenzie organization agre to s I was pending from the press and 
kept information that such a roposa no mention of the Louisiana Lot-
public. As late ~s Febru~rfs 3r~e e:e:::re granting a charter was brought tery in the Daily Hera . 
22Grand Forks Daily Herald, Sept. 8, 1884. 
23Jbid., Nov. ·4-10, 1888. 
24Jbid March 17, 1890. 
25Jbid:: Nov. 4-10, 1888. 
26Jbid., Oct . . 7, July 26, 1889. 
27Robinson North Dakota, p. 2l9. 
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before a committee chaired b J d L 
only to McKenzie and gener~ll u i!on 1t bMo~e, a Roliti~al boss second 
ported out immediately on Feb~ar 4co ~ horat~on with him. It was re-
Once Winship learned of th y '. wit a o-pass recommendation.20 
Herald's February 4 issue there e act10n, he res..pon?ed quickly. In the 
Lottery. When Winship' . d. we!e several editortals denouncing the 
d . s m ignation was aroused w~ ~n e itorial-not the subtle editori . . ' every ne~s story 
omissio:°, and word-slanting to infl a~izmg of make-up distortion, 
expressions of opinion Winsh'p' ubnc~~ e unwarned reader but direct 
to believe. He boldly .stated t~ : tu sen rs knew what he wanted them 
the Lottery and referred to "Jihn ~ was. offered. money for support of 
he had used previousl in . oms ~d his checkbook," a tactic 
siding in Bismarck d~ng t~xpos~lrng dthef. railroad "office car" on the 
A e rai oa ight. ao s leader of the legislative .. 
marshal sufficient votes to sustain oftosit10n, ';Vinship's strategy was to 
pass the House Whether 't t E"governor s veto should the measure 
sponsible for a ~wo-hour tr~in ~~ true that the Lottery forces were re-
an important rollcall is impossibty at Sanborn to keep opponents from 
th~ Lottery supporters revealed fe: t? [!i.v~ or _dispro.ve; in any event 
Evidence of numerous shad . m 1 mons m the1r efforts to win 
on Governor Miller's order~ ~:ict~c? was ~athered by a detective agenc; 
the bill in the House of R m o:mat10n released in time to defeat 
. epresentatives.a1 
The Daily Herald explained that the M K . . 
press for passage when .. 1 c enz1e machme ceased to 
h J . e even senators [ eno h bl k 
t e veto . signed a paper pledging themselv ug to . oc overriding 
of the bill over the governor's es to vote agamst the passage 
of Senator Winship the lead ve~o, hand place.cl. the paper in the hands 
Winsh · d 'd ' er O t e oppos1t1on."a2 
tp 1 not emerge unharmed Th M K . . 
gerrymandered legislative districts so . e c ~nz1e organization 
they att~cked the appropriation bill f as hto Upr~vent. his re-election, and 
located m Winship's home ?r t e niversity of North Dakota 
to h L community It was not n1 h' ' t ~ ottery that angered the M K · . L o Y 1s opposition 
eff emveness in advocacy of r 'lr c d enzi~- a Moure group, but also his 
1887 session of the Territoria11 ;a ~ warehouse regulation. In an 
weaken such regulatory bills h d f ~rnci when all efforts to defeat or 
had been to steal the b ·11 befa ~1 ed, the last resort of the "old gang" 
R N S i ore it reached the , d k ·. . tevens stole the railroad bill . h gove!nor s es . When 
tv1e Assembly Winship had a 'f~n t e 1890 sess10n of the Legisla- . 
h ' . cert1 1ed copy f h t e g~ver~or's signature.aa O t e measure ready for 
Wmship did not abandon h' 
but he found their monetar is sympa~hy for the agrarian . interests 
convictions. At Bismarck h t ~roposals m the 1890's ·contrary to hi; 
in his paper he endorsed t; a . supRorted the railroad regulatory bill· 
Ro_chdale plan for cooperati:e:nt1dopt1on bill, spoke approvingly of th~ 
building granaries to withhold' c~o vocated th~t farmers raise prices by 
Seaway. He was alarmed when Rps, abf.d agitated for a St. Lawrence 
epu . tcan governor Andrew Burke 
29Ibid., Feb. 4 1890 
30[bid., July 1' 18 i890 
31R b' , , . 0 mson, North Dakota 220· w· . 
North Dakota History, XXXIV ~-S ' dl1am E. Sherman, "The Boodlers,. 
32Grand Forks Daily Herald F bmml3er, 1967), 208-223. , 
33Jbid., Mar. 17 189 . ·' e . . , 1890. 
' . 0, Geiger, University of the Northern Pl . 88 
ams, p. . 
' 
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Miller's successor, vetoed a warehouse bill in 1891. Winship argued 
that to stay in office the Republican Party must serve farmers' interests.34 
Winship was especially disturbed by the silver issue in the 1892 
campaign. He had believed consistently in the gold standard, and he 
justified this belief by pointing to the success of its resumption in the 
1870's. He argued that free silver diverted the farmers from the market-
ing reform issue while at the same time promising unconscionable profits 
to silver-mine owners. Thus he could not have supported the Democrats 
during this campaign, even if he, as a veteran and GAR leader, could 
have forgotten their role as the party of secession at the time of the 
Civil War.35 
He presented the leaders of the agrarian movement the terms which 
they must meet if be were to ally with them: no more support of free 
silver and talk about 2 per cent interest, and no efforts to form a third 
party. They would have to work within the framework of the Republi-
can party if they expected his support.36 His opposition to a third party 
was consistent: for example, despite his hatred of the liquor interests, 
he refused to support third-party attempts of those advocating prohi-
bition. 
Winship's views on money ran counter to the reform currents of 
1892. Agrarian leaders felt he was out of touch and agreed to a fusion 
movement with the Democrats, electing Eli C. D. Shortridge governor 
and gaining a dominant position ·in the Legislative 'Assembly.37 Farmers' 
support of Weaver for President contributed to the victory of Cleveland 
over Harrison and likewise widened the breach between Winship and 
the agrarian forces. 
With Cleveland as President and Shortridge as Governor, McKenzie 
suffered a diminution of power, and hence seemed less dangerous than 
formerly to Winship. This was reflected in his news and editorial poli-
cies, and in a decline in his attacks on McKenzie. Winship felt that the 
Republican Party, having lost the election because of machine domina-
tion, might have learned its lesson, and would never again fall under 
the sway of McKenzie and his associates. There was even one notable, 
puzzling instance when the appointment of McKenzie as a railroad 
receiver was commented upon favorably.38 
Although the Daily Herald continued to attack the meat, insurance, 
and other trusts, the major editorial thrust of the paper during ·ensuing 
years was against free coinage of silver and in favor of the gold standard. 
. Winship did not accept the "Crime of '73" thesis, and he held that the 
profits which free coinage would bring silver-mine owners would be 
84Jbid., Mar. 24, July 18, July 24, Oct. 1, Nov. 22, 1891; Jan. 21, Sept. 3, 
Dec. 16, 1892. 
35Jbid., Mar. 22, 1893. In 1906, some fifteen years later, with the monetary 
question settled once and for all by the election of 1900, he could support John 
Burke, the Democratic candidate for governor. 
86Jbid., Jan. 13, 1891. 
37 A long contest over re-election of Lyman R. Casey to the U.S. Senate 
resulted in his defeat, the election of William N. Roach, and dissolution of the 
agrarian-Democratic coalition wihch had captured the legislature. See Glenn L. 
Brudvig, "The Farmers Alliance and Populist Movement in North Dakota, 1884-
1896" (unpublished Master's thesis, University of North Dakota, 19S6), pp. 
l 73-7S. 
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i11icit gain. The leading North Dakota Silverite, Henry C. Hansbrough, 
he charged, shared ownership in a British Columbia silver mine.
39 
He 
early took the lead against Hansbrough and other Silver Republicans, 
insuring that the North Dakota Republican Party did not endorse free 
coinage of silver or nominate a Silver Republican ticket. Indeed, he was 
confident that "but for the Herald', fight, the state convenrion would 
have nominated another ticket and would have repudiated the national Republican platform."40 
North Dakota's support of McKinley and a Republican gold standard 
ticket was a vindication of Winship's position and a repudiation of 
Hansbrough's. As Winship understood the political rules, his should 
have been a position of political power in the state, one that would 
entitle him to influence with the incoming McKinley administration 
and the right to be consulted about North Dakota appointments. 
James J. Hill's power, McKenzie's relationship with both Hill and 
Hansbrough, and the latter's Washington influence, nurtured during 
seven years first as representative and then as senator, were factors 
Winship did not take into consideration. Mark Hanna was managing 
the spoils appointments for McKinley. When Winship learned that 
lieutenants of Hanna had met with McKenzie in the Twin Cities, had 
given conrrol of North Dakota patronage, and had arranged for the 
re-election of Silver Republican Hansbrough to the United States Senate, 
it seemed to Winship unjust and unacceptable, and it prepared him to 
become a leader of the Progressive movement in North Dakota. He now 
advocated primary elections, popular election of senators, and other 
electoral reforms proposed by Robert M. La Follette in Wisconsin as 
the means by which government could again be restored to popular control. 
In view of Hansbrough's and McKenzie's alleged personal interest 
in a British Columbia silver mine, Winship regarded them as corrupt 
and McKinley's support of them unconscionable.41 He was angered too 
by spoils appointments such as the position of Consul-General in Aus-
tralia reportedly offered to a Grand Forks businessman.
42 
The McKinley administration did not totally ignore Winship's 
claims, however. Just as la Follette was offered and refused the position 
30/bid., Dec. 23, 1896. 
40/bid., Nov. 7, 1896. 
41McKenzie used his influence with the United States Senators from North 
Dakota to secure the appointment of Arthur H. Noyes as judge of · the Alaskan 
second federal judicial district. Noyes gave control of disputed gold mining claims 
to McKenzie, who" in turn worked the claims, taking the gold for nimself. He 
was sentenced to prison and pardoned by President McKinley. James Robertson 
"Muggins·· Moorhead, like Judson LaMoure a resident of Pembina, told the 
writer that he took the messages from la Moure to the telegraph office addressed 
to Senators Hansbrough and McCumber worded simply, "Get Alex out of jail." 
The two North Dakota Senators constituted one-forty.fifth of the Senate member-
ship and were in a position to bring pressure on President McKinley. He acqui-
esced to their request and released McKenzie from the penitentiary, restoring 
him to J>Ower and removing the one chance Winship's reform movement had in 
the North Dakota Republican Party. For further description see Robinson, Nor,h 
Dakota, p. 265; Waldemar E. Lillo, "The Alaskan Gold Mining Company and 
the Cape Nome Conspiracy" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of North Dakota, 1935). 
42Grand Forks Daily Herald, Jan. 16, 1897. 
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. 1896 so Winship was assured he 
of Comptroller of the Curr~ncy in ·th 'would but accept the harmony 
could have a significant. appo1~tm~~t 1 ti~n a proposition that ~e, to.o, 
measures of the McKmley a mm1str\tw~en La Follette in W1sco1:1sm 
rejected.43 There are other parJallels b La Follette sought the Republican 
and Winship in N_ort~ Dakota. use a~andidate in 1896, 1898, and 1900, 
gubernatorial nommat10n as ~ rtormh Dakota of the La Follette electoral 
Winship, a leading ad':ocate m ort_ of 1898 and 1900. La F~llette 
reforms, did likewise m the camf :~~;s conventions, the use of ra.1lro~d 
had found himself blocked by p d ·n Wisconsin and Wmsh1p h stionable proce ures 1 ' passes and ot er que. in North Dakota.44 
had comparable experiences . . d"ff nee La Follette was able 
. ficanc 1 ere . h.l However, there was one s1gni . for reform in Wisconsin w 1.e 
to use the Republican Party as a veh1cl~hn Burke and the Democr~nc 
Winship was compelled . to ~:~h t~Jota. Reasons for the ~onc~astmg 
Party to achieve refo~m in N . 1 of La Follette and Winship! ~he 
. cuation lay in the d1ff erence 11:1 sty e . e and differing pol1t1cal 
~~lnerability of Winship's business enterpns ' 
circumstances. d . t figure in the regular 
. Ph.I Sawyer a omman . . N h Da In Wisconsin, 1 ems . 'o ortune time, while m ort . . -
. organization, became fatally ill ~t ed aif fe and well, his vigor and polma:: 
kota Alexander McKenzie_ re':Jai,n the Alaskan gold minin1l scandals an. 
power but shghtl_Y d~m1s~e trrial aspirant in Wisconsm, w~o~e ~ 
his period in . prison. A em ublican kingmakers, was a m1ll10na1re 
bitions were ignored ~y the Rep available to La Follette or anyone 
ready to make financia! resourcf s of the Republican Party.46 In :~.forth Who 
would oust those in contro . l as irants notably Martin N. 
d · · ted Senacona P ' · T nt Dakota there were isappobn the were not millionaires, a s1gn1 ica Johnson from Petersburg, ut Y 
difference. 1 d had counseled settlement In Wisconsin the national pa~ty . ea er; La Follette to insure the 
. l l and nominauon o . B an In of the facuona quarre. . he 1900 campaign against ry . 
state's support of McKinle_Y m ·~elihood that Winship would support 
North Dakota there was lmle Ir f er electoral votes at stake, and 
a free-silver candidate, there wereide:: of the Dickinson-Medora. area, 
Theodore Roose~elt, a f_ormer r~ Re ublican leaders greater con£ idence 
as Vice-Presidential candidate ga~us ~ational leaders exerted less pr:s-
that they could carry the state. t Winship as a harmony gubernato~ial 
sure upon McKenzie co. accep a Re ublican governor nor the e-
- candidate. Consequently 1~ wa~ n;:ogress/?,e reform moverpent to North publican Party that broug t t e -
Dakota. . . ' . for the Republican nomination had 
In 1898, when Winship s bid h b the Republican state conven-d · f of Fred Fane er Y . k · b d one been rejecte in avor d h "the Republican uc et 1s a a · tion, Winship had commence t at 
. the Progressive Moveme~t in Wis-
"Herbert F. .Marguli:t· The s?.~!l,~is~!rica! Society of 'f J9t"n, 1968) ' 
consin: 1890-1920 (~l 1;r· ld Nov. 12, 1896 and July 1, · _ 33· Grand Forks Dai y era , 263 
p. ••Robinson, North Dakota, p. . . . . ·n 
45Jbid., p. 2·65. F ll tte and the Rise of the Progremves m W1scons1 
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it·.·. ~1b~: :~) ~~:~ti! !~: ~elf respecting ~epublic~ns to do about 
proval at the polls."47 In 1900 t~se : · · . or quietl~ register their disap-
Republican convention had awa:d;~uat10n was diffe:ent. Alt?ou~h the 
Frank White instead of tow· h. h t~e gubernatorial nomination to 
voting Democratic for fear oJ~:r;~, t e .atter was not will~ng to suggest 
candidacy of the free silver ad o gtheWni?lgl. the De1:1ocratic Presidential 
W . . v cate, 1 iam J ennmgs Bryan mshi P had failed in his effort d f . · 
machine but sought to reassur h. to e eat. the McKenzie-La Moure 
ficial results. He observed of ;ort~~sJlfJh~t his ~fforts had some bene-
J ohnson that McKenzie had b . ~l ~mber s defeat of Martin N. 
Johnson and that McCumber een" compe e to choose him to defeat 
not have had and a good man~!: a man he [McKenzie] would rather 
There were other contrasts in th sh . 
of bis North Dakota disci le Th e uauo:° of ~ Follette and that 
and occupation. Winship £ad· a be ~wo men dif~ered m talents, training, 
not be neglected for a time and ~~~ess ent~rprise ~o manag~ that could 
a legal practice, nor was Winshi sequ;tt ~ re~uilt as e~ily as could 
yet had Winship been another 1/ F a1 e e~tive m campaign speeches. 
beneficiary of the sequence of o e~te, e .would not have been the 
and might not have been bl events ht. at assisted la ~ollette in 1900 
for governor. a e to ac ieve the Republican nomination 
. ~nsuccessful in bringing reform h R b . 
m prmciple to third parties the on to/ e ~pu /~can Party and opposed 
other reformers was to enc~ura e t~: ternative e t to Wfnship and the 
Success came in 1906 when t[e D Democrats ~o nominate a liberal. 
strong candidate and a liberal t emocrats nommated John Burke, a 
tive Republican incumbent 40 ' 0° .oppose. ~~ore ~. Sarles, the conserva-
tin N. Johnson, and other~ andrn:;ng .wit urleigh F. Spaulding, Mar-
League which had been uns or~mg th~ough a Good Government 
the Republican convention u;~sfuhl. m blockmg Sarles' renomination by 
' ms ip campaigned for the Democratic 
47Grand Forks Daily Herald Jul 26 189 
election of 1900 see D Jerom~ T Y ' "Th8; for ~ complete discussion of the 
kota" (unpublished Ma~ter's thesis w~o~, . e Eflecuon of 1900 in North Da-· 
48/bid., Jan. 21, 1899; Porter' n1vers1ty o North _Dakota, 1957). 
placed by Lynn J. Frazier on Mardi\ ~cCumber served tn ~he Senate until re-
Appropnations Committee during the' J2~: He ~ec~I:1e c~a1rman of the Senate 
of as a conservative but su o t d . ar mg a m101strat1on. He was thought 
food and drugs. He ·most st~in r I e o vigorously refo.rf!l legislation concerning pure 
tion which preceded American g/ )posed th~ pol1C1es of the Wilson administra-
as to whether he would vote for nd~ rem~nt tn World War I. There was doubt 
for the declaration of war and he C aratrn of war in April, 1917. He did vote 
joining the League of Nati~ns with ;as ! he only Rep~blican Senator to vote for 
of North Dakota, p. 364; Robert p WI~ ~ut r~.servat1ons. ~ee .Robinson, History 
Cumber and World War I 1914_19i7 ~~
10h Tc}/Y Iso~at1001st: Porter J. Mc-
1.967)' 192-207. Martin N. Johnson ;as /: Da ota History, XXIV (Summer, 
t1ves from North Dakota 1891 1899 d e{f~er of the House of Representa-
Dakota, March 4 1909 'until h. d ' tn a lllted States Senator from North 
Clement A. Loun'sberry' North l3ak::t (~i.OctobeSr 21 of the same year. See 
1917), pp. 433-434. ' a icago: · J. Clark Publishing Co., 
49For full discussion of th· 1 · 
the . Nort~ Dakota Progressiv~ ~~~~::ieS::: ~harles N. ,,Glaab, "Jo.hn Burke and 
theSIS, Umversity of North Dakota, 1952).' 906-1912 (unpublished Master's 
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reform candidate.50 Aided by the temperance advocates, Winship and 
bis associates succeeded in electing Burke, the only Democratic North 
Dakota governor in a forty-year period extending from the time Short-
ridge left office in 1895 to the inauguration of Thomas Moodie for a 
short-lived term in 1935. 
The election of Burke, aided by a large majority in Grand Forks 
County and an impressive showing in th~ entire area served by the 
Grand Forks Daily Herald, and his subsequent re-elections in 1908 and 
1910 had numerous consequences. Burke's leadership led to the realiza-
tion of Winship's major objective: the replacement of conventions by 
direct primaries in nominating candidates for state office as well as 
indirect primaries for the selection of delegates to national conventions. 
Other legislation introduced into the state standard reforms enacted by 
Progressives in other states and at Washington.51 Some of the more 
significant laws referred to railroad regulation and included anti-pass 
legislation. The creation of a public library commission, child labor regu-
lation, anti-lobbying laws, a corrupt practices act, a legislative shield 
for cooperatives based on the Rochdale plan, juvenile courts, workmen's 
compensation, a tuberculosis sanitarium, conservation legislation estab-
. lishing a game and fish board, and pure-seed laws were among ocher 
accomplishments during Burke's terms as governor.52 
Only the admission of North Dakota as a state and the subsequent 
defeat of the Louisiana Lottery could have been personal political 
triumphs equally gratifying to North Dakota's "Prairie Progressive," 
now approaching a premature end of his professional and public career, 
an event which in turn made easier the 1912 return of North Dakota 
to control by the conservative-dominated Republican Party. This con-
servative Republican triumph set the pattern for ensuing years except 
in those elections when the Nonpartisan League capmred the party 
machinery and nominations from the conservatives, and until 1960 with 
the election of William L. Guy, whose four-term tenure of the governor's 
office was to exceed that of Burke. 
50Bur1eigh F. Spalding was a Fargo attorney who served in Congress and on 
the North Dakota Supreme Court; he was later joined on the Supreme Court 
by Charles Fisk, a Grand Forks jurist whose rejection by the McKenzie organiza-
tion angered many Republicans and caused them to support Burke for governor. 
See Robinson, North Dakota, p. 262; William W. Phillips, "The Growth of a 
Progressive" (unpublished Master's thesis, University of North Dakota, 1952), 
p. 79. 
51The first Presidential primary in the nation's history was held in North 
Dakota in 1912; the state continued them untli after the election of 1932. During 
that period they affected the course of political events in the state and in at 
least· one instance, the election of 1932, they may have had a determining effect 
in forwarding the candidacy of a candidate who was later elected President. Dur-
ing the 1930's the State failed to perfect its Presidential Primary laws as did 
Oregon but instead returned to a system even more susceptible to oligarchical 
control than the convention system that had prevailed prior to the adoption of 
the Presidential primary law. For Burke and the Democrats the primaries were 
self-defeating. The primaries permitted Republican liberals to win nominations 
in their own party and then proceed to defeat the Democrats in the general 
election. A notable instance was the victory of the liberal Usher L. Burdick in 
the race for lieutenant governor in 1910 over the Democratic candidate, W. L. 
Richards, a Dickinson businessman and rancher, one of the more "influential 
citizens in North Dakota. Burdick's victory, made possible by primary elections, 
led to public careers for himself and his sons, climaxed by the election of Quentin 
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Much of the weakness of the Progressives within the Republican 
Party lay in the vulnerability of Winship's business enterprise. He con-
trolled the Daily Herald and owned most of the assets. Ordinarily he 
should have been able to retire, trans£ er the management to others, 
retain an influential voice in its affairs, and insure that Republican 
liberals would have a daily paper to support their cause. Conservative 
business interests, however, did not permit this to happen: Recognizing 
Winship as a prime source of their difficulties, they launched a rival 
paper, the Evening Times. He then had to choose between comfortable 
retirement in California or continued publication of a progressive news-
paper in circumstances made hazardous by the appearance of the con-
servative competitor. Although he was to live in comparatively good 
health until 1931, Winship realized the second alternative was at best 
an uncertain one and chose retirement. --1t was the price he paid for 
having refused to ally with the politicians who served the conservative 
business interests of the state and region. In 1911, at the age of sixty-
eight, he accepted the proposal of Jerry Bacon and associates which 
assured him of one-third ownership and dependable retirement income 
but gave him no control of policy.53 
The opposition of business interests is one of the reasons given for 
the decline of the vigorous crusading journalism of the reform period, 
and the use of competition to effect the transfer of Winship's paper 
to Jerry Bacon's control supports this thesis.54 Elwyn B. Robinson credits 
North Dakota daily newspapers wtih exercising a "pervasive conserva-
tive influence upon the thinking of a population with a long tradition 
of radicalism." This judgment may apply after 1911 to the Herald but, 
as Robinson emphasizes, did not apply when under Winship it was the 
voice of the reform movement.55 
Winship's influence during North Dakota's formative period was 
significant. Lesser men have had more widespread recognition in the 
accidents by which surnames become famous names. Had the choice 
been his, the Republican Party rather than the Democratic Party would 
have become the liberal party and the vehicle for reform. And had he 
prevailed in this purpose, he himself, not John Burke, would have been 
the governor spearheading the reform movement. Finding the conserva-
tive "old gang" too firmly in control of the Republican Party, he used 
the Democratic Party to bring the primary elections and other electoral 
reforms. These changes later made it possible for the Nonpartisan League 
to challenge for a time the conservative leadership of the Republican 
Party until finally the NFL, too, turned to the Democrats. 
This was not · the only consequence of Winship's efforts. He played 
determining roles in the beginning of the agrarian movement and the 
defeat of the Louisiana Lottery. He forwarded the settlement· and econ-
omic development of the area and either directly or indirectly was re-
sponsible for much of the political success of men such as McCumber, 
52Robinson, North Dakota, pp. 265-268. 
53Grand Forks Daily Herald, Aug. 15, 1911. 
54Cornelius C. Regier, Era of the Muckrakers ( Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1932), pp. 202-206; Bacon was a hotel owner and busi-
nessman prominent in Grand Forks affairs. 
55Robinson, North Dakota, p. 527. 
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s 1d· d Fisk Moreover as part of the cultural milieu in 
Johnson, pah mgW, a~11· 1· emke Wllliam Langer and other reform 
the years w en 1 iam ' · ·' f N h Dak 
leaders of ano~her dayldwere athtendi~11 the °cin~~~sfdC::e po~f:ical tre~~~ 
Winship's Daily Hera may ave m uence ff d 
f N rth Da
kota 56 Finally his incorruptibility and fearlessness a .ecte 
o O • ' w· h h one excepnon-
favorably the political climate of the s~ate: it t e l T . of 
his opposition to monetary proposals-his hfe was an exemp 1 icat10n 
the reform movement of his time. 
· · h Pl · pp 138-139. Geiger describes 
56Geiger, University of the N?rt emf h aipns, · · e Era" on the University 
f d · f h "reformism o t e rogress1v . . . the pro l:n imfpact o th~ h Winship's i·ournalism may have contributed s1g01f1-
commun1ty, a act to w 1c . 
candy. 
Growing Up With the Country: 
Asle J. Gronna's Apprenticeship 
WILLIAM W. PHILLIPS 
J 
Asle Jorgenson Gr~nna w3:5 born at Elkader, Clayton County, Iowa 
0
~ DiceI?-ter 10, 1858, the third of six children born to Jorgen Gronna 
a1 N U!l H e~?s rronna.2 Jorgen Gronna was born in the small village r .
1 
ess O mg al(h), N.orway, in 1821. The Norwegian habit of 
ai ure .to transfer the family surname in the male line generation to 
generation .shrouds much of .the early history of the Gronna family in 
mystery. Either Jorgen or. his father acquired the name Gronna from 
an e~ployer who had earlier taken it from the land. Gronna is a con-
traction of the wo~d groningen, which means "first to green up."3 The 
e~~loyer Gronna live? on a little. patch of land at the base of a moun-
~:~; a:
0 
t~e sun ros.e, m the morning, this plot was the first part of the 
Y green up. and th1;1s was known as groningen. Jorgen Gronna 
tta:ed. a bmall piece of timber land in this same valley about 1850 
s t e t~ er was taken from the land, he converted the cleared areas. 
when J?Oss1ble, to the raising of agricultural produce. Little of his land 78~ 5 s~ted to .such uti}ization, but he did manage to make a living. In 
e marned Gun Peters, who was born in the same year and in 
1 Information about the earl n f G h · · · 
obtained mainly from the foll y · i e O ron~a, 1~ wife, _and their parents was 
of Grand Forks on F owmg sources: mterv1ews with Mrs. C. W. Lewis 
February 10 1952· etuJary 1,Dl952; Judge Arthur J. Gronna of Minot on 
. ~ , an ames . Gronna of Grand Forks on M 8 1952· 
manus.cnpts i~ the J?Ossession of Judge Gronna, hereafter cited as Gr~~na' a ers'. 
1i~8~1og[~~tct Jirectry of the American Congress, 1774-1927 (Wash1niton' 
Her;U (Lak~ta) ~ -;°:95J;9?, ~::n. (Lakota), 1888-1893; and Neison County 
31
In so~e acc?unts his mother's maiden name is given as Gure Peterson 
nterview with James D. Gronna, May 8, 1952. · 
~illiam W .. Phill~ps, a native of Grand Forks, North Dakota, after servin as 
Lieutenant (J.g.) in the U.S. Navy during World War II received hi ffh B 
~tdD M/. CI[52) .degr.ees at t~e U~iversity of North Dak~ta. A holde/ of th~ 
· · r?m t .e U01versity of Missoun, he taught at North Dakota State Teachers 
College In Mmot before going to Arizona State University in 1958. 
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the same village as her husband-to-be. By 1857 two 5ons, Knute and Ole, 
were born to this union. In the meantime the timber was all cleared 
from Jorgen's plot, but, since so little of his land was adapted to farm-
ing, scarcely enough crops could be raised to feed the family. With the 
timber gone, Jorgen could no longer obtain credit from the storekeepers 
to carry him over the winter, so he and Guri decided to sell their land 
and use the money received for transportation to the United States.4 
They made the trip in 1858 with a small group of immigrants and 
_settled at Elkader, where Asle was born later in the year. Three more 
children, all daughters, were born in the succeeding years: Christina, 
Rachel, and Gudborg. Jorgen had chosen a poor tract of land at Elkader 
so he moved in 1860 to nearby Spring Grove, Houston County, Minne-
sota, where he purchased a more productive farm. Spring Grove was 
colonized almost exclusively by Norwegians, and the habits and customs 
of the parent country were followed so closely that the surrounding 
countryside was called "Little Norway." One tale about the area has it 
that even the few Irish who happened to settle there joined the Nor-
wegian Lutheran church. 5 
Little is. known about the childhood of Asle. He was reared under 
a strong religious -influence in a home where hard work and virtue were 
the tests of men and women alike. His father was not poor, nor was 
he rich. Food was always plentiful, but luxuries were few. Asle worked 
hard as a youth, and, like many settlers' sons, he could handle a man's 
work by the time he was twelve years old. As time permitted he attended 
the public schools of Houston county, but it appears that his education 
was secondary to his chores. When he was about fifteen his father pe=-
mitted him to live with a cousin in Caledonia, Minnesota, and to attend 
the academy there. With no financial aid from anyone he earned his own 
way for four years. After graduation he taught school for two years at 
Wilmington, Minnesota. Becoming dissatisfied with his lot, he went, 
with his brother Ole, to southern Dakota Territory in 1879 to home-
stead near Clear Lake in Deuel County. To obtain funds to tide himself 
over the first unproductive year on his claim, Asle taught school during 
the winter of 1879-1880 in Moody County, fifty miles to the south. 
When he returned to his homestead the following spring he sold his 
preemption rights, and, rather than teach another year in the crude, one-
room, sod school house, moved to Fargo where he worked that summer 
carrying wheat sacks onto Red River barges. In the fall, having secured 
another teaching position, he moved to Buxton in the northern half of 
Dakota Territory. During the term he began keeping books for a local 
merchant who had been drinking heavily and had gone far into debt. 
In time, his employer became a complete alcoholic and so involved 
financially that his creditors placed Gronna in charge of the business. 
Impressed with his management abilities they soon set him up in a 
small business of his own. Before long he was lending money to his 
former employer who shortly went bankrupt, and in 1884 Gronna took 
over that business also. 
4By custom the storekeepers were the informal local bankers of Norway. 
They granted loans to farmers on the expected produce of the following year 
in much the same manner that the commercial houses of England gave loans to 
the cotton farmers of the American South. 
liJnterview with James D. Gronna, May 8, 1952. 
\ 
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Meanwhile, in the summer of 1883, Gronna had returned to Spring 
Grove to marry Bertha Marie Ostby. They had grown up together and 
had unusually common backgrounds. Bertha's father, David, was born 
in Norw~y i? the same year as J?rgen Gronna. The two Norwegians 
had_ ma~r1ed in the _same year and in 1858 had been in the same group 
of 1mm1grants coming to the United States. Very little is known about 
Bertha's mother, Johanna Hagan (Ostby), except that she · was born in 
1831 and accompanied her husband to America. The Ostbys settled at 
Spring Grove, when on March 11, 1862, Bertha was born. She attended 
the same ungraded school that Asle did, and they were both members 
of the Norwegian Lutheran Church of Spring Grove. They were mar-
ried in this church on August 3, 1883. The ceremony was performed 
by the Reverend St. S. Reque, which suggests that French as well as 
Irish in "Little Norway" became Norwegiarl Lutherans.6 
Everything went well for the young couple in Buxton. Their business 
prospered, and Asle's prestige began to climb. He was spoken of as a 
man to w~tch in the future, for it was assured that his business ability: 
coupled with tremendous drive and perseverance, would soon lead him 
to bigger things than the little village had to offer. His associates sensed 
an ambition that would not be satisfied with success as a small town 
merchant. In fact, it was suggested by one of his benefactors that even 
great wealth ( as the term was used by people of rural Dakota Territory) 
would not satisfy him. The Gronnas' future was indeed bright when 
their first child, James David, was born on August 7, 1884. Nineteen 
months later a daughter, Grace Josephine, was born.7 Three more chil-
dren, two daughters and a son, completed the family. They were Lillie 
May (May 6, 1889), Amy Beatrice (July 1, 1894), and Arthur Jackson 
(July 19, 1897). The children were a source of great pleasure to the 
Gronnas. Regardless of the urgency of other matters, Asle always ar-
ranged to find time each day to give attention to his family. In later 
years this often meant reading to them from the Bible. 
The first indications that Gronna was everything his associates 
thought him to be came in 1886, when he purchased a mercantile store 
from A. A. Moen of Lakota, seventy-five miles northwest of Buxton. 
On a cold, windy day early in March, the Gronnas made the trip to their 
new home by train. Anxiety over what the future held and the work of 
caring for two small children in a drafty day coach made the trip any-
thing but pleasant. · 
Gronna received his initial mercantile stock in Lakota on consign-
ment from wholesalers whose confidence he had gained while at Buxton. 
Success in his new venture was immediate, almost automatic it seems, 
~nd ~ef?re long he was able to clear up all his debts and begin expand-
mg his interests. He added hardware and lumber to his line of merchan-
dise in 1888. In 1890 he bought out his largest competitor, S. R. Men-
delson, a pioneer Lakota merchant, and moved into the latter's big 
establishment.8 Gronna's good fortune in the world of business was no 
6f rom letter of Maurice J. McCauley, clerk of Third District Court Cale-
donia, Minnesota, to writer, June, 1952. Julius H. Blekstad and Peter P. 'voejin 
witnessed the marriage. 
7
Grace was to marry C. W. Lewis, for many years a resident of Grand Forks. 
BNelson County News, July 31, 1890. 
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accident. It stemmed from several factors: his keen business sense, a 
policy of consideration for customers, and ~ffective advertising. His 
engaging personality cannot be overlwked either. People have a ten-
dency to buy from merchants whom they like, even though all other 
factors may not be equal. And Asle was universally liked. 
Of course a keen business sense might be viewed as the crucial 
factor for it ~ndoubtedly influenced and directed all the things which 
brought success to Gronna. His skillful supervision of the failing Buxton 
enterprise and the confidence he inspired at that time is only one ex-
~mple. The local Nelson County papers regularly announced that Gro1?-°a 
had installed this or that f ea cure which was designed to reduce operating 
expenses. There were such innovations as storing rope in the ~asement 
but stringing it up so it could be measure~ and cut on th: mam. floor, 
installing a wire cash-carrier, and connecting a pump which del!vered 
exactly one gallon with each stroke from a ~arge ~erosene t_ank m t~e 
basement. Another example of his sound busmess Judgment is found m 
his relations with his employees. He always paid just a little mor~ than 
the going wages of the day. He thus secured the best heJp o~tamable, 
.and the few extra dollars for salaries were returned many times m added 
efficiency. 
Customers were treated as though Gronna appreciated their patron-
age. The store had a homey atmosphere and ~he p~~v~rbial "pot-b~llied" 
stove furnished a meeting place for the tov.:-n s p~lmcians and ?ldti1?ers. 
Even children gathered to hear the latter spin their tales of Indian fight-
ing and pioneering. Gronna himself was the center of many ?f these 
sessions. It was his ability as a story-teller that won the spotlight, al-
though his political views were listened to with .some respect also. J?st 
as he was continually installing labor saving devices to lower operating 
expenses, he regularly added features which ~ere d~signed for the 
customer's pleasure. The store was always a~tractively pamt~d, a_nd many 
windows and a skylight were added to brighten up the 10ter10.r. Mer-
chandise was displayed on neatly arrang~d counters. The. establtshment 
was clean and cheerful which was not a little uncommon 10 the average 
North Dakota small ;own store of that day. Gronna often saved his 
farm customers the expense of overnight lodg~ng ?Y letting t~em sleep 
in the store, quite possibly to the hotel keepers disgust. Sleepmg at the 
general store, in fact, was a common occurrence, for a twenty or forty 
mile trip to town by buckboard was a two or th!ee day ordea! .. 
Building a satisfied clientele was the best kmd of advemsmg, but 
Gronna also used newspapers extensively and effectively. Judged by 
present-day sophisticated standards, many of his adverti~ements were 
crude, but it is not likely that the average, poorly educated farmer 
realized that he was being appealed to on a low level. Gronna also 
capitalized on current news items. Fo.~ example he once .~sed an adv~r-
tisement carrying the large banner War! War! War!,. under which 
appeared: "Chile seems anxious to declare war on the Umted States, b~t 
we have already _done so against high prices."9 The effectiveness of this 
appeal was increased by placing it on the front page, so that the bann~r 
appeared to be a news headline. He also made use of the gener_al confi-
dence reposed in "bigness" by stating that he had the largest stock of 
9Jbid., January 7, 1892. 
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this or that in Nelson Co~nty, .. or that he carried forty to fifty thousand 
dollars worth of merchand1s~. St~ck t.oo large. t? quote prices" appeared 
frequently. He was greatly aided m his adverusmg by a rivalry between 
the pubhshe~s of the various Nelson county papers for his business. 
They o[ten ~~rted feature stories in their journals about the Gronna 
enterprises; biggest," "best," "square deal," "confidence in Lakota and 
Nelson coun~y," and ."a.n eye to the future" are only a few of the glowing 
terms used m descnbmg Gronna or his businesses. One such account 
surpassed all others by declarin~ that Gronna had a larger lumber stock 
than all the. Fargo yard.s combmed. The paper carrying that story was 
rewar~ed ~1th the maJor share of the firm's advertising during the 
f'?llowmg six ~onths. In 19.00 Gronna entered the newspaper business 
himself, becommg the publisher of the La_kota American. Needle~ to 
say, as the ow~er of a. paper he stepped up his advertising campaign; 
however, he d1d contmue to do business with other Nelson county 
papers, although on a reduced scale. 
. Lakota's mo.st successful merchant did not confine himself to retail-
mg, but, early m the 1890's, began acquiring a considerable amount of 
land. Most of this was obtained as settlements for debts, but always by 
agreement, never by foredosure.10 His purchases were large, especially 
after !895-~896 :when he lost most of his savings in bank failures. Until 
that time his de~ire to ~xpand had been tempered by what he considered 
sound, conservative busi;11ess s~nse, rather th~n overextend he built up a 
large bank account. This policy brought him to the brink of disaster 
when _the Panic of 1893 started a chain reaction of bank failures. From 
that t1me on he decided to invest heavily in land, and, as land values in 
Nor~h Dakot~ .rose steadily until the early 1920's, it was a wise and 
profitable dec1S1on. By 1902 he possessed something over ten thousand 
acres, and by a c?nservative estimate he held as much as twenty thousand 
by 1920, of which over one-half was cultivated.11 The near-disaster of 
1895-1896 also prompted Gronna to change his business transactions 
to a strictly cash basis, causing the Grand Forks Plaindealer to observe 
"It's business, but can it be done?"12 The question was a pertinent one: 
for Gronna relented and be~an extending credit again, but probably 
more out. of. ~ympathy for his customers than from business necessity. 
A ~o~e significant effect of the bank failures on Gronna was a Iasdng 
suspteion of the currency and banking systems, which was to be im-
portant later when he became a United States Representative and Senator. 
Nevertheless, he entered banking in 1905 when he secured a charter for 
a state bank at Brocket. Five years later Gronna Oliver Hanson and 
Fred Goodman organized the Farmers' and Merchants' National Bank 
of Lakota.
13 
James D. Gronna, who since 1908 had looked after his 
1
°Careful inspection of the Nelson County Herald, August 22, 1895, to De-
cember 31, 1899, the Nelson County News, September 11, 1888, to March 27, 
189?, and the Lakota Herald, January 1, 1900, to August 10, 1906, revealed 
no 1~stance w~ere Gronna foreclosed on land or homes; however, a few cases 
of h1s fore~losmg on chattel mortgages were discovered. 
11Interv1ew with James D. Gronna on May 8 1952 
~=Quoted in the f'-!elson County Herald, April' 9, 1896. 
Congressman Gilbert N. Haugen of Iowa was also reported to be in on 
the plar-,i~~ of this organization which was incorporated with fifty thousand 
dollars C"'."';tal stock; Nelson County Observer (Lakota), February 11 and April 
7, 1910. 
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father's "gigantic private business enterprises,''14 became its cashier. His 
father's enterprisse were . widespread and proper supervison entailed 
much travel. While most of Gronna's holdings were in the Lakota-
Brocket-Michigan area, he also owned as far 1way as Brooten, Minnesota, 
three hundred miles to the southeast, and at Bagley, Minnesota, 150 to 
the east. In retrospect, the bank failures of 1895-1896 were a boon to 
Gronna. From that time on he always kept his money working for him, 
with the result that he expanded faster than he had ever thought possible. 
. Before many years had passed, he had accumulated a fortune of un-
known size and, in the eyes of his contemporaries he was an immensely 
wealthy man. An incident that occurred during the second session of his 
first term as a Congressman indicates that his wealth was great enough 
to insure his financial independence. At that time he spoke against a 
measure to raise Congressmen's pay from $5,000 to $8,500 per year-
$10,000 for approximately ten months work, he said, was adequate, 
especially in view of the high honor that accompanied the office. u; 
During his three terms in the House of Representat.ives, Gronna 
continued to acquire land as well as starting two bankmg ventures. 
· None of these enterprises, however, was directly managed by him. Be-
tween Congressional sessions he investigated their operation and offered 
suggestions, but in general his relation to them was that of . a stock-
holder to a corporation. As his legislative duties became more time con-
suming, he decided to liquidate some of his businesses. By May, 1904, 
he had sold his lumber and coal yards to the Robertson Lumber Company 
of Grand Forks. Later that summer when he received the Republican 
nomination for Congress, this sale was cited as evidence that his selecti~n 
was no last minute decision of the delegates after all, but a well-laid 
plan many months in the making.16 Evidence does not bear out t~is 
charge. It appears that Gronna's interests. were. getting too e~ten.sive 
for him to manage personally, as he was still trymg to do at this tlllle, 
and when the attractive off er by the Robertson Company came along 
it was a way to lighten the load. Gronna was basically a conservative 
businessman and as such he wanted to supervise personally all opera-
tions that i~volved his own money. Furthermore, he wished to spend 
more time with his family. Liquidation would satisfy both _of these con-
ditions and he could easily afford semi-retirement, because though not 
quite £ifty years old, he had already made a fortune. Finally, his policy 
of investing much money in land was working wonderfully well. Not 
only was it a less hazardous investment than business, but it was also 
more pleasant and simpler to supervise. Consequently, in 1905 and 1906 
he d.isposed of many lots that he owned in Lakota, and in August of t1:e 
latter year sold a half interest in his general store to James L. and Wil-
liam 0. Larson of Michigan, North Dakota.17 Two years later the partners 
sold out to I. E. Foss of Brooten, Minnesota. It was at this time that 
Gronna acquired the eight hundred acre farm near that Minnesota 
village.18 
14Lakota American, March, 1906. 
15U.S. Congressional Record, 59th Congress, 2nd session, p. 387. 
16Nelson County Observer, May 27, and August 1, 1904. 
17Lakota American, August 2, 1906. 
18Nelson Count,y Observer, November 27, 1908. 
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His growing affluence was reflected in more than his business ven-
tures. R~membering .his childhood as a son of the Middle Border, he 
~as anx10us to provide a fe~ lu~uries for his family. So in 1891 an 
indoor bat:11toom, one of the first in Lakota, was installed in the Gronna 
home. Thmee-? years later he built a large, twelve-room frame house 
that ".Vas ?escribed as an ornament to the town and is still the largest 
dwelling m Lakota. 
Gr~mna found time to enter many activities in spite of his many 
and wid.esp~ead b~siness enterprises. In 1889 he was a member of the 
last territorial legislature, and throughout the 1890's was active in the 
Youn~ Men's Republican league of Nelson county, serving as its presi-
d~nt. m 1895-1896. From 1889 to 1893, he was a member of the Kane 
district school board, and during part of tliat period he was president 
of the Lak?ta board of trustees. In the fifteen years preceding his election 
~o the Uruted .States House of Representatives in 1904, he participated 
in the proceedings of the Lakota Business Men's Union and the North 
Dakota Grocers' and Retail Merchants' Association. He belonged to at 
least two social societies, the Elks and the Independent Order of Odd 
Fellows; of the latter he was district deputy grand master in 1907. 
~ecogniti?n of his growing prominence in public as well as business 
a~fairs came in March, 1901, when Governor Frank B. White appointed 
him as a member of the board of trustees of the University of North 
J?akota. At the first meeting he attended the board approved the estab-
lishment of ~er1:1an and Spanish departments, and changed the name 
of ~he Scandinavian department to the Norwegian department,10 voted 
to. increase the number of law instructors, and decided to build a new 
s~ien~e ha~. Gronna was instrumental also in the founding of a Scan-
dinavian library at the ~nive~sity. In a speech at a Norsemen Indepen-
dence celebra~10n some time in 1904, he presented the library idea and 
collected, 01!- its behalf, the sum of $2,500. At his suggestion, the trustees 
matched this amount, and the total was duly presented to the university 
to start the proposed library.20 In addition to all these activities, Gronna 
was always extremely busy with church matters. 
The Buxton men who in the early 1880's had predicted big things 
f ?r ~.ronna were better prophets than they realized at the time. It · is 
sig-?ificam that he was elected a member of the last Dakota Territorial 
legislature ?nly thre~ y~ars .after his _arrival in Nelson county. Newspaper 
accounts ~ive few md;cat!ons of JUSt what his political ·beliefs were 
berond his membership m the Republican party. Whether he cam-
paigned 01!- a reform or a standpat platform is unknown, and his record 
m the l~gisla~e throws little light on the subject, for he cast his lot 
at one time with the standpat organization of Alexander McKenzie the 
"b~ss of Norr~ D~ota," and at another time with the crusading Terri-
torial Farm.ers Alliance. However, it is known that he was a member 
of. th~ Alliance and was generally sympathetic to that organization's 
obJe~ives, yet . for some .reason he was not identified as an Alliance 
man m the legislature. It is also known that he endorsed its sub-treasury 
. 
19
lakota Herald, April 12, 1901; Journal of the House of the Second Legis-
lalive Assembly, 1891 (Bismarck, 1891), pp. 574-575. 
20Grand Forks Daily Herald, May 18, 1906. 
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and free silver schemes, although he dropped the latter before 1896.21 
He aligned himself with the McKenzie machine in defeating a rules 
committee scheme whereby any measure introduced at the request of 
the Alliance could be called up ahead of its regular order.22 Early in the 
session he introduced a bill that smelled suspiciously of "reform," as 
the machine interpreted that word. The proposal was to extend the time 
of payment of taxes for the year 1888, and it had all the earmarks of a 
relief measure until exposed by John D. Lawler, the territorial treasurer. 
. Shortly after Gronna introduced the bill Lawler revealed that the only 
taxes due the territory were those of the Northrn Pacific, the Chicago, 
Milwaukee, and St. Paul, and the St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Manitoba 
railroad companies.23 Unfortunately the House Jounral does not record 
debate, so Gronna's intentions in the matter are unknown. Perhaps he 
was the unwitting tool of the machine, but in view of his keen mind 
it is doubtful that he could have been that naive; it is more logical that 
he realized what McKenzie, the Northern Pacific's man in Dakota Terri-
tory, had in mind. In any event, the episode had the effect of branding 
him as a minion of the "interests." Another confusing issue came up 
later in the form of a bill permitting cities to bond themselves to aid 
in railroad expansion.24 Naturally the railroads favored the passage of 
this bill, and, in view of earlier Midwestern experience when local 
governments had disastriously o:ver-bonded themselves for this purpose, 
the issue, at a cursory glance, appears clearly to have been one of "the 
people versus the interests." Closer scrutiny of the affair, however, 
suggests that perhaps this was one of those rare instances when the 
interests of the people and those of the machine and its corporate 
backers coincided. In 1890 North Dakota had only 1,940.64 miles of 
railroad,25 much less than the 5,311.33 miles it had by 1920.26 In the 
absence of contrary evidence, it is not illogical to assume that the people, 
probably unaware of the unfortunate experience of older Midwestern 
communities, favored the bonding proposal. If so, Gronna's vote for 
the passage of the bill tells us little, but the fact remains that his affirma-
tive vote, in the eyes of some of the reformers at least, was further 
evidence of his allegiance to the machine.27 On the other hand, he ex-
pressed sympathy for the reform cause by voting for bills requiring the 
railroads to provide loading platforms,28 authorizing counties . to issue 
bonds to provide seed wheat for needy farmers,29 and making counties 
give notice before executing tax deeds.30 Again opposing the machine, 
he voted for a law declaring certain trusts and combinations unlawful. 
The wording of the bill drew the same distinction between the good 
21Interview with James D. Gronna, May 8, 1952. · 
22Joumal of the House of the Eighteenth Session of the Legislative Assembly, 
1889, Dakota Territory (Bismarck, 1889), p . 9; hereafter cited as House Journal. 
23Jbid., p. 41, 51-52. 
24Jbid., 960. . 
25Third Annual Report on the Statistics of Railroads in the United States, 
1890 (Washington, 1891), 13. 
26Third-fourth Annual Report on the Statistics of Railroads in the United 
States, 1920 ( Washington, 1922) , 11. 
27House Journal, 1889, p. 986; Nelson County News, February 26, 1889. 
28House Journal, p. 436 . 
29Jbid., p. 463. 
SO]bid., p. 769, 996. 
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and the bad trusts that Theodore Roosevelt made famous f ifceen years 
later.31 In addition to attending to these important matters, he intro-
duced the customary pork-barrel legislation with an eye to pleasing his 
constituents. His proposal to locate a normal school at Lakota falls into 
this category.32 
Gronna's record in this session naturally raises the question of 
whether or not he was a member of the McKenzie machine. The most 
satisfactory answer seems to be that he was, but for some reason he 
failed to receive its endorsement for re-eleciton. Inadequate accounts 
from the journals of that day do not reveal the reason. Perhaps he did 
not want another term, but in the light of later events one might wonder 
if the machine may not have dropped him to teach him a lesson. 
Beyond Nelson county Gronna passed frotn the public eye in po-
litical matters for several years following the expiry of the territorial 
legislature. He did remain active in the Young Men's Republican League, 
however, and in 1895 was elected president of that organization.83 In 
June, 1896, Gronna attended a national convention of the YMRL in 
Cleveland. Upon his return he worked hard in the Bryan-McKinley cam-
paign; armed with literature which obviously had originated in the 
Republican national headquarters and aided by good crops, he helped 
guide the party to a sweeping victory in Nelson county in the fall 
election. Thereafter he rose steadily in the regular party machinery. In 
1901 he was appointed to the board of trustees of the state university; 
the following year was elected chairman of the Nelson County Central 
Committee and sent to the state nominating convention where he did 
outstanding organizational work in the stalwarts' interests.34 Another 
Republican sweep in Nelson county in the fall of 1902 resulted in 
Gronna' s re-election as central committee chairman in the spring of 
1904. Later that year he led an eleven-man Nelson county delegation 
to the state nominating convention in Grand Forks and was able to 
deliver the notes of all but one of its members to McKenzie's machine. 
The lone dissenter was Martin N. Johnson, and this convention began 
a political feud between the two which ended only with Johnson's death 
five years later. The Grand Forks Evening Press and Plaindealer, a Dem-
ocratic paper, welcomed the delegates and then sarcastically reminded 
them to follow "Aleck's" every whim.35 In the following issue, the 
Plctindealer revealed the machine's intentions of dumping Congressman 
Benjamin F. Spaulding and correctly named Gronna as the new candi-
date. In fact, the entire list of Republican nominees was unerringly 
forecast by the· Democratic newspaper the day before they were chosen. 
Apparently Gronna's nomination came as a complete surprise to the 
delegates, nine-tenths of whom, according to one account, were prepared 
31[bid., p. 971, 984, 996. 
32[bid., p. 650. 
33 At the time of his election as president, Gronna was thirty-seven years old, 
hardly a youth. This is typical of the problem young men's groups have in 
sparsely populated areas. 
34Jnterview with A. M. Christianson, North Dakota Supreme Court Justice, 
Bismarck, February 14, 1952. 
35Grand Forks ·Evening Press and Plaindealer, July 18, 1904; hereafter cited 
as Plaindealer. 
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to support the incumbent.86 It s.eems that Gr?nna knew: nothing about 
the nomination until the mornmg of the nmeteenth JUSt before the 
Plai,ndea/,er announced it. Speculation ran rife as to why he was selected. 
Three reasons suggest themselves: McKenzie was impressed V:ith t~e 
organizing ability Gronna had show? during. the 1902. convention; his 
territorial legislative record could easily be twisted to su~t the r~formers; 
and the Scandinavian Republican League supported bun. This league 
had been formed in the spring of 1904 ostensibly for the purpose of 
. getting the party convention to endors~ a primary ~lect~on plank, b~t 
their real aim was to secure the election of Scandmavians to public 
office.37 On the morning of the day ~he convention met, the L~~; 
threw its support to Gronna, and this was eno-l:1gh for McK~nz1:. 
Whatever went on behind the scenes, Gronna claimed the nommat1on 
came to him completely unsolicited aid unsought: This may have h:en 
the case for this particular nomination, but certainly he had something 
greater than county central committee chairman in mind as the reward 
for eight years of faithful service. Ac~~lly, his selecd?n should not have 
been a complete shock, because in addmon to the Plaindealer's announce-
. ment on the day before the nomination, the Devils Lake News as early 
as February had ·been suggesting him for Congress and had at~r~cted 
a considerable following.39 Without a doubt, Gronna was polmcally 
ambitious and desired high offi~e.40 Spaulding was later quoted as say-
ing of the convention, 'There are three kinds of politics. Goo~ and 
honest politics. Dirty politics. Dirtier politics." !f e added that it was 
the third variety that beat him,41 and from that tune on he was unalter-
ably opposed to the Old Guard. 
Gronna campaigned hard that fall. He stressed mainly national issues, 
as he would do in all succeeding elections ( except that of 1910), and 
called attention to the fact that the Republican party, state and national, 
had faithfully fulfilled all its past platfor~ promises .. As expected, he 
rcxle to victory in a Republican sweep, runn!ng se~ond m Nel!~n county 
only to President Roosevelt who led the ucke~ m t~e state. - ~ronna 
ran about one thousand votes behind the straight ucket but still de-
feated his Democratic opponent, A. G. Burr, by more than three to one. 
Roosevelt led with 52 596- ten other candidates polled over 48,000, and 
Gronna followed witb 47,648. He was the only winning contestant 
except railroad commissioners to receive fewer than 48,000 vot~s.43 
There is no readily apparent reason why Gronn~ should ha~e trailed 
the ticket. His equivocal position on reform had little or nothmg to do 
with it, as the stalwart candidate for governor, Elmore Y. Sarles, led 
36/bid., July 19, 1904. Fess~nden 'f-!e111s _as quoted in ibid., August 8, 1904. 
Similarly, Justice Christianson, tn an interview on Febru~ry 14, .1952, recalled 
that Spaulding's fall from favor came as a complete surpnse to him and to the 
reform delegation he led from Towner county. 
37Interview with G. Grimson, North Dakota Supreme Court Justice, Bis-
marck, February 14, 1952. 
38pJaindealer, )uly 20, 1904. 
39Quoted in the Lakota Herald, March 11, 1904. 
40foterview with James D. Gronna, May 8, 1952. 
41Plaindealer, August 2, 1904. 
421.akota American, December 8, 1904. 
48Lflgislati111 Manual of the Tenth Legislative Assembly, 1907 (Bismarck, 
1907), pp. 190-198. 
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G 44 s· ·1 . ronna. 1m1 arly, neither na.tionality nor religion were factors as 
'If1omasf J. ~arshall, the Republican candidate for the other seat in' the 
b o~e, J! mstGance, led Gronna by slight margins in counties dominated 
y . na ians, ermans, and German-Russians as well as b N . 
cuttm~ acr<?ss reli~ious and nationality lines in the state.J orwegians, 
Wit~ h~~ ele?on to the lower house of Congress the forty-six year 
ap~renuces 1p o ~~le Gronna ended. The decades' spent in business 
r!ri~ulture and polmcs-:--growing up with the country-had culminated 
h. his t~ansf r to Washington. His new role in national affairs brought 
im ~n er ~ e spell o! Robert M. LaFollette, the great Wisconsin ro-
gress~ve. W1~h Gronna s elevation to the Senate in 1911 h 1 p I 
associated with "Fighting B b" . h b I f ' e was c ose y 
With hi h l . o m ~ e att e or progressive legislation. 
participaz:Ion ei! ;irl~ 1;!~r lart m the losjng fight against American 
The Wheat Grower: A Journal of 
the Commodity Pooling Movement 
WESLEY A. WAAGE 
The success or failure of a single-purpose economic organization 
depends, in part, on the effectiveness with which it propagandizes its 
membership. The independent American farm has been the target of 
many spedalized publications, some of which have attempted to enlist 
participation in . an economic panacea for agricultural problems. The 
Wheat Grower, official paper of the North Dakota Wheat Growers 
Association, was published from 1923 to 1931 with the single-minded 
intent to promote a seasonal wheat pool as the method by which farmers 
should market their grain. 
Pooling received widespread attention during the 1920's as one of 
many proposed solutions for the crisis in American agriculture. Advo-
cates of pooled marketing attempted to organize the fruit growers, 
tobacco raisers, cotton farmers, wheat farmers, and other commodity 
producers. Businessmen such as Bernard Baruch, politicians like Gover-
nor Frank Lowden of Illinois, and a host of promoters joined with 
farmers in the movement. 
The single-commodity pool, organized on a cooperative basis, at-
tempted to obtain control of a significant portion of one crop through 
marketing contracts with the farmers. The goals were to handle enough 
of the produce so that it could be merchandized to buyers over a period 
of time; to withhold from markets when prices were too low; to prevent 
the accumulation of a surplus in commercial channels; and, · in many 
cases, to obtain a monopoly of the product. By controlling the supply, 
the pool hoped to exert a significant effect on the basic price level. The 
expenses and proceeds of handling the crop were divided at the end of 
the pool period in proportion to the commodity contribution of the 
farmer.1 · 
lWheat pooling is thoroughly discussed in Joseph G. Knapp, The Hard 
Winter Wheat Pools. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1933.) 
Wesley A. Waage, a native of Noonan, North Dakota, received his B.A. from 
St. Olaf College and the M.Ed. (1954) from the University of North Dakota. 
As a doctoral candidate at the University of North Dakota, he entered college 
administration . at North Dakota State College, Ellendale, and is ·president of 
the Minnesota State Junior College at Fergus Falls. 
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Wheat pools were formed during the 1920's in all the states from 
Minnesota to Washington and from North Dakota to Texas. The state 
organizations were allied with each other in several confederations and 
the officers maintained communication with similar groups in ~da 
Australia, and other countries.2 The North Dakota Wheat Growers Asso~ 
ciatio1:1 ~as incorporated in January, 1922, after a year , of preliminary 
orga01zat10nal effort. I7 po?led wheat for its members through the 1930 
crop season, after which it went bankrupt in the increasingly severe 
agricultural depression of the 1930's. 
During the first two years, farmer members of the North Dakota 
~ssociation received the Wheat Growers Journal, the organ of the Na-
tional W~eat Gro~ers. Association with offices at Kansas City, Missouri. 
For a penod of t1me m 1922 and 19i3, North Dakotans also received 
The Producer which was published at Portland, Oregon, by the North-
west Wheat Growers' Association representing pools in Washington, 
Orego?, !daho, and Montana. As a result of difficulty in paying for the 
subscnpt10ns and because of rivalry between hte National and North-
west groups, the North Dakota officers decided to issue their own pub-
lication.3 
. The first issue of the North Dakota paper, The Wheat Grower, was 
~nnted ?n September 1, 1923. Publication continued without interrup-
t10n until July 15, 1931, when the parent organization ceased to function. 
The first ed~to~, Man~us Bridston, worked in the publicity department 
of the Associat10n until the paper started. His writing was colorful and 
blunt, and he caused no little difficulty for the officers of the Association. 
While in the publicity department, Bridston had written articles for 
"The Spark Plug," a mimeographed newsletter that went to Association 
fieldmen. "S.park Plug" attacks on the. organized grain exchanges came 
to the attent10n of members of the Mmneapolis Chamber of Commerce 
and they objected vigorously.The critical articles continued with the 
advent of The Wheat Grower, and during 1924 the pool officers were 
forced to consider discharging their editor.4 
Attacks on . "the. g~ain trade" from North Dakotans were nothing 
new. The special diff1eulty for the Wheat Growers Association arose 
froi:i their application for membership on the Minneapolis and Duluth 
gram e~changes. The Associatio1:1 needed the memberships in order to 
make direct sales of the wheat m the pool, but the Chamber hesitated 
to admit the poolers to membership while such articles were being 
published by a potential member. 
• 
2W~eat Grow~rs <;:ollection, Orin G. Libby Manuscripts Collection, Chester 
Fritz Libra!}'., University of North Dakota. See, for instance, File 1/1 through 
1/10, American Wheat Growers' Associated; File l'/13, National and Interna-
tional Wheat P<?ol Conferences; File 1/14, National Grain Growers; and File 
1/15, U.S. Gram Growers. The North Dakota Wheat Growers Association 
~xpanded operations to Montana in 1926 and the second state was incorporated 
tnto the official name of the Association. 
3See correspondence between George Duis, President of the North Dakota 
Wheat Growers Association, and George Cutting, Editor of the Wheat G,-owers 
Joumal, File 3, 13, Wheat Growers Collection. 
4File 6/1, Circular Letters to Fieldmen, Wheat Growers Collection includes 
examples. of "The Spa~k Plug." See especially Number Nineteen, May 21, 1923. 
Th7 Apn.l 15, 1?24, issue of the Wheat Grower illustrates the strong language 
wh1ch Bndston used, as well as the no less vigorous criticism being made by the 
Chamber against the poolers. 
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The troubles with Bridston came to a head in early 1925. He was 
forced to surrender the editor's chair as well as ownership of the Wheat 
Grower Publishing Company in return for a modest financial. s~ttleme~t. 
The paper continued under the sponsorship of the Associat1on with 
two Association officers as President and Secretary-Treasurer of the 
Publishing Company.5 
A new editor, Vernice M. Aldrich, began her duties with the May 1, 
1925, issue. She had graduated from the University of North Dakota 
.with a major in English in 1923; in 1924 she re.ceived an M.~. degree 
in Geography from the University aft~r c?mplet10n of a thesis on the 
relationship of climate to crop produmon m North Dakot~. The daugh-
ter of a Red River Valley farmer, she was _ele~ted to P~i Beta ~appa 
and was active in ocher University organizations. While servmg as 
editor of The Wheat Grower, she was also Associate Editor of the North 
Dakota Historical Quarterly from 1926 to 1930. 
Aldrich served as editor through the October 1, 1930, number. The 
Association terminated her employment at chat time because of the 
financial difficulties which it was undergoing. It also reduced the num-
. ber of issues being published and made a drastic cut in. the su~scription 
list to include only members who were actually poo.h~g the1r wheat . 
Sidney A. Papke, a long-time employee of the Pubhc.uy . Department, 
was appointed editor for the final ten mon.ths of pubhcat10n. The last 
issue appeared under a July 15, 1931, dateline. 
The Wheat Grower carried the designation, "Official Organ of the 
North Dakota Wheat Growers Association" throughout its entire life. 
The first ten bi-monthly issues included sixteen pages in ~n eig!tt by 
eleven-inch size. From February 1, 1924, the paper, ten by fifteen-mches 
and usually with sixteen pages, began to describe itsel~ the "Largest 
Farm Paper in North Dakota." Circulatio~ went as _high as 30,000 
copies the addressees including poolers, business subscnbers, as well as 
individuals, and organizations that the Association wanted to influence.6 
The paper did not attempt to become a means of bringing its readers 
general news of North Dakota and the world. When it dea~t w!th state 
and world events they related, like the rest of the matenal, m some 
manner to the purposes of the Wheat Growers Associ.ation. Within. such 
limitations, however, the materials were of broad mterest. Consistent 
features included a women's page ("Just for Womenfolk"); letters to 
the editor ( "From Other Pens") ; humor columns sections; poetry ( some-
times by Vernice Aldrich) ; some serial ~tor~es; cartoon~; new~ of the 
events in the local councils of the orgamzat1on; and, b10graph1cal ma-
terial on the officers directors, and other prominent participants in the 
pooling movement. The paper carried business 3:dvertising at times, and 
there was always a classified advertisement section. 
The main body of material was devoted,. of course,. to the. wheat 
pooling movement, cooperatives and cooperat1:7e marketmg, articles of 
general farm information, edi~o~ials abou~ the m.terests of farmers, news 
of the progress of the Associat10n, and mstruct1~u~s to members. In ~ 
these the paper displayed one of the characteristics of the leadership 
5File 3/12, The Wheat Grower, Wheat Growers Collection. 
6Although the membership lists show more than 3_D,OOO na1;11es, the number 
of farmers who actually pooled their wheat was a m10or fraction of the total. 
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of the Wheat Growers Association-an almost universal optimism 
about the size, effect, and future of the pooling movement. It would 
appear that the over-optimism harmed the parent organization because 
there were so many occasions on which the positively-stated expecta-
tions were not actually reached in practice. More · realism might have 
served the cause better. 
The Wheat Grower maintained a reasonable degree of neutrality on 
political issues although the editors did not hesitate to endorse candi-
dates and programs that seemed to hold the promise of help for the 
farmer. Office-seekers from both parties found approval when, in the 
judgment of the paper, their inclinations would benefit the farmer. 
Promises not followed by performance resulted in blunt criticism, so 
the reader might find the paper apparently favoring a candidate or an 
issue with a subsequent reversal of sentiment. The statement of editorial 
policy which appear in the March 15, 1924, issue was followed in most 
respects: 
It is not the policy of The Wheat Grower to discuss matters concerning 
politics, for it represents a body of men organized for strictly economic 
purposes, but we think it is within our province to discuss issues of 
vital interest to the people of our state, 'inasmuch as legislative matters 
have a direct bearing on things economic. Therefore, we think a brief 
outline of the various issues of this election is fit and proper, and might 
contribute to a better understanding and thus a more intelligent vote 
by the people.7 
Editorializing was never confined to the two pages which were 
usually reserved specifically for that purpose. Any page, and every issue, 
might include reference to groups such as "slackers," "knockers," 
"enemies," and "contract-breakers"; and to "boosters," "cooperators," and 
"sunshine poolers." Frequently, material was as q:ite as "The Non-
Pooler' s Daughter": 
She was only a non-pooler's daughter, 
But her heart, it was made of pure gold, 
She was sorely distressed that her papa 
Had not in the Wheat Pool control. 
"Oh, father, dear father, please listen! 
"Your daughter on bent knees implores-
"Oh, join, father, join with the poolers, 
"Prepare for the day when it pours."8 
The most enthusiastic member, no matter how hard-pressed he might 
be to make his farm a paying enterprise, could have been impressed by 
such doggerel. 
On the subject of cooperative marketing, The Wheat Grower struck 
its most messianic tone. Commodity-based groups ( whether in the 
cotton states, the fruit regions of California, the tobacco areas of the 
middle South, or the wheat regions) received attention in large articles 
and small notes. The progress and prospects were glowingly described. 
"Cooperation" appeared to be a goal in itself, although those coopera-
tives that were in conflict with the principles of the commodity pooling 
movement were treated derisively. Vernice Aldrich accurately character-
1Wheat Grower, March 15, 1924, p. 4. 
BWheat Grower, March 1, 1925, p. 5. 
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f r as well as the ultimate collapse of the 
ized the content o the papeh, f llowing observation shortly after she 
ement when she wrote t e o . l d'ff' 1 . . mov , . . . 1930 because of the paper's financia i icu ties. 
bad lost her posmon m 
Have I not _been activei i~n::g:d ofirarrd~:a:di:!?~ru~-o:::::!f;, f~~ 
years? Have ~ n<;>t urge . 1 . 1 problem an historical precedent, a economic obhgatto?, a socio ogica obl~m ;> Even now I urge it as 
mathematical solution for fn abstrre.ir:nt problem of my own. Verily, 
the solution for a perso?a unemp 0l our world but we have found it 
co-operation is the magic panacea o ' 
too unctuous for our good.9 
Athough her unflattering description£ of bthl e tntent :d t~~to:~; 
li f Th Wheat Grower was uncom orta y c ose to t . '. • 
fape'r ~as a: important elemen.t din hodlding tot~~~ t:~:f:r::r:, 
bership With readers . as m epen ent as . b th 
~e~g every right to be suspicious of solutions f?r their pro lems, e 
p:blication was an absolute necessi~ if th; Joolmf ~ov~~~~ ~to: 
have an chance of success. The ulmnate a ure o t e . 
Wheat browers Association must be attributed to economic causes, not 
to any shortcomings of The Wheat Grower. 
· R 'bl " (unpublished manuscript in 9"The Cooperative Crusade is esponsi e 
Aldrich Papers, Wheat Growers Collection)· 
The Paradox of California Populism 
RALPH J. KANE 
Born of two decades of agricultural depression, the Populist move-
ment of th~ 1890' s had the Middle West for a focal point. The move-
ment flourished elsewhe~e, but John D. Hicks, largely because of the 
excellenc~ and ~ope of .his study The Populist Revolt published in 1931, 
helped . fix the impression that Populism was mainly an experience of 
the Midwestern farmer. 1 Since 1931, Southern Populism has been 
thoroughly analyzed, and as a result, SO!l)e earlier assumptions have been 
challenged; but for some reason Populism west of the Rockies has been 
largely neglecte~. No doubt the feeling exists that an investigation of 
Far West Populism would only amplify prevailing conclusions. Nothing 
could be further from the truth. · 
Populism in ~lifornia was vital and flourished to a degree not 
commonly recogmzed. ~n the early 1890's more than thirty California 
newspapers devoted their pages to. the Popu!ist cause.2 More significant, 
however, w_e.re th.e roots fronvwluch Populism in California grew. Be-
cause cond1t1~ns m that state differed so radically from those of other 
a!eas of agrari~n protest, the opportunity to reconsider the many assump-
t10ns surroundmg Populism is obvious. 
The !~etoric o~ Ca.lifornia Populism contained all th~ cliches, but 
the condmons. that msptred the rhetoric is another matter. In ·his posture 
t?ward the r~tlroa?s, the labor movement, and schemes to induce infla-
tion, the California farmer differed from his Midwestern counterpart. 
1
A!thur Mann, "The P~ogressive Tradition," in The Reconstruction of Ameri-
can ;1istory, ed. by John ;:ftgham (~ew York: Harper & Brothers, 1962), p. 160. 
. Har.old ~. T~ggart, Thomas Vmcent Cator: Populist Leader of California" 
Cal,:forma Historical Society Quarterly, XXVII (Dec. 1948), 311-12. ' 
Ralph J. Kane, a native C?f Rugby, North Dakota, attended North Dakota Agri-
cultural College and. rece~ved the Ph.B. from the University of North Dakota. 
H~ served as a;1 off1~er in Naval Aviation, 1952-57. Turning from English to 
History he re~e1ved hts M.A. (1960) at the University of North Dakota for his 
s~dy of ~wm .F. Ladd. Subsequently he has done graduate study at the Univer-
sity of Caltforn!a at Los Angeles and at the University of Southern California. 
He taught English at Newhall and Whittier, California, but in 1970 is Chair-
ma'?- of !he De.1:artment of Social Studies at El Rancho High School, Pico Rivera 
California. He ts co-author of Inquiry: U.S.A. (Globe Book Company) a text~ 
book for secondary school students of American History. ' 
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Most curious of all the California farmer faced the prospect q_f · con-
tinued prosperity at' the very moment of his greatest agitation. 
H. D. F. Kitto, noted English classical historian, has said that l?eople 
of the land are "traditional and conservative."3 This axiom appli:s t? 
ancient Greece~ Mesopotamia, and modern Kansas. How then d1~ 1t 
happen that the most viable radicalism of the second h~lf of the °:ne-
teenth century owed its inspiration to agricultural Amenca? One axiom 
deserves another, so it might also be said that pe~ple of the land tend 
to become restive if not radical when the holdmg of land beco~es 
meaningless or is in danger of becoming meaningles.s. ~e second a~iom 
helps explain the Populist revolt on the great plams m the. 1890 s as 
well as the discontent of the Southern farmer of the same period. In the 
Midwest and in the South the small margin of profit taken from the 
land made its value doubtful and liens clouded its futurity. But in Cali-
fornia land was never meaningless. 
At first the California farmer saw little to distinguish himself from 
his Midwestern brethren. As in the Midwest, the land lay before him 
ready for immediate use. There was no need to cut timber, to effect 
drainage, or to fertilize; so he did what came na~rally-he grew wheat. 
In taking this step, he inherited the ills attending .all wheat grower~. 
He found himself trapped in a one-crop e~onoi_ny facmg bn_ital competi-
tion in the international market. Worse still, his transportation problems 
seemed insurmountable. As one observer noted in 1873, the rate for 
wheat shipped from New York to Englan~ was five to seven .dollars 
per ton while the rate per ton of wheat shipped from San Francisco to 
England was nearly twenty dollars.4 • The w~eat growers .who attended 
the Farmers' Union Convention, wh1eh met m San Francisco that year, 
were warned solemnly that wheat in California was doomed.5 
Wheat in California was not doomed, however, and the story of the 
California grain grower deparrs dramatically from the patt:rn e~tablished 
east of the Rockies. Bigness became the answer for the <?Itforma farm~r. 
Because the profit per bushel was small, he expanded his acreage. While 
· the Midwestern farm was generally defined by preemption and home-
stead laws the California farm was apt to be gigantic. The Jones ranch, 
southeast ~f Tulare, had 11,000 acres, while J. J. Cairns, in the nearby 
Lindsay district, had 22,000 acres under cultivation in one season.6 
Coupled with the great size of individual farms, the scarcity o~ labor 
inspired an agricultural technology not matched anywhere else m the 
world. The California farmer devised and built the largest agricultural 
machines ever known, before or since; and size did not preclude me-
chanical sophistication. Stocton Berry's remarkable steam tractor could 
move huge combines, and if the occasion demanded, it could drag twenty-
five plows.7 The California wheat grower was often an entrepreneur, a 
worthy successor to the cattle baro~ who preceded him. ~e bore ~i~le 
resemblance to the Kansas "hayseed.' In 1878 an expert witness testified 
3The Greeks (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1951), p. 29. 
4Ezra S. Carr, The Patrons of Husbandry of the Pacific Coast, (San Francisco: 
A. L. Bancroft & Company, 1875), p. 101. · 
5/bid., p. 102. . . 1 .. 
6Marion N. Jewell, "Agncultu~al J?evelopment 10 Tuia~e CC?unty, 1870-1900 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Umvers1ty of Southern Caltforma, 1950), p. 18. 
1/bid., p. 23. 
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before a special .co.rru:nitree on Chinese immigration that "I hardly know 
a farmer m California such as we have in Indiana or Iowa."8 
Other factors worked to the advantage of the California wheat 
grower. F~r two decades after 1877 the state was without a serious 
drought . wit~ the ;verage yearly rainfall in San Francisco being about 
twenty-five mches. Transportation rates responded to the great volume 
of_ wheat. In 1882 even the Central Pacific reduced its rates on grain 
shipment. From Goshen to San Francisco and from Goshen to Stockton 
the rate per ton was reduced by fifty cents; 1o and by 1894 it was re-
.P?rted that the average charge per ton on wheat shipped from San Fran-
ci_sco to England had reached a moderate ten dollars.11 Also it was 
discovered that the hot, dry Central Valley produced a brittle dehydrated 
kernel that made i~ eminently suitable for movement over gr~t distances. 
I~ t~e early years i_t had been assumed that England was the logical des-
tm~tion tor American wheat, but in ensuing years markets opened in 
Asia whi_ch offset some~hat the disadvantages the California farmer 
suffe~ed m ~ommerce_ with Europe. So despite great universal forces 
workmg agamsc profitable wheat production, the California farmer 
prospered.12 
In the end bigness could ~ot save_ ~?eat in California. A glutted 
world . market and the farmers . own indifference to soil maintenance 
were imp?rtant factors. in its decline, but it was irrigation and the 
breath-takmg prospects it held that closed the great era of "King Wheat " 
By 1894 productio? dr?pped to 23,000,000 bushels, and after the tur~ 
of the century ~hforma became an importer of flour and wheat.13 
_In the 1880 s lakes, streams, rivers, and artesian wells provided the 
baS1S for anot!ter dramatic shif in California agriculture in the 1890's. 
At the very _rime that farmers east of the Rockies tightened their belts 
and turne~ msurgent, th_e California farmer was caught ~p in a more 
pleasant kmd of revolut10n. Boom or bust, California land values had 
only one place to go and that was up. The long finger-like ditches of 
water that stretch_ed in all directions had the gift of Midas. -The value 
?f farm property m Tulare County, for instance, increased from $812 900 
m 1870 to $20!287,801 in 1904.14 As one student of California agricul-
ture expressed it: 
Atdage thirty he [the. farmer] could sit on the porch of his ranch house 
an lo<;>k out over. his. herds of cattle. At age forty he could look out 
o_ve_r hts hu9e grain fields from the same house. At the age of fifty, 
sitting on ht~ farm house porch, he might look over his peach orchard 
and grape vineyards.15 
It is also signifi~ant that th~ lu~erne Valley, the Mussle Slough area, 
the scene of a tragic chapter m history of wheat in the 1870's, could 
. 
8
Paul ~- Taylor, "Foundations of California Rural Society " Calif orni-a His-
tori~al Society Qua_~terly, XXIV (1_945), p. 217. ' 
W. -!':· Sta!r, 1'-bra~am _Dubois Starr: Pioneer California Miller and Wheat 
Ex~iter, Ca_fi/or1:1a Historical Society Quarterly, XXVII (Sept. 1948), 199. 
11Jewell, ~gnculut:.al J?evelopment in Tulare County," p. 23. 
N. P. Ch1p~an,. Fruit vs. Wheat", in California State Board of Horti-
~~l~;~ Fourth Biennial Report, 1893-94 (Sacramento: State Printing Office), 
l2Starr, "Abraham Dubois Starr II p 199 
I3]bid., p. 200. 1 • • 
~!Jbe;1_,ell, "Agricultural Development in Tula.re County," p. 75. 
I u,,,, p. 73. 
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boast of the largest raisin grape vineyard in the world in 1891, and that 
in 1897 the great flour mill at Wheatport could quietly retool to accom-
modate the sugar beet.16 
For some time Californians had resented the tremendous acreages 
of wheat controlled by single farmers. As one man expressed it: 
The combined harvester has reversed the law of labor-saving machinery, 
and is depopulating the State. It came at the wrong time for California; 
and proved a boon to the large land holder, but a. bane to. the St~te. 
. . . Wheat growing cannot populate the St:ite o_r 1~crease its prest1g_e 
and importance, or add to its wealth, an~ this P<;>lllt 1s more_ than vert-
fied by the fact that our wheat-growing regions are sull sparsely 
setded.17 
The advent of widespread irrigation renewed the old hopes for a 
population of small, independent yeomen in the Jeffersonian tradition.1 
In keeping with this hope, many large holdings were broken up. In 
Tulare County the number of farms incr~sed from 1_,1~5 in 1880 !o 
2 212 in 1900 and in 1890 the average size of the imgated farm m 
the county wa; 131 acres.19 However, as the Land o1 ~unshine repeated-
ly pointed out with pride, ten to twenty acres of irrigated land could 
support a family in a decent fashion; 131 acres is another matter. 
Not the small independent yeoman, but a new breed was prod1:1ced 
by irrigation. The new farmer, to be successful, had to be a skilled 
agronomist, an astute businessman, a spe?Ilator, an? a careful man~ger 
dependent upon a source of cheap transient labor.-0 At the very tune 
when the California farmer was stretching to touch his eastern brethren 
in common interest through the People's Party, economic facts were 
drawing them apart- perhaps forever. 
The preceding account would be remiss, however, if it led the reader 
co believe that hardships did not exist in_ California agriculture in. ~he 
1890's. In San Luis Obispo County, for mstance, where w?eat ramng 
persisted, a harassed farm population could be found durmg the . de-
pression. But Elwood Cooper, presidenc of the Stace Board of Horticul-
ture, was able to report late in 1893 that "the fruit growers have prob-
ably suffered less than those engaged in other industries."21 If a general-
ization is to be made on the subject, perhaps that of Donald Walters, 
student of California Populism is apt. He wrote: "We may note first 
of all the absence of any spontaneous farmer insurgency arising from 
especially burdensome pressure of agriculture."22 ~mpl~fying. t~is obser-
vation Walters also noted that "much of the California polmcal rebel-
liousn;ss was less a product of poverty than it was a mutation of r~st-
lessness, a restlessness associated with prodigious wealth and a feverish 
exploitation of that wealth."23 After recognizing the California farmer 
I6Starr, "Abraham Dubois Starr," p. 200. 
17Chipman, "Fruit vs. Wheat," p. 155. 
IBTaylor, "Foundations," p. 21. 
19Jewell, "Agricultural Development in Tulare <;:ou~ty," p. 48. . . 
20Clarke A. Chambers, California Parm Orgamzation (Berkeley: U01vers1ty 
of California Press, 195 2) , p. 1. · . 
21California State Board of Horticulture, Fourth Biennial Report, 1893-94, 
p. 241. 
22Donald Walters, "Populism in California, 1889-1900" (unpublisheJ Ph.D. 
dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 1952), p. 49. 
23[bid., p. 1. 
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~or t?e cre~ture _he was, it would appear that any basis of genuine radical-
ism m ~ltforma Populism would have to come . from external sources. 
~htle economi~ conditions distinguished the California farmer from 
American farmers m ge?eral, so 1id at least one tradition. Dating back 
~o the Green'?acker per10d, agranans had been addicted to schemes to 
t?crease an? mflate currency. The cry for silver was another manifesta-
tion ~f h1s addiction. California, however, never generated much 
ent~~s1asm for fiat money for obvious reasons. Indeed, almost all the 
Pacific coast reacted with aversion to the greenbacks that filtered in 
after the Civil War.24 
Because of California's great wealth of gold and silver and because 
there were n? banks of issue, pe?ple in the state happily conducted their 
coi_iunerce w1th. hard m~ney-this at a time when many Easterners used 
neither gold cams nor silver dollars.25 For Californians, whose supply of 
currency was bounteous, monetary schemes to raise prices had little at-
traction. Th~ scarcity o_f skilled labor seemed to guarantee good wages, 
and the f~ll m ~arm _pr1ces was offset by the appreciation of land values. 
Debtors m Cahforma who tried to pay off their obligations in green-
ba~ks were boycotted. San Francisco newspapers, in a gesture of contempt, 
prm~ed the names of those who had forced greenbacks upon unwilling 
cred1tors.26 · 
The. A_lta Calif?rnia in 1865 declared with acerbity that ''if two or 
three millions of duty, defaced and counterfeit shinplasters, raked out of 
the gutter of _New Y?rk can be thrust into the hands of the hard working 
people of this state m exchange for their gold a very handsome profit 
can be ~ealize~ under the c;!Y of Loyalty to th~ Government."27 Appar-
ently this sentiment was widespread as the Greenbackers in California 
polled only a total of forty-seven votes in the election of 1876.28 Green-
b~cks dropped in value to thirty-five cents on the dollar and then literally 
disappeared from California commerce.29 
In the eyes of Californians, the free coinage of silver was another 
matter, however. Mining interests understandably supponed silver pro-
posals, and large segments of both major parties shared to a lesser de-
gree, the mi?-er's enthusias1;0. Democrats such as Stepben White and 
] ~mes McGuue and Republicans such as Cornelius Cole all championed 
silver. 
It ~s. true. that many farmers, especially members of the People's 
Par:}', JOmed m t_he demand for coinage of silver, but it is doubtful that 
thetr loyalty to silver was much_ greater than that of the general public. 
Farmers had had a long standmg quarrel with hydraulic miners over 
water rights;30 also the antipathy for banks and monopolies which had 
been engen~ered in the farmer since the Granger period must have 
worked against the huge mining interests so intimately connected with 
24
T. H. Hittell, History of California, IV ( San Francisco: N. J. Stone & Com-
pany, 1898), p. 346. 
• 
25
Ira ~- Cross, "!he (-,.nswer," Folklore Quarterly, IV (July, 1945), 10; 
Htttell, History of California, p. 346. · 
26Cross, "The Answer," p. 10. 
!!Ju1;1e _21, 1865; cfted i? Cross, "The Answer," p .. 9. 
W1nf1eld J. Dav1s, History of Political Conventions in California, 1849· 
1892 (S?cra~ento: California State Library, 1893), p. 364. 
29Cross, The Answer," p. 8. 
30Walters, "Populism in California," p. 8. 
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California banks. Marion Cannon, twice president of the California 
Farmers Alliance and one of the few successful Populist candidates, 
urged prominent Californians, such as Cornelius Cole, to oppose the 
Sherman silver measure.31 In 1891 Cannon reported somewhat erroneous-
ly in the Los Angeles Alliance Farmer that "we don't care much_ f?r silver 
coinage in our srate."32 When Cannon entered Congress, he JOtned the 
Cleveland forces in reprisals against silver.33 
While the California Populist of the interior j_oined quite wi~~ly 
in the agitation for "free silvert the urban Popul1St, _who had socialist 
leanings, was apt to anathemattze the adv~ates of silver, w?o he felt 
distracted attention from the fundamental issue-the reshapmg of so-
ciety. As the rift between these two factions in t_he Pop~ist Party grew, 
insurgent farmers, who generally wanted only to ttnk~r wtth the economy, 
saw that their strict adherence to silver was a device to shake off the 
more radical elements in the party who felt that free silver was a mean-
ingless obsession.34 
Free silver was not distinctively a Populist idea, but the Midwestern 
farmer grasped for the nostrum of silver ~ . as cure-ap. !f is faith was 
touching. In California, which lacked a tradmon of agitation for mc_me-
tary inflation, however, free silver was an issue to be casually. man11:u-
lated and exploited for political purposes .. Th~ easy_ manne~ m which 
Republican and Democratic papers i1;1 <?lifornia. sw~tched sides on t~e 
silver issue in 1896 suggests that thetr mterests. m sil~er lacked a J:>hil-
osophical commitment.35 The loyalty of the silver m~erests ~emamed 
constant, of course, and they gave their support to Pop?hsm. Wtt~ some 
cogency, Richard Hofstadter has said th~t "the fr~e-silver Popuhs!11 of 
the mountain-states variety was not agranan Populism at all, but simple 
silverism."36 
The attempts of the California farmer to close ~anks :W!th l~bor al.so 
had its unusual aspects. In most centers of Populist acuv~ty, mdusmal 
development was relatively slight. As a result most. agrarian ov~rtur:s 
to labor represented academic and philosophical exercises. The Cal~forn!a 
Populist was not afforded this luxury of detachm_ent. In 1890 Caltforma 
may have ranked high in agricultural production, but she was also 
among the more urban of states.37 If there were to be a viable third 
party in California, town and country, laborer and farmer had to meet 
in common cause. 
In early years before the California far1:1er had abs?.rbed ~he facts .. ~! 
his economic identity, he could refer to h1IDself as. a. _ Iabormg ma~ .. 
He could see himself as part o~ the incr_easing ~1;1bchvmon ~nd ~pecial~z-
ation of labor. He could commiserate with the long-suffering mdusmal 
31J..etter of Marion Cannon to Cornelius Cole, September 8, 1893, Cole 
Papers; Special Collections, Box 4, University of ~lifo~nia a~ Los. ~ngeles. 
32December 3, 1891; cited in Walters, "Populism m California, p. 125. 
33Walters, "Populism in California," p. 234. 
34Richard Hofstadter, The Age of Reform from Bryan to P.D.R. (New York: 
Vintage Books, 1960), p. 105. . 
35Harold F. Taggart, "The Party Realignment of 1896 in California," Pa-
cific Historical Review, VIII (Dec., 1939), 435-52. 
36Hofstadter, The Age of Reform, p. 81. 
37Walters, "Populism in California," p. 38. 
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classes" beca~se. he .believed himself to be a member in good standing.39 
By 1890 this illusion had been badly bruised; over the years contact 
between labor and farmer had too often been abrasive. 
In. 1879 Grangers joined with the Workingmen's Party in urging the 
adop~i?n of the new . constitution. Apparently farmers found that the 
.pro~i~10ns f<;>r the Railroad Commission and the Board of Equalization 
JUstifi~d. their sup.port. After this one instance examples of cooperation 
are difficu·lt· to f md. Indeed, we find the Workingmen's platform of 
1879 specifically denouncing the spirit of "aggrarianism" [sic] .4o The 
eagerness of the Kearneyites to tax land to remove tariffs on raw ma-
terials, and to abolish prison labor also ~ust have given many farmers 
pause.41 
In the early 1870's hard-pressed grain farmers had complained bit-
terly about the high price of grain sacks. In response, the Patrons of 
Husbandry advocated that convict labor at San Quentin and Folsom be 
ut~lized in their_ manufacture. This proposal was directed against the 
middleman, but it was not calculated to win sympathy of labor.42 
Many of the proposals of the Kearnyites were designed to please the 
farmer, but o~her .considerations dampened their appeal. Whether the 
farmer recogniz_ed it o7 not, he was essentially middle-class sharing many 
of the appropriate attitudes. He was shocked by the disorder and vio-
len':e of the Kearnyites. The strident cry "the Chinese must go" did not 
excite the fears of the farmer as much as did the violence of the "San 
Francisco Irish" on the sand lots. Besides, the farmer was often an em-
ployer of Chinese. 43 Over the years, the rural population of the south 
~d interior nourished a hostile image of the corrupt and predatory 
city. 
Also, as the California farmer increased his holdings, and became 
an employer of some substance, his attitude toward labor came to be 
colored by class prejudice. In 1876 Col. W. W. Hollister, a large land-
owner, spoke for his kind: 
I can reme~ber a time, forty years ago, when the American, that is 
th~ _laborer, m the C?untry was a kindly working man, when he was 
w1l11ng_ to perform his labors in a kindly, submissive, good way. . . . 
There ts no such man in the state of California that I know of with 
very few exceptions. 44 ' 
Perhaps the. most graphic instance of _urban radicalism meeting the 
count~y mentality ~ame when Arthur Vmette, labor leader and city 
~opu_Iist, led a .contin~ent of ~oxey's army from Los Angeles into the 
mte-:ior. Ostensiblf with . Populist support, Vinette left Los Angeles on 
April. 2, 1894, with 160 unemployed workers, their destination being 
Washington, D. C. Marching on foot, Vinette's little band earned the 
resi:e~t and help of the people on the route by its "exemplary" conduct 
until it reached the farming communities of San Bernadino and Colton.~0 
39Jbid., p. 152. 
40Davis, Political Conventions in California, p. 396. 
41Ibid., pp. 3 74-402. 
42Carr, Patrons of Husbandry, p. 96. 
43Walters, "Populism in California," pp. 5-8. 
44Taylor, "Foundations," p. 209. . 
45
Grace H. Stimson, Rise of the Labor Movement in Los Angeles (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1955), pp. 157-59. 
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Here the men were dragged from railroad cars by angry citizens armed 
with weapons and fire hoses. Vinette and seven others were jailed.46 
The frantic overreaction of the mob can only be explained by deep-
seated fears and · suspicions of city radicalism harbored by the rural 
mind.47 
Also in 1894 the bitter strike of the American Railway Union 
helped deepen the gulf between labor and farmer. All in all, the Cali-
fornia farmer viewed the action of the strikers with dismay. Apricots 
and peaches were left to rot at car sidings, and the secretary of the Seate 
Board of Horticulture estimated that the loss exceeded a million dollars.4 
Contributing co the separation of labor and farmer was the peculiar 
nature of the California labor movement itself. In California, as else-
where, the success of the Populists in gathering a following from the 
ranks of organized labor depended upon whether the workers' loyalty 
was given to the "older and more distinctly American philosophy of 
labor reform" or the more exclusive doctrine of trades unionism.49 
Unfortunately for Populism, trades unionism flourished in California 
in a manner unequaled in other sectors of industrial America. 
The labor movement in California, notably in San Francisco, pros-
pered in a salubrious climate. Shortly after the Civil War, general pros-
perity and the scarcity of labor encouraged generosity on the part of 
employers. Isolation from ocher industrial centers made the importation 
of strike breakers a difficult task. As a result, employers responded 
favorably to labor's demands and labor in turn became attached to the 
moderate goals of trades unions. Largely eschewing the more radical 
Knights of Labor, the worker sought satisfaction in a program of wad-
ualism. He had no scheme to remake the world, and as he occupied a 
position of strength, he had litle need to enter the political arena to 
achieve his ends. In short, he was poor clay from which to fashion a 
radical movement. 50 
The thinking of California labor · was best represente~ by Fran~ 
Roney, San Francisco's most illustrious labor leader. Respectmg authort-
ty, abhoring secrecy, and steering clear of both radicalism and polit~cs, 
he promoted trades union autonomy in the 1880's.51 Another expression 
of this desire for autonomy came from Samuel Gompers who declared 
that complete "cooperation or amalgamation of the wage workers' organ-
izations" with the People's Party was impossible because it was "un-
natural." Farmers were employers and workers were employees, and that 
was that.52 
Even when the depression of the 1890's ended the halcyon days of 
46Henry W. Splitter, "Concerning Vinette's Los Angeles Regiment of Coxey's 
Army," Pacific Historical Review, XVII (Feb., 1948 ) , 29-36. 
41[bfd. 
48B. M. I..elong, "Review of the Fruit Season, 1894," in California State 
Board of Horticulture, Fourth Biennial Report, 1893-94 (Sacramento: State 
Printing Office), p. 397. 
49Chester McA. Destler, American Radicalism; 1865-1911 (New London: Con-
necticut College, 1946), p. 29. · . . . 
li0Ira B. Cross, A History of the Labor Movement in California (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1935), pp. 19-60, 151-155. 
l'ilFrank Roney, Frank Roney, Irish Rebel and California Labor Leader, ed. 
Ira B. Cross (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1_931), p~. 327-28. 
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labor, trade unionism managed · to weather hard· times by holding a re-
markable proportion of its membership. As a result, California Populism 
attracted, for the most part, militant socialists and radical misfits from 
the periphery of the labor movement. Ironically, the more conservative 
trades unionists, who in spirit and purpose resembled the middle class 
Populist farmer, remained aloof, while visionaries and labor leaders 
such as Arthur Vinette and the erratic Burnette Haskell helped provide 
the ingredient of radicalism to California Populism. 
In Populism there were two foundations upon which to build an 
ideological bridge between farmer and labor. These were antimonopolism 
and the labor-cost theory of value.53 These two facets offered the best 
hope for an independent farmer-labor alliance in politics. 
The antimonopolism of the California farmer was specifically directed 
at the railroad. At first when confronted by the tyranny of the railroad, 
the farmer opted for regulation rather than nationalization.54 Only when 
the much vaunted Railroad Commission failed to achieve the farmer's 
purpose of regulation, did they advocate government ownership of the 
railroads. The farmers' attitude toward the railroad was expressed by 
Edward Berwick of Monterey County in a speech he gave in 1894: 
. . . I want most emphatically to a~sure you that I have no sympathy 
with anarchy; that I am no incendiary, and that I value my own property · 
too highly to advocate the confiscation of another's. Nor do I cherish 
any animosity against any member of any corporation. On the contrary, 
I have intense respect and admiration for the enterprise and energy 
exhibited by the builders of our pioneer railroads, those monumental 
works of the nineteenth century. I have no wish to undervalue or be-
little their achievements, and no d~ire to deprive them of one jot of 
their just reward. The builders of the Southern Pacific Railroad system 
( Heaven rest their souls! ) are almost all dead, but California fruit 
growers should never forget that Mr. C. P. Huntington and his late 
associates rendered possible that present vast development of horticul-
ture, which today is the pride and glory of our State.55 
But Berwick continued: 
You can sum up transportation figures and the whole present transpor-
tation system in five short words-words too familiar to all present, 
"all the traffic will bear." 
....................................... 
What does all this mean but that you are to be the eternal bond slaves 
of a vast corporation. . . . Let us face the alternative boldly! . . . 
Shall the railroads own the people, or the people own the railroads. 56 
He then presented his rationale: 
But is there aught revolutionary in the nationalizing of railroads? I 
claim there is nothing .... It has ever been one of the first functions 
of good government to provide means of intercommunication among its 
citizens.57 
Here we have evidence that the farmer did not consider himself a 
revolutionary. Indeed, his aim was to preserve. For him the object of 
53Destler, American Radicalism, p. 27. 
54Carr, Patrons of Husbandry, p. 95. . 
55Edward Berwick, "Transportation," in California State Board of Horticul-
ture, Fourth Biennial Report, 1893-94 (Sacramento: .State Printing Office) p. 
256. ' 
56/bid. 
57[bid., p. 257. 
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government ownership was the shoring up of competmve capitalism 
and small enterprise.58 He held that government should be an active 
agent in the struggle. for equality and justice, and that government should 
be flexible enough to achieve its ends. Rather than destroy the capital-
istic system, he strove to restore a balance within that system. There has 
been a tendency to divorce the Populist revolt from the progressive 
movement that followed, but here we have a California farmer cogently 
espousing the best tenents of progressive thought. 
The urban Populist, on the other hand, saw the nationalization of 
railroads as the first step toward a "brave new world." It was logical 
to him that the· first sector of the economy to subvert was the com-
munications system, and for this . reason he tended to lump the telegraph 
with the railroads.59 As one can see, the country Populist and the urban 
Populist worked at cross-purposes. Their basic premises as well as their 
ends were in conflict. A permanent alliance of the two was impossible. 
In 1894, because of prior successes, the young party seemed on the 
verge of becoming a genuine farm-labor party and optimism swelled 
through Populist ranks. But even with good prospects at hand, conflict 
was close to the surface. On February 20, 1894, members of Farmers' 
Alliance were invited to the State Labor Congress in order to establish 
agreement on principles. The farmers were dismayed when "fiery labor 
leaders" and "socialists" called for the nationalization of all the means 
of production and the distribution of land. E. M. Wardall, a prominent 
Populist, spoke plaintively for the farmers: "The convention wanted t~e 
earth with a fence around it. Well, the Farmers' Alliance don't want 1t 
and if this goes on the Alliance will draw out."60 Indeed, the California 
farmer had no intentions of creating an "earth with a fence around it." 
A "fence" around the railroad would have suited him. 
If antimonopolism as an issue to ally farmer and w?rker in Ca~ifornia 
was fraught with problems, so was the ·other foundation of possible al-
liance, the labor-cost theory. The Midwestern and Southern farmer tended 
to accept the labor-cost theory, not because he had read Marx, but be-
cause the doctrine seemed consonant with the hard realities of his life. 
For the farmer east of the Rockies, the small profit that he eked from 
the earth seemed in direct ratio to the sweat of his labor. The Cali-
fornia farmer on the other hand tended to be a capitalist who thought 
as a capitalist: whether he owned ~p ro it or not. He measured his prof its 
in terms of his total investment rather than his labor. J. V. Webster of 
San Luis Obispo, an old Granger-Populist, angered the unions w~en 
he announced publically that a farmer could not pay more than th~ty 
dollars a month for labor.61 For Webster, labor was another commodity 
that must conform to the dictates of the market place. 
As can be seen, the ideological basis for a labor~farmer alliance was 
flimsy. Although Populism left its mark on the California lab?r ~ove-
ment, labor leaders such as Michael McGlynn were successful m direct-
ing labor away from political involvement in spite of serious unemploy-
58Walter, "Populism in California," p. 20. 
59The Weekly Nationalist (Los Angeles), September 27, 1890, p. 3. 
. 60San Francisco Call, February 22, 1894; cited in Walters, "Populism in Cal-
ifornia," pp. 244-45. 
61 San Luis Obispo Reasoner, June 14, 1894. 
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ment.62 There is also evidence that Populism made little impact on the 
cities in general. J. V. Webster, a Populist candidate in 1894, ran well 
in the distressed rural areas of San Luis Obispo County but lost the 
county because of his poor showing in the towns of San Luis Obispo 
and Paso Robles. On the other hand, it is generally accepted that much 
of labor's difficulties in Los Angeles stemmed from the hostility to 
unions of the "farming folk" who settled in that southern city.63 His-
torians have often noted that the union of farmers and workers in the 
Midwest was tenuous because of basic contradictions. But the gulf 
between the two groups in California was so wide that one wonderc; 
why they ever attempted to join forces in the first place. 
It is generally argued that the Democrats swallowed up the People's 
Party in California. Certainly many of the Populists believed that fusion 
with the Democrats in 1896 had brought destruction to their cause. But 
in retrospect, it appears that the hope that Populism could ever compete 
with the older parties was illusory. Had the Populists rejected fusion, 
it is certain that their party would have collapsed from internal con-
tradictions. 
So we see that many considerations vitiated the Populist movement 
in California. Perhaps a moderate prosperity did much to restrict its 
growth. It is true that workers in the cities suffered in the 1890's, but 
agricultural prospects remained good throughout the depression. The 
collapse of the land boom in Southern California in 1888 brought great 
disappointment to many, but in spite of a national depression, the Land 
of Sunshine could report in 1895 that land.) values in Los Angeles were 
generally as high as they had been during the height of the boom.64 
Even the relationship between the farmer and the railroad, if not 
cordial, had improved by the time the Populist party was organized. 
In 1886 the completion of the Sance Fe Railroad into Los Angeles 
brought competition to the Southern Pacific and some relief from high 
rates. Although it took until 1898 to construct another major railroad 
through the San Joaquin Valley to compete with the Southern Pacific 
there, the mere prospect of a new railroad brought a sense of great relief 
which helped take the sting out of anti-railroad sentiment.65 
Also there is evidence that the Southern Pacific made many conces-
sions to the fruit grower. Catering to this growing source of revenue, 
the railroad invested in new, specially equipped cars for improved 
transportation of fruit. Most startling of all, the Southern Pacific over 
the years had reduced the rate to ship a carload of fruit across the con-
tinent from $1,250 to $165 by 1895! 66 
In the South and the Midwest, the farmer felt, with some truth, that 
he was in a colonial relationship to the states of the Northeast, where the 
banking and commercial interests were located. Because the sources of 
his affliction were distant and strange to him, his imagination encour-
62Stimson, Labor Movement in Los Angeles, pp. 150-51. 
63John Walton Caughey, California (2d ed.; Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Pren-
tice-Hall, Inc., 1953), p. 475. 
64february, 1895, p. 46. 
65Stuart Daggett, Chapters on the History of the Southern Pacific (New 
York: The Ronald Press Company, 1922), pp. 330-31. 
66California State Board of Horticulture, Fourth Biennial Report, 1893-94, 
p. 131. 
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aged him to believe he was the victim of a conspiracy which he only 
vaguely understood. As his problems were monetary, the farmer fashioned 
a fantastic combination . of villains in his mind's eye. Arrayed against 
him was an international conspiracy of bankers, industrialists, usurers, 
and plutocrats in general. Because of the Jew's identification with the 
manipulation of money, the farmer developed an anti;-semitism that 
was largely rhetorical in content. For this the Populist mind has long 
been associated with bigotry. 
In California we find little racial intolerance that can be attributed 
to Populism. California escaped the fate of colonialism and, in fact, 
succeeded in placing other Western states in a colonial relation to her.67 
The California farmer had no need to invent a conspiracy to explain his 
difficulties. His bete no11re was the Southern Pacific, whose naked power 
displayed itself close at hand. The farmer had little need to contrive an 
artificial scapegoat with such a worthy villain under his very nose. Thus 
we find little of the rhetorical anti-Semitism that existed in other areas. 
It is true that Arthur Vinette could occasionally speak of giving the 
"Shylocks their pound of flesh,"68 and that Marion Cannon once advised 
against accepting Catholics into the Farmers' Alliance.69 It is also true 
that many members of the nativistic American Protective Association 
considered themselves Populists, and it is also true that virtually no 
"foreign names" can be found on the rosters of Populism.70 But it should 
be remembered that the 1890's were not years of tolerance. The rela-
tively enlightened Senator Stephen M. White, who because of his Catho-
licism had felt the bite of the bigot, could describe the Chinese an "an 
alien race incapable of virtue and unappreciative of vice."71 It also needs 
to be remembered that it was the farmer who fought against the ex-
clusion of Orientals, although the logic of his stand might be questioned. 
At one time, the Populists printed Spanish translations of their publica-
tions hoping to attract Mexican-Americans to their cause.72 Also one of 
the most successful Populist candidates of the day was Adolph Sutro, a 
Jew, who, as Arthur McEwen, the acid-penned editor, pointed out, "lost 
no votes because of his· blood."73 
W hat California Populism was can easily be stated. Why it came 
about is more elusive. Here economic determinists should take pause. 
The average value of a California farm in 1900 was $10,980 while in 
Kansas the comparable figures was a modest $4,992. Oklahoma farms 
averaged $2,966. In 1900 the average farm in California consisted of 
397 acres. Only in Wyoming and Nevada was the average farm larger 
and there special conditions obviously prevailed.74 Any attempt to ex-
plain California Populism solely in terms of hardship courts frustration. 
It might help to remember that man first rebelled in Paradise. 
The fact that California has long been good soil for extremism might 
67Walters, "Populism in California," p. 2. 
68The Weekly Nationalist, July 5, 1890, p. 4. 
69Walters, "Populism in California," p. 149. 
10/bid., p. 150. 
71Peter T. Conmy, Stephen Mallory White, California StateJman (San Fran-
cisco : Dolores Press, 1956), p. 11. 
72Walters, "Populism in California," p. 151. 
73Arthur McEwen's Letter, June 8, 1895, p. 2. 
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help explain Populism. Also there is no doubting that mild depression 
in the California cities in the 1890's contributed to the movement. 
There was also a restlessness on the part of the farmer, who faced a 
perplexing future complicated by dropping agricultural prices, rising 
land values, and a revolution in land utilization. Also, many farmers 
had had their patience exhausted by the major parties which seemed im-
mune to the demands of agriculture. 
For labor leaders with socialistic leanings, Populism offered a po-
litical arena. For some, such as T. V. Cator, who lusted for political 
office, Populism offered an opportunity. Ca tor had been a Prohibitionist, 
an Anti-Monopolist, a Nationalist, a Reform Democrat, as well as a mem-
ber of the American Party. When Populism collapsed beneath him, he 
turned in disillusionment to the Republican Party and a dismal accept-
ance of Social Darwinism.75 None who has examined the career of 
Cator has dispelled the charge of blatant opportunism that clouds his 
reputation. Other Populists, no doubt, felt as did J. S. Dore who "had 
honestly foresworn allegiance to his old party as one of <;orruption.76 
It is difficult to document, but it seems that California Populism was 
more closely akin to the Progressivism of the next century than other 
varieties of Populism. California Populism was eminently middle class, 
and if we accept Russel B. Nye's judgment that Progressivism "simply 
meant that the rule of the majcgrity should be expressed in a stronger 
government, one with a broader social and economic program and one 
responsive to popular control,"77 California Populism fits neatly within 
its prescriptions. Julian Ralph, correspondent of the rather stuffy Harp-
ers Weekly, on an assignment to San Francisco in 1895, reported that 
"California is undergoing a great awakening. Morally, politically, and 
commercially the whole state is aroused."78 Adolph Sutro had been 
elected mayor of San Francisco on a Populist ticket. At the time, Arthur 
McEwen noted carefully that Sutro's support came from a broad spec-
trum of indignant citizenry.70 What Julian Ralph sensed in California 
was reformation not revolution; it was progressivism not radicalism. It is 
significant that Hiram Johnson cut his political eyeteeth as a practicing 
Populist. so 
In at least one important respect, the California Populist had an 
effect that was common to Populism in general. By fusing with the 
Democrats, they precipitated an extensive realignment of the major 
parties. Conservative Bourbon Democrats left the party in droves never 
to return. As J. A. Graves, prominent Los Angeles banker, succinctly put 
it when describing the State Democratic Convention of 1896: "The 
action of that convention so disgusted me that right there and then I 
kissed the Democratic Jackass goodbye."81 
75San Francisco Call, December 28, 1898. 
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Down to Earth: A. B. Guthrie's 
Quest for Moral and 
Historical. Truth 
JACKSON K. PUTNAM 
Can the historian learn from the historical novelist? Can the novelist 
working with historical materials pr~sent ar_i historically true interpreta-
tion of those materials in a narrattve, which also succeeds as a work 
of art? Can the historical novel tell a kind of historical truth that cani:ot 
be told in any other way? Although it is no easy matter to determine 
what constitutes historical truth, I believe that the answer to all ~f. these 
questions is, "yes." I further believe t~at the sources of the validity of 
the novelist's approach are the emotional a?d moral components ?f 
human experience. Finally, I suggest that this approach ~as a sp~cial 
appropriateness for the study of the westward movement m American 
history. 
It is surely not news that human. beings are_ ei.not~onal. c~eatures a1;1d 
that their actions are as often emotional as rattonal m ongm. ~e his-
torian in particular prides himself on his. deep awarenes~ of this fact, 
hence his skepticism toward game theonsts, m?<lel b~tlders, systems 
analysts, and others of his brethren in the behav10ral sciences, who, he 
feels, place exaggerated emphasis on the more cerebral aspects of human 
behavior. Yet the historian often seems vulnerable to the same charge 
since he relies primarily on docu11:e?~s wh~ch . are them~l~es products 
of those most rational of human acuvmes, thmkmg and writmg. Granted, 
the historian learns to criticize the rationales of his informants fre-
quently showing them to be rationalizations instead. He also learns. to 
"read between the lines" and to develop empathy and vers~ehen, whi~h 
supposedly enable him to understand more acutely the emouonal ~uahty 
of his historical actors' experiences. He may even attempt to put himself 
Jackson K. Putnam, a native of Emmons County, North Da~ota, receiyed his 
B.S. and M.A. (1955) at the University of North D~ota .. His Ph.J?. JS from 
Stanford University. He has taught at qregon _Sta~e U~1vemty .:3-nd, smce 1965, 
at California State College, Fullerton. Hi~. publtcat1oos mclude The role of ~e 
Socialist Party in North Dakota .h.istoD:, North V,akota Quarterly, Fal~, 19_5 ,: 
and "The Persistence of Progressivism 10 the 1920 s; The Case of Cahforma, 
Pacific Historical Review, November, 1966. 
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in the place of an historical agent or to re-enact his experience in his 
own mind,1 !mt hfs success in this attempt seems dubious, and, compared 
to the novelist, his efforts seem almost comically inadequate. 
There is a reason for this. The historian's heart isn't in it. Whatever 
lip s~rvice h~ m~~ pay to such an imaginative enterprise, with his em-
phasis. on _obJe~uvity and reasoned conclusions resting on verifiable fact, 
the. historian m. the. end recoils from such a subjective undertaking. 
Tr~med to ~estram his own emotions in assessing historical evidence, he 
smves to give a cool and dispassionate presentation of relevant facts 
and a cautious, re~soned interpretation of them and their significance. 
Whatever the merits of such an approach, it seems obvious that it does 
not . ena~le his re~der to "feel" the experience being studied, because 
feeli~g is ~n em~t10nal exercise, an~ the historian is trained to keep his 
emot10ns f mnly m check, not to give them free rein. 
!he novelist, however, does the opposite. Art, whatever else it may 
b~, is a yroduct of the ez_notions, and_ the . historical novelist deliberately 
filters his facts through his own emotions m an attempt to discover how 
the events felt to the historical actors who experience them. Granted he 
~ay ~rr b_ecau~e he lives in the present rather than the past, but' the 
historian likewise labors under this handicap. If the historian truly desires 
to learn about the feeling of an historical experience he would do well 
to consult an appropriate histormal novelist whose business it is to know 
that very thing.::! The historian is after all an eclectic and if he can 
vali_d!y con~ult _economi~ts, for example, on economic f~ctors in history, 
pol~ucal scientists on issues political, sociologists on questions socio-
logical, . he can also co~sult. artists O?, matters emotional-particularly 
the artists known as historical novelists who have familiarized them-
selves with the historian's own materials. 
It is also a commonplace that human beings live in a moral universe 
and conduct much of their life, especially their emotional life on the 
basis of ethical considerations. Most of day-to-day living co~sists of 
do_ing thir:igs we "ought" to do or failing to do them, or doing those 
~hmgs whIC~ we ough~ not to do and experiencing the corresponding feel-
mgs of recutude, anxiety, or guilt as a result. We entertain similar feel-
i?-gs toward others on the basis of their actions. Indeed, in our personal 
lives we do not know how not to think in this fashion, and for this reason 
considerations of right and wrong are indispensible categories of human 
thought. "~ife _is action and passion," said Justice Oliver W. Holmes, 
and few historians would deny that the passion at least derives largely 
from deep feelings of right and wrong. 
. Para~oxica~ly, howev~r, the historian disavows such feelings when 
mterpretmg his facts. Rightly concerned with making objective judg-
ments about human experience on the basis of cause and effect, he 
1R. G. Collingwood, The Idea of History (London: Oxford University Press 
paperback, 1956), pp. 282-302. · 
2I realize that in saying this I part company with Collingwood who asserts 
that the thought of an historical actor has an actual existence independent of 
t~e se.nsat!ons . surround~ng it, and that such thought can be apprehended by the 
historian m his own mmd, whereas the sensations (emotions) are transitory and 
cannot be so ·apprehended. Ibid. , pp. 300-302. I argue, conversely, that both the 
thought and the accompanying emotions are transitory and both have to be recre-
ated in the historian's consciousness. 
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generally refuses to make such judgments on the basis of right and 
wrong.3 To the novelist, on the other hand, such judgments, whether 
explicit or implicit, are the primary purpose of his enterprise, and the 
successful historical novel is, like any other work of art, a passionate 
moral commentary on life. The historian, correctly I believe, abjures such 
commentary in his assessments of historical events, but his knowledge 
of those events is incomplete if he does not know how they "felt" to the 
historical actors -in terms of right and wrong. All competent historians, 
of course, know this, but they often fail to realize that an historical 
novelist may have a deeper awareness of this moral dimension of the 
historical record, because that is his special focus. 
Finally, the historical novelist of the westward movement seems 
especially well equipped to deal with a theme which all Western his-
torians regard as vital to their subject, but which few deal with ade-
quately. This is the nature theme. Practically all Western historians, 
Turnerian or otherwise seem to agree that historical actors in the Wes tern 
setting were affected in greater or lesser degree by the environment. 
Turner and his disciples, of course, rested their case for the 1'signiflcance 
of the frontier" on this assumption. It is nevertheless remarkable that 
when the Western historian turns from generalized interpretation to the 
narration of historical events, the main business of any historian,4 the 
supposedly omnipresent forces of nature largely disappear from the 
narrative. The Western historian, to be sure, tells fully what the West-
erner did to the environment, and much of the Western history consists 
of success stories of this kind, but he is largely silent about what the 
environment did to the Westerner. This is, of course, not surprising 
because the records with which the historian works tell primarily of 
things said, thought, and done, whereas the environment was primarily 
something felt. And these feelings were usually recorded only obliquely, 
if at _all. As previously noted, the novelist is well qualified to deal with 
such feelings, especially since he can confront the same environment 
as that faced by the historical actors and draw upon his emotional re-
action to it in constructing his narrative.5 Consequently, the forces of 
nature in Western novels tend to play a dominant role in the narrative 
of events, frequently overshadowing the characters or taking on the 
attributes of an independent character in the story itself. Anyone familiar 
with the role of the "Great Plain" in Rolvaag's Giants in the Earth, for 
example, is acquainted with this device. Again, the historian seeking to 
come to grips with the powerful yet elusive forces of the natural environ-
ment in Western history can consult the Western novelist with con-
siderable profit. 
3Good introductory treatments of the question of moral judgment in history 
can be found in Henry Steele Commager, The Study of History (Columbus, Ohio: 
Charles E. Merrill, 1%5), pp. 60-71 and Hans Meyerhoff, ed., The Philosophy 
of History in Our Time (Garden City, N . Y.: Doubleday Anchor, 1959), part III. 
4I do not necessarily refer here to traditional narrative history which has 
come under heavy attack by modern behavioral historians. See for -example Robert 
F. Berkhofer, Jr.'s A Behavioral Approach to Historical Analysis (New York: Free 
Press, 1969), pp. 271-73, 277-78. I mean simply the presentation of a sequence 
of events which any historical work must partly consist of in order to be called 
history at all. 
5Admittedly the Western environment has changed enormously since the days 
of the wilderness, but it is nevertheless still there, and that portion of it dealt 
with in this paper is probably in a more pristine state than almost any other. 
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One of the ablest and most rewarding of Western novelists in this . 
respect is A. B. Guthrie, Jr. The literary merits of at least the first two 
novels in his monumental trilogy on the trans-Mississippi westward 
movement are well established and need no elaboration here. Their value 
as historical works, however, seems less widely appreciated. This is 
especially true of the concluding novel, which of the three has been the 
one most sharply criticized on literary grounds. The purpose of this 
essay is to balance the judgment on both counts. In The Big Sky Guthrie 
deals with the mountain men as ironic harbingers of civilization in a 
land that is still a wilderness. Ironic because the mountain men, as 
typified by the central character, Boone Caudill, hate civilization and 
love the wilderness, but nevertheless aid in its destruction and prepare 
the way for settlers. The story is thoroughly researched and historically 
sound,6 but the author is also masterful in working the texture of wild 
nature into his narrative and, more importantly, into the psychology of 
the protagonist to such an extent that the environment becomes a key 
to his motivation. Fleeing the hated confines of civiliz.ation which has 
made him a misanthrope at the age of seventeen, Boone finds in the 
upper Missouri River region an 
open country, bald and open, without an end. It spread away, flat now, 
and then rolling, going on clear to the sky. A man wouldn't think the 
whole world was so much. To made the heart come up. It made a man 
little and still big, like a king looking out. It occurred to Boone that 
this is the way a bird must feel, free and loose, with the world to 
choose from.7 
It is a country in which "there was more sky than a man could think,"8 
and in it the unthinking Boone acts out an historical and personal tragedy 
that is gripping in its intensity. 
The key image in the nature theme, as the book's title suggests, is 
the sky itself. It is a symbol of absolute freedom, and for Boone and 
rriany of his historical counterparts the lure of the wilderness was the 
promise of an anarchic escape from all civilized-moral restraints. Despite 
the ethereal quality of the sky image, however, Boone is no Tennysonian 
Sir Galahad whose "spirit beats her mortal bars." Rather his wilderness 
experience makes him 
empty and numb with the learning except · for the quick angers in him. 
He let the sun shine on him and the wind blow him and sights come 
to his eye and sounds to his ear, and never thought beyond. He was like 
a dumb brute, with yesterday lost behind him and tomorrow dim ahead 
and just this here, just this now counting with him, just the sun and 
the wind and the river and trees and hills.9 
Caliban rather than Galahad is the end product of this flight to the 
wilderness. The effort at escape, moreover, is doomed to failure, for, 
6See review by Joseph Kinsey Howard in New York Times Book Review, 
May 4, 1947, p. 1. 
7A. B. Guthrie, Jr., The Big Sky (New York: Pocket Books, Cardinal ed., 
1952), p. 121. Permission to quote has been granted by the copyright holder, 
Houghton Mifflin Company. 
BJbid., p. 278. For a perceptive analysis of the appropriateness of this state-
ment see John R. Milton, "The American West: A Challenge to the Literary 
Imagination," Western American Literature, I ( 1967), 275. 
9The Big Sky, p. 390. 
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despite his rejection of civilization, Boone brings to the wilderness many 
of the hatreds and "hang-ups" which civilization has given him, and at 
the climax of the novel he . murders his best friend for a very "civilized" 
reason-the suspicion, wrong in this case, that he has been cuckolded. 
This fateful act separates Boone from his Indian wife whom he loves, 
from the other Indians, and from his wilderness companions-, especially 
his other friend, Dick Summers. In the end he stands as a tragic isolate 
with · even his beloved wilderness receding from him, partly owing to 
his own actions in contributing to its destruction. The closing scene of 
the book in which Boone glimpses the distinction between his part in 
the collective historical crime against nature and his personal moral crime 
against humanity is powerfully done. The entire book serves to pro-
pound a moral precept about a set of historical events. This lesson is 
that movement westward could not purify civilization by offering man 
an escape into the "sky." Such an escape merely debases man and makes 
the wilderness vulnerable to the corruptions of a civilized society which 
is already unhealthily estranged from nature. The subsequent novels in-
dicate that only if the Western man comes "down to earth" and brings 
his appreciation of naru.re into the mainstream of human ~ociety, as that 
society is being reconstructed in a wilderness setting, can he bring about 
any social and moral improvement in civilization itself. 
The prospect of moral and social improvement through harmony with 
nature is introduced in the second novel, The Way West. Here the char-
acters are not mountain men, but their despised successors, the overland 
migrants and settlers on their way to Oregon. The leading figures, more-
over, Lije Ev.ans, farmer and eventual captain of the wagon train, and 
Dick Summers, ex-mountain man and friendly mentor of Boone Caudill 
now serving as a guide, are not misanthropes but positive, realistic indi-
viduals whose intelligent regard for their fellows is matched by their 
deep appreciation of the landscape. In this novel, also, the terrain exerts 
a powerful influence on the imaginations of the characters and upon 
the course of events. The following passage depicts the arrival of the 
party on the open plains · of Nebraska: 
Evans had heard about the Platte. He had pictured it in his mind. He 
thought he knew what he was going to see, but now that his horse 
stood on the summit, he couldn't believe. He couldn't believe that flat 
could be so flat or that distance ran so far or that the sky lifted so 
dizzy deep or that the world stood so empty. He saw old Rock chase 
a badger into a hole, saw a bunch of antelope drifting, saw the river 
sluiced and the woods rising on its islands and the sand in a great grey 
waste, but it was something that he couldn't put a name to that held 
him. He thought he had never seen the world before. He had never 
known distance until now. He had lived shut off by trees and hills, and 
had thought the world was a doll's world and distance just three hollers 
away and the sky no higher than a rifle shot. 
He said, "By God, Dick! By God!" and Dick nodded knowin~ how 
it was with him and the silence stronger than any sound closed 10 on 
the words as if he had broken the rules by speaking. 
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· · · Feelfng r<?,se in him, a shudder of feeling that left the skin 
cold a_nd gra1?ed. I never knew it would be like this," he said aloud 
but st11l to h~self. ~e was humbled and set up at the same time and 
proud now with a, fierce, unworded pride that, he had put out for 
Oregon. It wouldn t be _easy. It wouldn't be what people called fun. 
Great was the name for 1t, the only name he could find in his mind.IO 
!bis tableau, typical of Guthrie's style in its controlled lyricism, capsul-
~zes much of the b?~k. The ~~ti:ral sur:ou~dings awaken feelings of awe 
m travelers of suffte~en~ sensm~ity, whteh m turn heightens their respect 
for each other. This is especially apparent in the second paragraph 
quoted _above. Furthermore the environment presents both a threat and 
a promise. The obstacles are formidable and difficult, perhaps impossible 
to overcome, but ~hose who accept . the cha~leng~ and struggle manfully 
but respectfully wi,:h na~?~e to achieve their obJectives in the end will 
someho!:' become great m the process. This is what happens in the 
s~ory. LiJe, a good man at the outset of the journey, accepts the adversi-
~ies of ~he trail under Dick's tutelage, and emerges a great man at the 
Journey s end. . · 
B_ut th~re is more to the story than this. The struggle which Guthrie 
des:ribes is not merely one of man against nature but also one of man 
against man. Sound as. usual in his historical research, Guthrie knows 
the overland wagon trams. were 1:1ade up of ordinary persons, not heroes, 
and ~ere . conse9-ue~tly r_iveru with petty internal jealousies, suspicions, 
~nd. nv~lnes which impaired the unity of the group and weakened their 
mcli_nat10ns to struggle against the obstacles of nature. At times their 
p~t~m~ss be:omes humorously absurd, such as during the buffalo chip 
crtsi~ m _which the men hold a secret meeting to decide how to break 
the mdehcate news to th~fr ~ives that they will have to use buffalo dung 
for fuel. F_urthermore, LiJe fmds that part of his struggle is with him-
self, especially when he forces himself to accept the marriage of his 
young son to the trashy Hank McBee's daughter, Mercy, who is already 
pregnant by another member of the train. 
But on the whole Guthrie avoids the temptation to treat the west-
w~rd movemen~ as farcf~al or absurd, and the story is mainly concerned 
~1th the elev~t10n of LiJe to the captaincy of the train, his development 
mto an. effective l~der, and t?~ transformation of a heterogeneous and 
con_rent10_us group mto an .. e~fteient company of migrants and a viable 
social unit. The way west 1s. seen as a? essentially wholesome process, 
and although the story ends with the arrival of the party in the Willam-
ette Valley of Oregon, the promise seems bright that the new society 
to be recreated there will be somehow freer and better than the old. 
. In These Thousand Hifls, the final volume of the trilogy, we see 
this process of the reestablishment of society itself. Although this book 
has aroused less favorable commentary from the critics it is from the 
viewpoint of the historian the i:nost important of the thr~e, and warrants 
~ more exte?ded treatment. It 1s the story of Lat Evans, Lije's grandson, 
m the 1880 s some forty years after the events recounted in The . Way 
10A. B. Gt1thrie, Jr., T_he. Way West (New York: Pocket Books, Cardinal ed., 
1951) , pp. 1 ~ 1-; 12. Perm1ss1on to quote has been granted by the copyright holder 
Houghton M1fflm Company. ' 
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West. The setting is not Oregon, however, but Montana, and the way 
of life delineated is not that of the fur trade or pioneer farming but of 
another classic Wes tern type, the cattle kingdom. The locale of the story 
is the same "Big Sky" country of the author's birth and Boone Caudill's 
exhilaration and degeneration. Guthrie's task is to show how Lat suc-
ceeded where Boone failed, how human society can be reestablished in 
harmony with nature, or how a good man can love nature and yet accept 
civilized restraints. The author's task is a complex one made doubly 
difficult by his usual adherence to historical accuracy and life-like authen-
ticity. How does a writer make a Montana cowboy out of an Oregon 
plowboy without straining the credulity of the reader or departing grossly 
from the historical record? That he succeeds brilliantly and with seem-
ing effortless ease is a testimony to Guthrie's great talent. 
The trick is turned quite simply at the outset by moving the Evans 
family from the Willamette Valley to eastern Oregon. This is perfectly 
acceptable to the historian, for this region was settled largely by a back-
wash of Western Oregonians in the 1870's and 1880's.11 The region 
also was, and still is, mainly range country, and serves as a perfect train-
ing ground for Lat to clevelop his skills in handling horses .. and cattle. 
Finally, although it is not widely recognized even yet by many historians, 
eastern Oregon sent many thousands of cattle eastward to stock the 
ranges of Wyoming and Montana.12 Thus when Lat joins a trail drive 
from Pendleton, Oregon to Fort Benton, Montana, he is simply partici-
pating in a well established historical process.13 
The historical reality of the cattle trail also serves beautifully to 
point up the tension between the opposing values of "civilization" and 
"anarchy" or at least two different life styles, one emphasizing freedom 
and camaraderie and the other social restraints and "getting ahead" by 
individual effort. In other words, the same searing conflicts which tore 
Boone Caudill and made him into a brute muse be reconciled and har-
monized in the person of Lat Evans. He discovers early in the story that 
he must choose between the "feudal" and nomadic values of the trail and 
the sedentary, capitalistic, ''.puritan" ethos of the ranch.14 There is little 
doubt as to what his choice will be, for Lat has been raised by rigidly 
devout Methodist parents, whom he loves even though he is partly in 
revolt against them, and he is deeply imbued with the urge to make 
good in the "new land": 
llJ. Orin Oliphant, On the Cattle Ranges of the Oregon Country (Seattle: 
University of Washington, 1968), chap. 3 . 
12Jbid., p. 178. An earlier study still regarded as the classic work on the 
range cattle industry in Wyoming and Montana barely mentions the trail drives 
from Oregon. Ernest Staples Osgood, The Day of the Cattleman (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota, 1929). I use the University of Chicago, Phoenix Books 
edition (n.d.), pp. 50, 189. 
13Strictly speaking, although he departs from Pendleton with the trail boss, 
they do not catch up with the herd until they reach Boise, Idaho. The herd could 
easily have been made up in eastern Oregon, however. 
14 For an able historical treatment of this partial dichotomy between the trail 
and the ranch see Joe B. Frantz and Julian Ernest Choate, The American Cowboy, 
the Myth and the Reality (Norman: University of Oklahoma, 1955), chaps. 3 
and 4. For an interesting treatment of some supposedly feudal aspects of <.:')wboy 
culture see Owen Ulph, "The Legacy of the American West in Medieval S holar-
ship," America West, III (Fall, 1966), 90-91. · 
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Like Ram~od, he'd own cattle, and by the thousands, and have range 
for them m ~he new land of Montana, and men would come to him 
and as~ advice, all brands and bre~ds of men including some who 
~ouldn t go .to Pa; and P~ would .~mile a proud, small smile, and say, 
We kne':" it from the first, son, and Ma would bake an apple pie 
remembering how he had loved it before he fared so high and Grandpa 
would break into a song.15 
Neve~theless, Lat_ i_s strongly attracted to the happy-go-lucky, harum-
scarum life of the mnerant cowboy. He forms strong attachments to 
"Ram" Butler, the trail boss; Mike Carmichael, an "old hand" whose 
relationship to Lat is similar to that between Dick Summers and both 
Boone Caudill a_nd Lije Evans; and Tom Ping, a "juvenile delinquent" 
of the ~attle trail. but one whose heart is right and who becomes Lat's 
close friend de~p1te the enormous differences in their upbringing and 
outloo~. Most tmportantly, he becomes deeply involved with "Callie," 
a prost1~te and _eventua! madam, who returns his affection honestly and 
helps hnn get his s~art 1~ t?e cattle business, thereby widening the gap 
between them and mtens1fymg the hopelessness of her position. 
!f Lat's attitude toward human society is ambivalent, however, his 
f eehng about the landscape of Western Montana are not. Arriving in 
the Fort Benton area, he thrills to the 
. . . giant spre~d of lan~ this plain on which the herd had spilled 
out from the hills. Everywhere but to the mountained west it flowed 
forev_er. ~art~er than a ma!l co~ld think beyond buttes blued by distance, 
f!o~ung ~n 1t, the earth line lipped the . s!cf. And hardly anything, any 
livmg thmg to see. Wolves, coyotes, prame foxes, gophers and the like 
of these which didn't count. Now and then a bunch of antelope. No 
buffalo so far. Cattle to be counted on the fingers except back on the 
Sun y;here early ranchers ~ad .scattered a few. Beyond them, here, just 
emptmess and open sky. Au like tonic, days like unclaimed gold. And 
grass. and grass. Grass beyond the earth line, which wasn't any line 
but Just the farthest reach of the eye. World without end that was it. 
Ma, reading from the Book. "World without end."16 ' 
In the same place where Boone Caudill had seen "more sky than a man 
could think," Lat sees more land "than a man could think," and the dif-
ference in perception indicates that Lat is a creature of earth whose 
relati?nshi~ to h!s environment would be appreciative and personal, but 
practical. Like his grandfather before him, he is awestruck by his first 
sight of the "big country," but whereas Lije had seen it mainly as a chal-
lenge, Lat sees it as opportunity noting the absence of cattle and the 
abundance of grass and expressing the time-is-money concept in the 
phr~se "days like unclaimed gold." Futhermore, while Lije's reverent 
feelmgs are vaguely articulated in the ejaculation "By God!" Lat is able 
. l5A. -~· Guthrie, Jr., These Th.ousand Hills (New York: Pocket Books, Car-
d.ma! ed1t101_1, 1957), p. 1_2 . _Permission to quote ~as been granted by the copy-
right hol~er, Hought<?n M1ff110 Company. Ramrod 1s the trail boss, "Ram" Butler. 
He,. too,. 1s h~r~ 'Y~rkmg and hopes to o:Vn his own ranch, "God and all little god-
alm1ght1es w1llm . But, true to the trail ethos, he puts as much faith in chance 
and l~ck as ·he does in perseverance and industry. "He knew where he'd locate 
there m Texas. Just let those pasteboards act right once!" Ibid., pp. 11, 26. 
16Ibid., p. 34. 
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to quote a specific portion of scripture which supposedly sanctions his 
enterprise.17 
This practical approach- to the wilderness enables him to make in-
telligent decisions which help assure his success. He locates his ranch in 
the hills farther back toward the mountains where the chinook winds 
are "sweeter" and the winters therefore less severe; he fences his "' land 
to prevent overgrazing; and he puts up hay which enables him to save 
his cattle through the terrible winter of 1886-87, which bankrupts most 
of the other cattlemen. Furthermore, his driving ambition and industry 
along with his essential good humor and friendliness gain him the 
friendship and services of the other cowboys, because as Mike Carmichael 
puts it, "a man with a purpose don't lack for a party." With this combi-
nation of talent and energy, Lat is an obvious "comer" in the new society 
being formed in the Montana cow country. 
But there is another side to the story, and Lat knows it. His rise in 
legitimate society is mirrored by his rejection of the illegitimate society 
of itinerancy and whorehouses. Although he recognizes the virtues of 
both worlds, he faces a moral dilemma when he realizes that he cannot 
choose one without doing personal injury to the inhabitants of the other. 
He gets his first stake to invest in the cattle business by winning a horse 
race in which he has bet heavily on himself, and the money which he 
bets has come from Callie's earnings and other even more questionable 
sources. He cannot openly acknowledge his debt to Callie, however, and 
their intimate relationship which fostered it without sacrificing his 
rising prospects in polite society. Likewise when Tom Ping, oblivious 
to such social nicities, decides to marry one of the other prostitutes and 
wishes Lat and Callie to be witnesses at their wedding, Lat prudishly 
and prudently refuses and immediately converts his close friend into .an 
implacable enemy.18 
Although Lat continues his relationship with Callie while he is 
making good in the cattle business, he does so only on the sly and only 
until a "nice' 'girl, Joyce, appears on the scene. He then stops seeing 
Callie, marries Joyce, starts raising a family, becomes an active member 
of the Methodist Church and a director of the school board, and allows 
his name to be considered for nomination to the territorial senate. He 
also participates reluctantly in the lynching of some cattle thieves, and 
when one of them turns out . to be Tom Ping he allows him to escape 
and thereby deepens Tom's hatred of him for having put him in his 
debt. Finally when his ancient and disreputable grandfather, the trashy 
Hank McBee, shows up like a ghost out of the past, Lat allows McBee to 
blackmail him in return for McBee's concealment of their kinship. 
All of this causes Lat to take on the appearance of a Babbit in cow-
boy boots or a shallow horse opera hero, and several critics have deni-
grated the book on those grounds. Time, with characteristic pseudo-
17The title of the novel itself is probably a reference to the Fiftieth Psalm, 
tenth verse: "For every beast of the forest is mine and the cattle upon a thousand 
hills." 
18Lat's refusal stems not only from his fear of what people will say, especially 
his pious parents, but also because he doesn't wish to appear a wastrel and ne'er-
do-well in the eyes of a local banker who has just agreed to lend him money. 
These Thousand Hills, pp. 146-48. 
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sophistication, asserted that Lat is "tethered" to that stock character of 
all cow towns, a prostitute with a heart of gold."19 And a much more 
trenchant critic has recently charged that the book, unbeknown to the 
author, is "actually a story of ingratitude."20 Such an interpretation seems 
unwarranted on a close reading of the book. Certainly, Callie is no saint, 
although she is a genuine person, honestly loving Lat and hoping des-
perately to hold him. When in the end her hopes are crushed by Lat's 
friend, Mike Carmichael, she reveals her "heart of gold" in the follow-
ing fashion : 
"It's always the men! " she cried. "No one else counts. It's always the 
goddam men! " Her whole face seemed one twist. "Shut up and go 
home, you goddam man! "21 
Nevertheless, Lat is partly responsible for Callie's plight and he 
recognizes it. When she is likely to be formally charged with murder, 
because a brutal rancher is slain in her establishment, Lat agrees to testify 
as a character witness in her behalf thereby jeopardizing ,his career and 
his family life. Although Carmichael induces her to flee rather than 
stand trial, Lat by that time has already confessed his past relationship 
with Callie to his wife who nearly collapses from the shock. Hag ridden 
by the fear that he has destroyed his wife's love for him which he has 
grown to find infinitely precious, he also realizes that he bears more 
responsibility for Callie's predicament than he had thought. The murdered 
man was "Whey Belly Hector," an enemy of Lat's whom Lat had beaten 
in a fight the day before. Furious, Hector assaulted Callie because of 
her known affection for Lat, and was in turn then slain by Happy, 
Callie's negro servant. Callie at first tried to cover for Happy but then 
fled with him, leaving Lat to contemplate her sorrowful situation: 
There they were, Evans thought, a white woman and a black man, 
held together in innocence by the one true attachment either had ever 
. found. There somewhere they fled, without funds enough maybe, with 
only what cash had been ready to hand, without friends by the way, 
without a place to go or call home. That was how it was at the last. 
Out of the many, the friendly, the high and unreckoning times-this!22 
The awareness that one can do wrong to society's outcasts by merely 
being a part of that society may come slowly to Lat Evans, but it comes 
very strongly in the end. 
This realization also enables him to meet the next two crises which 
confront him: the return of Grandfather McBee and the standoff with 
Tom Ping. Like a bad penny McBee returns at this time seeking more 
19Time, November 26, 1956, p. 118. 
20James K. Folsom, The American Western Novel (New Haven: College 
and University Press, 1966), p. 75. That this author, able as he is, has only a 
superficial grasp of the details and plot of this novel is indicated by his state-
ments that "Lat's pride is humbled when he discovers that he is an illegitimate 
child . . . and his reputation in the community is compromised when it is 
revealed that he had at one time been a vigilante." Since the illegitimate child in 
question is Lat's deceased older brother and Lat's activity as a vigilante had been 
successfully concealed, one can rightfully question Professor Folsom's grasp of the 
meaning and significance of this work. 
21The.re Thousand Hilts, p. 251. 
22Ibid., p. 259. 
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hush money. Lat, however, now realizing the folly of attempting to 
conceal one's past from society and especially from oneself, refuses to 
pay and publicly acknowledges his kinship to him. Even McBee's brutal 
revelation that Lat's mother had "birched a bastard," forty years earlier 
fails to move him. By now he is aware that all people are riddled by 
defects of character, including his parents and himself, and that the 
social rewards offered by polite society are not worth accepting if they 
stand in the way of man's seeing himself as he really is. 
For this reason the final confrontation in this supposedly conven-
tional Western novel is utterly unlike any other. The scene is set for a 
shoot-out, but it doesn't take place, because Lat refuses to participate. 
Tom Ping, just returned from assisting Callie and Happy in their escape, 
confronts Lat and calls him a "son-of-a-bitch." Instead of giving the 
Virginian's retort, Lat simply walks away, even though he could kill 
Tom and even though he realizes that he is forfeiting his political career 
by laying himself open to the charge of being a coward. Society is making 
an unjust demand upon him, he realizes, by pressuring him to follow an 
absurd code of avenging insults by killing, especially when society form-
ally abjures such a praqice but is nevertheless fascinated by it. If one 
deliberately chooses one code one cannot revert to another for illicit 
gratification or in response to social pressure. "To be right, he told 
himself, but to be right for the right reasons! To square himself with 
himself."23 With these moral objectives in mind Lat Evans is no longer 
in danger of becoming a high country hypocrite. He is off his social 
high horse. He is down to earth, and perhaps his embyronic society of 
which he remains a willing part can benefit by his example. 
The works of A. B. Guthrie, Jr., appear to be of enduring value for 
anyone seeking to understand both the inner and outer meanings of the 
westward movement in American history. His novels are historically 
accurate, aesthetically pleasing, and morally sound. What else does one 
want in an .historical novel? Or in any novel, for that matter? 
23Jbid., p. 266 
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Progressivism Discovers the Farm: 
The Country Life Commission 
of 1908 
D. JEROME TWETON 
During the last year of his administration, Theodore Roosevelt 
briefly turned his attention from urban and foreign issues to the question 
of rural life in America. He and Sir Horace Plunkett, Ireland's minister 
of agriculture, had talked about country life problems as early as 1905 
and 1906. Roosevelt expressed keen interest in Plunkett' s pamphlet, 
The Problem of Rural Life tn the United States, in which the Irish 
agriculturalist called for a study of American country life conditions. 
Gifford Pinchot, Chief Forester in the Department of Agriculture, re-
vealed Plunkett's role in promoting such a study when in 1908 he wrote: 
"Some of these days it will be known that you [Plunkett] are the man 
who stirred up the whole movement in America."1 
Roosevelt's address "The Man Who Works With His Hands," de-
livered at Lansing, Michigan, in 1907 indicated the President's concern 
for far£?- matters other than the actual production of crops. In it Roose-
velt pointed to the need for better agricultural education, the applica-
tion of science to farming, and a more professional attitude toward the 
vocation of farming. The most significant aspect of the address was his 
assertion that " the United States Department of Agriculture has been 
dealing with growing crops. It must hereafter deal also with living 
men."2 His letter which in 1908 -would inaugurate a commission to 
study rural life was an expansion of this theme. 
lPinchot to Plunkett, May 29, 1908, Gifford Pinchot Papers, Library of 
Congress, Washington, D.C. Hereafter cited as Pinchot Papers. 
2"The Man Who Works With His Hands," The Works of Theodore Roose-
velt (20 vols., New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1926) XVI, 129-133, 137. 
D. Jerome Tweton, a native of Grand Forks, North Dakota, received the B.A. 
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At about the same time that Roosevelt delivered the Lansing speech, 
Pinchot and Plunkett apparently were attempting to establish a bureau 
of rural life in the Departn;ient of Agriculture.3 Although the plan had 
Roosevelt's support, Secretary James Wilson was cool to it. That his 
concept of the Department's purpose did not include the solution of 
rural life problems is indicated by his comment to Senator Johnathan P. 
Dolliver: "The President broke some new ground, and wants me to 
take up the question of the family as well as the farm. I have been 
thinking that the Christian church was doing that pretty well."4 Wilson 
was not interested in the President's new idea, and his opposition to 
the scheme brought it to an abrupt end. Later Pinchot wrote to Plunkett 
that "unfortunately the President's atte~pt . . . to get the new point 
of view translated into action in the Agriculture Department had no 
valuable result. Secretary Wilson simply does not see it."5 
Thwarted in this effort, Pinchot turned to the popular Rooseveltian 
approach to national problems, the investigating commission. Just as 
a commission had served a useful purpose in studying the public lands 
in 1903, so in 1908 one would be used to examine rural problems. 
Organization of such a gi:oup, however, turned out to be a slow process. 
In the early spring, 1908, Roosevelt met with Pinchot and Plunkett and 
decided to call together a commission "as a means for directing the 
attention of the nation to the problems of the farmer, and for securing 
the necessary knowledge of the actual conditions of life in the open 
country."6 
Pinchott served as the chief architect of the commission. Although 
he was overburdened with the work of his Division of Forestry, he 
carried out the task of organization and selection of the membership. 
In this he was aided by Professor Liberty Hyde Bailey of Cornell Uni-
versity who had long been interested in farm conditions. The Pinchot-
Bailey friendship went back several years, and both men had worked 
together on- a commission which investigated the duplication of research 
by the state and federal experiment stations.7 Bailey had expressed his 
concern for the problems _of rural life as early as 1896 when he stated 
the need for a study of the question: "It is impossible really to extend 
the Experiment Station and the University impulse to the people . 
without first studying the fundamental difficulties of the farmer's social 
and political environment."8 In 1906 with several colleagues, Bailey 
carried out an intensive study of Tompkins County, New York, in which 
they surveyed such matters as size of farms, the abandonment of farms, 
the role of farm women, the education of farm children, and various 
BNo existing correspondence relates directly to this question. Letters which 
indirectly refer to it are, Pinchot to Plunkett, Decem~er 3, 1907, May 29, 1908, 
and Liberty H. Bailey to Pinchot, March 14, 1908, Pmchot Papers. 
4Wilson to J. P. Dolliver, June 3, 1907, Papers of the Secretary of Agricul-
ture, Record Group 16, National Archives. 
5May 29, 1908, Pinchot Papers. 
6Gifford Pinchot, Breaking New Ground (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 
1947), 340-344. 
7Liberty H. Bailey to David Starr Jordon, April 2, 1907; to Pinchot, April 
23, 1907, Pinchot Papers. 
8Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station, Btdletin, No. 112 (De-
cember, 1896), 534. 
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la~or probl~m~.9 Bailey fully sympathized with the idea of a Country 
Life Commission and was a "natural" to work with Pinchot in its or-
ganization. 
Correspondence between Pinchot and Bailey concerning the organi-
zation _of the commission began in March, 1908, when Bailey agreed to 
help Pmchot and expressed his support of the commission concept. "The 
more I think over the commission matter," he wrote, "the more I think 
it to be the wisest move that can be made at the present cime.''10 In an 
attempt to move quickly toward organization, Pinchoc and Bailey met 
with the President on April 10. At this conference it appears that Bailey 
volunteered to serve as chairman of the commission.11 The three agreed 
that Pinchot and Kenyon Butterfield, President of the Massachusetts 
Agricultural College, would be on the commission along with "a couple 
of members . . . to be chosen, one from the South and one from the 
West.''12 
By the end of June the commission had still not organized. Pinchot 
apologized to the President for not having "ghost written" the Presi-
dential letter of call to the commission and for his delay in selecting 
the ocher members of the group. At this time he also expressed concern 
that "if the Commission were allowed to consist of the three men [ thus 
far] named, it would . . . be too academic in character to get the 
proper kind of recognition."13 A month later at the suggestion of Sec-
retary Wilson, the "genuine Hirm touch" was added to the membership 
of the Commission with the appointment of Henry Wallace, editor of 
Wallace's Farmer of Des Moines.14 To round out the membership Pin-
chot advised the addition of Walter Hines Page, southern-born editor 
of World's Work, a magazine which regularly discussed rural problems.15 
Thus, with the membership list completed, on August 10th Roosevelt 
summoned his commission of experts co begin its task of investigating 
American farm life. 
In the letter which inaugurated the new study group, the President 
acknowledged that American farmers were "better off" in 1908 than 
they ever had been. The problem, thought Roosevelt, was that the "social 
a~d economic institutions of the open country are not keeping pace 
with the development of the nation as a whole."16 Elaborating upon 
the question facing "not only agriculture but the nation" the President 
explained that 
practically the whole of this effort [ work of U.S.D.A.] has hitherto 
been directed toward increasing the production of crops. Our attention 
has been concentrated almost exclusively on getting better farming. In 
the beginning this was unquestionably the right thing to do. . . . But 
9Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station, An Agricultural Survey 
of Tompkins County, New York, Bulletin, No. 295 (March, 1911). 
lOBailey to Pinchot, March 14, 1908, Pinchot Papers. 
11See Clayton Ellsworth, "Theodore Roosevelt's Country Life Commission," 
Agricultural History, XXXIV (October, 1960), 155-172. 
12Pinchot to Plunkett, May 29, 1908, Pinchot Papers. 
18Pinchot to Roosevelt, June 29, 1908, ibid. 
14Roosevelt to James Wilson, August 5, 1908, ibid. 
15Roosevelt to Pinchot, August 15, 1908, Pinchot Papers. . 
. l6Roosevelt . to L. H. Bailey, Henry Wallace, Kenyon Butterfield, Gifford 
P~nchot, and Walter H. ~age, August 10, 1908, Theodore Roosevelt Papers, 
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. Hereafter cited as Roosevelt Papers. 
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when this has been secured, the effort for better farming should cease 
to ~tand alone, and .s~ould be accompanied by the effort for better 
business and better ltvrng on the farm. . . . Good crops are of little 
value to the farmer unless they open the door to a good kind of life 
on the farm.17 
65 
He viewe~ th~ new Commission as a face-finding and advisory body, 
and charged. tt with the cask of reporting "upon the present condition 
of ~~unt~ life,. _upon. what means are now available for supplying the 
deficiencies wh~ch. exist,. an~ ur,on the bes.t .methods of organized per-
manent ef~orc m m~e~tigacion. 18 Emphas1Z1ng the importance of the 
Cou~my Life Comm1ss10~·s work, he asserted chat "with the single ex-
ception of the conservation of our natural resources, which underlies 
~he problem of rural life, there is no ocher material question of greater 
unportance now before the American people."19 
I.n a, surprising D?-Ov~, howe~er? ~rofessor Bailey torpedoed the 
President~ plans by re1ectmg the invitation to serve on the commission. 
~e explained this unexpected action, which caught both Roosevelt and 
Pmchot off guard, in a letter to the President: 
I can _not possibly accept service on the Commission. I do this with 
exceedmg regret because I know how important the work is· but there 
are good men _on the Commission and I am not at all neces~ary to the 
work. . . . It ts now only two weeks until the advanced lot of students 
will begi?- to come in and I must be here to take care of them. I have 
been obliged to cancel all outside engagements for the next year.20 
Although the Cornell professor gave the fast-approaching school year 
as the excuse for his action, the causes appear to have been more funda-
mental. Bailey was a scientific-minded botanist and horticulturist who 
v_ie~ed th_e _investigation of American country life as a serious fact-
~mdm~ miss~on .. He may well have been concerned about the superficial-
ity of mvestigatmg such a mammoth question in just two months. Later 
C_?~respon.dence between. B~iley and Pinch.ot also indicates that the pub-
licity which the Commission would receive worried him. Both Roose-
velt a_nd Pinchot, for the~r part, believed that "one of the principal 
attentions of our work must be to attract public attention to the needs 
of the situation."21 Bailey sharply disagreed with this emphasis upon 
publicity, averring that 
the publicity end of. it does not appea~ .to me as it apparently does to 
you. Personally I shnnk from the publtctty of such matters as this. I do 
not see how . . th~ publicity. in . the news~apers co~ld be of any service 
to the Comm1ss1on. I am inclined to think that tt might be quite the 
reverse.22 
His philosophy conflicted with that of the President, for Bailey believed 
that the work of the Commission should be a scientific experiment. On 
the other hand, the President thought that the scientific experiment 
would fail if it did not focus the attention of the nation on the prob-




20Bailey to Pinchot, August 12, 1908, Pinchot Papers. 
21Bailey to Pinchot, August 12, 1908, Pinchot Papers. 
22Pinchot to Bailey, September 1, September 4, 1908, ibid. 
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Both Pinchot and Roosevelt applied pressure in an attempt to change 
Bailey's mind. Pinchot sent to Bailey a letter which he _termed "as strong 
a letter as I know how to write."23 He believed that Bailey would reverse 
his earlier decision because "he is too big a man to allow the overstrain 
from overwork to cloud his judgment to that extent."24 . 
The Cornell professor's refusal disappointed Roosevelt. To bring 
Bailey into line, the President impatiently waved his "big stick" at him: 
Yes, my dear Mr. Bailey, by your action yo~ are doing_ all you can ~o 
hurt this great opportunity. You have no nght to do 1t, my dear sir. 
It is imperative from the standpoint of the work that you and I have 
so much at heart that you should accept the chairmanship of this com-
mission .... I certainly expect that you will serve.25 
Just as Japan and Russia had come to ter~s in 1905, the coal ~e 
operators and the miners in 1902, so now Badey succumbed to the big 
stick." Within a week he notified the President that he would serve as 
chairman.26 
Still another problem arose to delay .the work of ~he Co~ission. 
Several Southern newspapers attacked its makeup; it contamed no 
Southern representatives. A Dallas newspaper lamented that "t~e one 
weak point about it is that all of them [ do not have] any acq~mta~ce 
with the discouraging conditions in the very pa7t. of the co??-try m which 
such investigation is most needed."27 The polmcally-sensmve Roosevelt 
immediately advised Pinchot: "I think it very important that we should 
put on a real southern man, and that he should . be a farmer and no! ~he 
president of a university .... Better a Georgian or North Car~lmian 
than a man from further north."28 The President later ordered Pmchot 
to "not hereafter put down Walter H. Page as Editor of WorJ.d's Work, 
New York. Let it rest as Walter H. Page of North Carolina."29 
In accordance with Roosevelt's request that the Commission's mem-
bers};iip be broadened, in early November, C. ~- Barrett, Pre~ident. of 
the Farmers' Educational and Co-operative Union from Union City, 
ao A h . Georgia, was added to represent the deep Sout~. t t . e sa~e. t~e, 
William Beard the editor of Great West Magazine of California, JOtned 
the group givi~g the Far West a voice in th_e s~udy.31 At last, after eight 
months, the Commission was ready to begm its work. 
Perhaps worried about farm acceptance of his body ?f "e~pe~ts," 
Roosevelt decided to brief the Commission once more on its obJectives 
and functions. In the last communication between the President and its 
members the Chief Executive stressed that "it is essential that the 
farmers : .. should feel a sense of ownership in this Commission, 
23This "strong letter" does not appear in the Pinchot files. See Pinchot to 
Kenyon Butterfield, August 21,. 1908, ibid. . . 
24Pinchot to Kenyon Butterfield, August 21, 1908, 1btd. 
25Roosevelt to Bailey, August 14, 1908, Roosevelt Papers. 
26Bailey to Roosevelt, August 20, 1908, Pinchot Papers. 
27Dallas Semi-weekly News, August 13, 1908. 
28Roosevelt to Pinchot, September 1, 1908, Pinchot Papers. See also, Roose-
velt to Pinchot, August 15, 1908, Roosevelt Pape~s. 
29Roosevelt to Pinchot, November 12, 1908, Pmchot Papers. 
30Roosevelt to C. S. Barrett, November 11, 1908, Roosevelt Papers. C. S. 
Barrett to Roosevelt, November 17, 1908, Pinchot Papers. . . 
31Roosevelt to William Beard, November 11, 1908, Roosevelt Papers. Wilham 
Beard to Roosevelt, November 20, 1908, Pinchot Papers. 
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should feel that you gentlemen in a very truth represent them and are 
responsive to their desires and wishes, no less than to their needs."32 
Roosevelt asserted that the· Commission must "get in touch with the 
farmer." He reminded the members: 
Your purpose is neither to investigate the farmer, nor to inquire into 
technical methods of farming. You are simply trying to ascertain what 
are the general, economic, social, education, and sanitary conditions 
themselves, arid how the government can help them. To this end your 
especial desire is to get in touch with and represent the farmers them-
selves.33 
With the President's words of advice ringing in its ears, the Commission 
boarded the train for College Park, Maryland, the first point of investi-
gation. 
In order to complete its work within the two months allotted by 
the President, the Commission devised three techniques of investigation. 
One method relied on a questionnaire to secure farm opinions on the 
main aspects of country life. The Commission mailed over a half million 
to names furnished by the Department of Agriculture.34 The question-
naire was designed to secure information on the condition of farm 
homes, rural education, the economic return to farming, the adequacy 
of railroads and highways, telephone and postal service, business and 
banking services, the role of the farm wife, the supply of farm labor, 
sanitation, and rural social life.35 By the end of the Commission's study, 
over 115,000 persons had replied "mostly with much care and with 
every good faith."36 
The public hearing served as a second mode of investigation. The 
Commission held hearings in 30 cities from Boston in the East to Los 
Angeles in the West, from Minneapolis in the North to Athens, Georgia, 
in the South. The Commission attempted to keep these hearings informal 
and encouraged any and all people interested in agriculture to testify. 
Although most of the persons in attendance were farmers, country doc-
tors, ministers, postal men, and school teachers contributed to the dis-
cussions. In some cases governors and other high state officials testified 
at the hearings.37 The editor of the Northwestern Agriculturalist who 
spoke at the Minneapolis hearing, commented upon the excellent atten-
dance and praised Bailey's handling of the hearing. He was convinced 
that this technique would "open the way to more thorough forms of 
study."38 
32Roosevelt to Henry Wallace, November 9, 1908, Roosevelt Papers. Identical 
communications were sent to all the members of the Commission. 
33Jbid. 
34Bailey Statement, October 3, 1908, Pinchot Papers. 
35U.S. Congress, Senate, Report of the Country Life Commission, 60th Con-
gress, 2nd Session, 1909, S. Doc. 705, 26. 
36/bid., 27. 
37The cities visited were : College Park, Md.; Richmond, Va.; Raleigh, N. C.; 
Athens, Ga.; Spartanburg, S. C.; Knoxville, Tenn.; Lexington, Ky.; Washington, 
D.C.; Dallas, Tex.; El Paso, Tex.; Tucson, Ariz.; Los Angeles, Fresno, San Fran-
cisco, Sacramento, Calif.; Reno, Nev.; Portland, Ore.; Salt Lake City, Utah; Spo-
kane, Wash.; Cheyenne, Wyo.; Bozeman, Mont.; Denver, Colo.; Omaha, Neb.; 
Council Bluffs, Iowa; Minneapolis, Minn.; Madison, Wis.; Champaign, Ill.; 
Ithaca, N.Y.; Springfield and Boston, Mass. 
38Northwestern Agriculturalist, XXII (December 19, 1908), 10. 
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The third device was what Roosevelt termed the "school house idea." 
In early November, the President suggested to the Commission that the 
people of the country should gather together in the nation's school houses 
to discuss the questions under investigation.39 The Commission accepted 
the President's plan and sent circulars to all the county and state super-
intendents explaining the plan. Some states even set aside special. d~ys 
for the discussion of rural problems. The report of the Comm1ss1on 
indicated that it received many communications from these school house 
study groups and that they contributed significantly to the volume of 
facts on rural life.40 
The Commission began and ended its work with the general support 
of the American public and press. Most agricultural editors heaped 
unqualified praise upon the work of Roosevelt's commission. The Pro-
gressive Farmer, published in North Carolina, typified this vigorous 
support when it editorialized: 
Our conviction is that the Commission will accomplish U[_ltold good 
by directing the attention not only of the national Government, but 
of our home people to the pressing needs ?f rural. life. . . . I~ is big~ 
time, anyhow, for the South to get over this morbid and babyish sensi-
tiveness about the publication of every statistical fact that doesn·~ please 
our passing fancy .... In heaven's name, let's have done wtth o~r 
quack, popularity hunting doctors and leaders who tell us there. 1s 
nothing the matter with u), that we are the greatest and happiest 
people on earth.41 
A Saint Louis farm journal concurred, and added that "President Roose-
velt's appointment of a commission to study American farm life ... is 
in line with his great work for the preservation of national resources."42 
The editor of a Nebraska farm paper lauded Roosevelt and the 
commission plan asserting that "this is not. a po~itical question, but ~s 
a national problem and President Roosevelt 1s addmg another s~ar to hrs 
constellation."43 In Ohio, an agricultural editor encouraged all h1s readers 
to think seriously about the questions drawn up by the Commission _and 
to write reports for the study group to use.44 The Texas Farmer described 
the creation of the Commission as "an inspiration on the part of the 
President "45 while the American Cttltivator believed that "it is the first 
time tha; the farmers in a body have ever had a chance to get into 
touch with the leaders of the nation's law making."46 From North Dakota 
came word that "the countryside is afire with praises for the President 
and his experiment in democracy."47 
39Roosevelt to Henry Wallace, November 9, 1908, Roosevelt. Papers .. 
40Bailey wrote to Roosevelt that the President should proclaim a national 
holiday for nationwide discussion. The President replied: "We must not expose 
ourselves to the danger of having the Commission laughed at." November 7, 
1908, ibid. . . 
41The Progressive Farmer (Raleigh, North Carolma), quoted in Literary 
Digest, XXXVII (December 26, 1908), 965. 
42Jndependent Farmer and Western Swine Breeder ( St. Louis), August 13, 
1908. 
43Nebraska Farmer, August 26, 1908. 
44Qhio Farmer, November 28, 1908. 
45Texas Farmer (Dallas), quoted in Literary Digest, XXXVII (December 
26, 1908), 965. 
46American Cultivator (Boston), quoted in ibid. 
47North Dakota Farmer (Fargo), October 1908. 
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A few farm papers expressed qualified support of the work of the 
Commission. The Northwestern Agriculturalist accepted the concept of 
the commission, but believed that the problem could not be studied 
in two months.48 The Nebraska Farmer cited the need for a study, but 
hoped that "Uncle Henry" Wallace would not use his position on the 
commission to benefit his ·own farm journal.49 The Nebraska editor did 
not desire to be scooped by his nearest competitor, Wallace's Farmer. 
Only a small · part of the agrarian press frowned on the Roosevelt 
approach to farm issues. The Maine Farmer disliked what it termed "an 
act of class distinction." "It was a mistake," protested its editor, "that the 
farmer should have been singled out as a class for special reformatory 
work . . . and be held up in the public eye as being in ignominous 
need of missionary reclamation."50 In a similar vein, an Ohio journal 
insisted that the city needed investigation more than the farm, observ-
ing that "it does not seem necessary to shed very many tears of sympathy 
and commiseration over the supposedly disconsolate and woebegone 
condition of the American farmer."51 Farm, Stock and Home, published 
in Minnesota, joined the assault on the Commission when it described 
its report as "futile,"52 and "not profound."53 Its editor maintained that 
the investigators did no more than "skim the surface, making no effort 
to find the cause of the present conditions of farm life." To this Min-
nesota rural spokesman, it was "like putting a bunch of hens to work 
to move a large hill."04 
City observers were also divided in their opinion of the Commission 
and its report. One city spokesman sarcastically quipped that since Roose-
velt was preparing for a voyage to Africa "any farmer whose barn roof 
leaks, or whose daughter finds compound fractions too hard ... ought 
to write to Washington at once. The time is short."55 A cartoonist de-
picted the Commission wearing Prince Albert coats milking cows in 
the country.56 
In spite of occasional urban barbs, the idea of an expert investiga-
tion of an ailing American institution captured the imaginations of 
urban progressives. To them the Country Life Commission was the 
essence of progressivism. In an era of criticism and change, the examina-
tion of an entire segment of the population was appealing. From these 
reform-minded citizens came words of support and pages of advice. 
The Twelfth Annual Playground Congress of America meeting in New 
York City complimented the President for his insights into rural ques-
tions and hinted that the real difficulty with farm Ii£ e was the "lack of 
recreation and pleasure."57 The National Education Association approved 
48Northwestern Agriculturist, September 26, 1908. 
49Nebraska Farmer, November 18, 1908. 
50Maine Farmer, quoted in Literary Digest, XXXVII (December 26, 1908), 
965. 
51Farm and Fireside ( Springfield, Ohio) , quoted in Literary Digest, XXXVII 
(December 26, 1908), 965. · 
52Farm, Stock and Home, November 15, 1908. 
53Jbid., March 1, 1909. 
54Jbid., January 15, 1909. 
55Quoted in Ellsworth, "Theodore Roosevelt's Country Life Commission," 164. 
56Henry Wallace, Uncle Henry's Own Story (3 vols., Des Moines, Iowa: Des 
Moines Publishers, 1917-1919), III, 103. . 
57Luther Gulick to Pinchot, August 11, 1908, Pinchot Papers. 
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the work of the study group and urged "the union of all forces which 
are working for the betterment of the country school and country life."58 
Both the New York Tuberculosis Society and the Maryland Medical 
Association "heartily join [ ed] the movement for the betterment of the 
sanitary and social condition of the farmers."59 
Such diverse groups as the New York Merchants Association and 
the Immigrant Association of Missouri lent their full support to the 
President's Commission.60 As one might expect, Arthur Jackson, Presi-
dent of the National Good Roads Association, maintained that "the un-
satisfactory condition of the farmer is owing more to bad roads than to 
all other causes combined."61 
Many well-intentioned city dwellers advanced their own plans for 
the salvation of the American farmer. An irate Colorado consumer 
weary of paying high food prices contended that "the only remedy I 
can see is to erect .. . warehouses and stockyards for the farmer, let 
him sell direct to the consumer and not to the speculator who fleeces 
in the fall the farmer and the balance of the year the whole popula-
tion."62 These government-owned marketing facilities would "keep our 
public money in circulation instead of flooding it all into one or a few 
men's pockets."63 
A New York City resident proposed one of the more interesting 
plans of action. This friend oi the American farmer suggested that the 
country be divided into agricultural zones to be administered by "farm 
engineers." A zone would be of such size as to permit the farm engineer 
to visit each farm in it at least once a month. The engineer would "not 
be an inspector but a friend and adviser" who would be available at 
all times for consultation. The plan called for the appointment of these 
engineers by the President with the state and federal government sharing 
the salary. According to its author, this scheme was "the key which will 
unlock the chain which now binds the farmer a helpless slave to the 
dreary tasks in which he works unhappily, without hope."64 
As the Commission traveled from city to city in its quest for infor-
mation on rural life, the urban newspapers gave the Commission both 
publicity and sympathetic understanding. While in Denver, the Roosevelt 
study group was the subject of a full page spread in the Denvef' Post. 
The paper included not only the usual press releases explaining the 
goals and work of the Commission but also special stories by staff 
writers. In exploring the drab life of the farm wife, one writer's story 
was headed "Why Insane Asylums Contain So Many Females."65 The 
Post's editor was too concerned with the problems of city government 
to comment upon the Denver visit of "Roosevelt's Wise Men."66 In 
similar manner, the Deseret Evening News publicized the visit to Salt 
58National Education Association Statement, February 22, 1909, ibid. 
59H. M. Simmons to Roosevelt, August 18, 1908; E. G. Routzahn to Pinchot, 
October 21, 1908, ibid. 
60Edward Hatch to Pinchot, November 18, 1908; John Curran to Roosevelt, 
August 24, 1908, ibid. 
61Arthur Jackson to Roosevelt, August 12, 1908, ibid. 
62Frederick Herman to Roosevelt, September 20, 1908, ibid. 
63Jbid. 
64Frank Carpenter to Roosevelt, 1908, ibid. 
65The Denve,r Post, December 7, 1908. 
66Jbid., December 6, 1908. 
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Lake City. While its front page carried headline news about the work 
of the Commission,. the ed~torial section lent its support to the task of 
the group. The editor believed that the investigation by the body of 
experts ~ould have rewa~ding results. The problem, he declared, "con-
verges f mally to one po mt-the need of a better education and of a 
higher appreciation of the beauty and value of farm life."67 
. Althoug~ ~he M?rning World-Herald of Omaha greeted the Country 
Life ~~1ss1~n ~1th front page headlines and "the glad hand of wel-
come, its editorial column raised doubts as to the value of the Com-
mission for Nebraska farmers.69 It asserted: 
We can't help thinking that, if the Nebraska farmer stands in need of 
a federal commission to help make their lives tolerable what a lot of 
commissions ought to be instituted to help those millio~s of unfortun-
ates who are not Nebraska farmers. 
No, di~respe~t is meant to the honorable commission or to Mr. Roose-
velt s mtenuons. But we bad been under the impression that the 
Nebraska farmer was about the last man on earth in need of the paternal 
care of the federal government.70 
At the same t.i~e, however, the Omaha edi~or admitted that the findings 
of the Comm1ss1on would lead to the solut10n of problems in less fortu-
nate areas than Nebraska.71 
The Commission began, carried out, and concluded its task with the 
general support of the American public. Although some urban and farm 
papers expressed reservations about the work of the Commission the 
gr~t majority of city and farm writers and spokesmen lauded the' cre-
ation of the Commission and the President's concern for rural problems. 
Most Americans agreed with Mr. Dooley when he commented: " ... 
farmers' wives are not happy, an' Tiddy Rosenfeldt proposes to see 
about it. Th' idee iv annybody bein' onhappy makes him feel bad. He 
woukl like to see th' whole wurruld inj'yin itself."72 
67Dese,ret Evening News, December 3, December S, 1908. 
68Afoming World-Herald (Omaha), December 10, 1908. 
69Jbid., December 11, 1908. 
10Jbid., December 10, 1908. 
71Jbid. 
72F. P. Dunne, "Mr. Dooley on Uplifting the Farmers," American Magazine 
LXVII (November, 1908), 96. · ' 
Protestant versus Catholic: 
U. S. Reaction to the Mexican 
Church-State Conflict of 1926-29 
SINCLAIR SNOW 
The decade of the 1920's was a paradoxical one in the United States. 
Offhand-with its "Red Scare," the executions of Sacco and Vanzetti, the 
Scopes trial, the rapid rise of the Ku Klux Klan, the Teapot Dome 
scandal, and widespread bigbtry, graft, and corruption-it appears to 
have been a period of unrelieved reaction. But an examination of the 
more palatable features of the era shows that it was also a decade of 
slow but definite forward growth which made possible revolutionary 
socioeconomic changes at home during the 1930's and the defeat of 
the Axis powers abroad during the 1940's. Part of this growing pro-
gressive movement was the support given by Protestants in the United 
States to the revolutionary Mexican government in its conflict with the 
feudal-minded Roman Catholic Church during the period 1926-29. 
Anticlericalism had been part of the Mexican liberal and revolu-
tionary tradition since the founding of the Mexican Republic. The 
Revolution of 1910 had supported the anticlerical provisions of the liberal 
Constitution of 1857-which had not been enforced during the thirty-
odd years of reaction under Porfirio Diaz preceding the Revolution-
and these provisions had been broadened and made part of the Consti-
tution of 1917. But by early 1926 the Church felt that it was strong 
enough to challenge the government and attempt to regain its special 
privileges of former years, and in a series of newspaper articles it de-
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dared its intention to combat the anticlerical clauses of the Constitution. 
One of these articles reads in part: 
The Code of 1917 wounds the most sacred rights of the Catholic 
Church, of Mexican society and Christian individuals, proclaims prin-
ciples contrary to the truth taµght by Jesus Christ, which forms the 
treasure of the Church and the best inheritance of mankind; it destroys 
those few rights which the Constitution of 1857 (accepted in its basic 
principles as the fundamental law by all Mexicans) recognized in the 
Church as a corporation and in Catholics as individuals.I 
The Mexican government was not slow in responding to the chal-
lenge of the Church, and soon foreign clerics were being expelled from 
Mexico on orders of President Plutarco . Elias Calles for violations of 
the anticlerical clauses of the Constitution. Among the first persons to 
leave Mexico were two citizens of the United States, Mother Margaret 
Semple and Mother Mary Evans, who preferred to leave the country 
rather than operate a school under their care in accordance with the 
Constitution. The issue was now joined, and in a short time Protestants 
and Catholics-their ranks augmented by U.S. oil interests, absentee 
landlords, liberals, radicals, Masons, and numerous other concerned 
organizations and individuals-were bitterly attacking each other in the 
press. 
Despite their support of the Mexican government, many Protestants 
considered the anticlerical clauses excessively severe, but they were in 
general agreement with Dr. G. B. Winton, author of Mexico Today, 
who wrote: "If some of the provisions are drastic, it must be recalled 
that the disease for which they were meant to be was a mortal sickness."2 
Methodist Bishop George A. Miller, one of the leading liberal church-
. men of this period, was frankly elated over the difficulties of the Church. 
"The Mexican government," he said, "has never interfered with the 
exercise of the Catholic religion and is not doing so now." He enjoyed 
the complaints of the Church saying: "It is delicious to hear our tor-
mentors pleading for religious liberty and tolerance." He continued: 
"The only people who have real reason for anxiety concerning ecclesias-
tical matters in Mexico are ·those who refuse to comply with the laws 
of the land .... Mexico is making an honest-to-goodness effort to deal 
with a desperate situation in what seems to her officials the only practical 
way."3 
The editor of the Missionary Review of the World, a non-sectarian 
Protestant missionary periodical, in a general review of the situation 
stated that there were nineteen American Protestant missionary societies 
operating without difficulty in Mexico at the beginning of the conflict. 
This editor-like m;my others, Catholic and Protestant-condemned 
press reports on the conflict as inaccuraet and misrepresenting the facts. 
"The Government of Mexico," he wrote, "is not conducting an anti-
religious crusade, but it is endeavoring to secularize her schools and to 
nationalize her churches so as to free her people from the ab~ses that 
1 J. Perez Lugo, La Cuestion religiosa en Mexico ( Mexico, D. F.: Centro 
Cultural Cuahtemoc, 192 7) , p. 3 71. 
2G. B. Winton, "Today in Mexico," Missionary Review of the World, March, 
1926, p. 200. 
SGeorge A. Miller, "Is There Religious Persecution in Mexico?" Christian 
· Centu,y, April 1, 1926, p. 411. 
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have grown up under the domination of the Roman Catholic Church:'4 
He said that the Protestant mission boards recognized that all church 
property belonged to the nation and that Protestant missionaries-unlike 
the Catholics-stood ready to cooperate with the government and to 
obey the Constitution.5 He reminded his readers that the Mexican t,ov-
ernment . was not unfriendly to Protestant work, that Moises Saenz of 
the Mexican Department of Education was a graduate of a Protestant 
college in the United States, that the Minister of Foreign Affairs was 
also Protestant-educated, and that President Calles himself had two wards 
studying in an American Protestant mission school in Mexico.6 
The expulsion that attracted the most attention during this period 
was that of George J. Caruana, Archbishop of Sebaste and Apsotolic 
Delegate to Mexico and the Antilles. Although born in Malta, Caruana 
was a naturalized American citizen. He had quietly entered Mexico in 
March 1926, soon after the conflict began, and was expelled two months 
later for allegedly having made a false statement to the Mexican immi-
gration authorities when entering the country. Denying the charge, 
Caruana stated: "The immigration inspector who questioned me at the 
bord~r ~equ~sted no declaration regarding my birth and religion; but 
he did mqmre about my profession, and then I stated the profession 
that I really have, of teaching, without, however, any intention of hiding 
other titles that I have."7 1 
Carua~a· s expulsion ~as consider~d a s~vere blow to the Church by 
both ~ex1can and America? Catholics. Evidently it had been expected 
that his status as Apostolic Delegate with United States citizenship 
would have made it possible for him to intimidate the Mexican govern-
ment. "The delegate's expulsion," declared an editorial in the Jesuit 
organ America, "caused intense grief among Mexican Catholics who had 
hoped his presence would have done much to overcome the difficulties 
under which the Church is laboring in Mexico."8 So great was the activity 
of the pro-Catholic press in support of Caruana that Consul-General 
Arthuro Elias was forced to release to the press photostats of the declara-
tion made by Caruana when he entered Mexico. These photostats showed 
that he had described himself as a Protestant and a tourist-but Caruana 
denied that the signature on the photostated document was his.9 Com-
monweal ridiculed the photostats as clumsy forgeries.10 Former Judge 
Alfred J. Talley, a prominent Catholic layman of New York, repeated 
the charge that the photostats were forgeries.11 Consul-General Elias 
insisted that they were genuine.12 The charge was repeated and denied, 
thrown back and forth, and the public was left in the dark. 
Caruana, in a lengthy letter to U.S. Secretary of State Frank B. 
Kellogg, complained that his treatment by the Mexican government 
called for "a policy and action more precise and energetic than was 
4Editorial, "The Secular Crusade in Mexico," Missionary Review of the World, 
April, 1926, p. 245. 
5Jbid., p. 245. . 
6Jbid., p. 246. 
1New York Times, May 17, 1926. 
8Editorial, America, May 29, 1926, p. 277. 
9New York_ Times, June 14, 1926. 
10Editcrial, Commonweal, July 21, 1926, p. 277. 
llNe11• York Times, July 9, 1926. 
12Jbid., July 10, 1926. 
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exercised by my [the U. S.] government in my case ... :"13 Just what 
Caruana meant by "precise and energetic action" was not made clear, for 
throughout the entire confli<;:t American Catholics insisted that they did 
not want the United States to intervene in Mexico. But the editor of 
America felt that the United States could have prevented the expulsion 
of Caruana. He did not say what steps should have been taken, but he 
suggested that the United States should be "strong like Britain" in cases 
of this kind. He reminded his readers that Britain was respected because 
"her unfailing defense of her subjects deserves respect."14 He repeated 
the Catholic line of nonintervention: 
We are not asking for intervention. On the contrary, we protest that 
there has been too much intervention already. But as American citizens 
who cherish the principles of civil and religious freedom, we ask that the 
Government stand aloof from a government which in the fundamental 
law has declared its intention of destroying these principles.Hi 
Dr. E. Saguntius, in an anticlimactic article in the August 1926 issue 
of Columbia, the monthly organ of the Knights of Columbus, comment-
ing on the illegality of Caruana's expulsion, declared: 
Archbishop Caruana proceeded to Mexico on a mission in no way con-
flicting with the so-called Constitution of 1917, a crazy-quilt patched 
together by a gang of sectarians who met that year in Queretaro. . . . 
Archbishop Caruana had a right to be in Mexico. That being the case, 
it was nobody's business whether or not he had a passport.16 
Caruana had not been expelled for nonpossession of a passport and 
the statement was consequently not pertinent, but it does reflect the 
attitude of Catholics toward what they considered the rights of their 
leaders. 
In July 1926 President Calles published in detail the anticlerical 
laws implementing the Constitution of 1917. The essence of the laws 
was as follows: Foreigners were forbidden to exercise the religious pro-
fession in Mexico; religious instruction was forbidden in official schools 
of all grades and in private primary schools; clerics were forbidden to 
direct or establish primary· schools; private primary schools were to be 
operated only under the supervision of the government; monastic orders 
were outlawed; all persons were forbidden to induce minors to take 
religious vows; clerics were specifically forbidden to incite anyone to 
disavowal or disobedience of the laws; clerics were forbidden to criticize 
the laws or the authorities; political association of clerics was forbidden; 
the official validating for academic credit of studies in religious institu-
tions of higher learning was declared illegal; religious publications were 
forbidden to comment on political affairs; no political organization hav-
ing a name suggestive of religion was to be formed; political meetings 
were not to be held in churches; religious ceremonies were to be per-
formed only in churches; clerics were not to wear clothing or insignia 
indicating their calling; churches were to be operated only with the 
permission of the government authorities; the acquis.ition or administra-
tion of real estate or real estate securities by clerics was forbidden; a 
13U.S. Congressional Record, 69th Congress, 1st session, p. 12149. 
14Editorial, America, July 3, 1926, p. 270. 
15Jbid., p. 271. 
HE. Saguntius, "Another Scrap of Paper," Columbia, ·August 1926, p. 5. 
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penalty was provided for the damaging, destruction, or concealment of 
church property; the last of the eleven articles provided penalties for 
officials who refused or failed to carry out the laws. Furthermore, the 
laws also declared all church property nationalized, defined ministry of a 
cult, and granted aU persons the right to denounce transgressions and 
offenses against the laws. These laws were to become effective on August 
1, 1926.17 
The response of the Church was immediate: Effective July 30, all 
religious services by Roman Catholic clerics were to be suspended 
throughout Mexico. At the same time, Catholic lay organizations inaugu-
rated a nonconsumption boycott in an effort to cripple the nation econ-
omicaUy and thus bring the government to its knees. These actions were 
in accordance with instructions contained in a pastoral letter from Pope 
Pius XI to the Mexican Church which ended: "It would be a crime for 
us to tolerate such a situation; and we would not wish that there should 
come to our recoUection when we appear before the tribunal of God 
the tardy words of the Prophet: 'Vae mihi quia tacui.' Woe is me, for 
I did not speak.' "18 
During the last few days of July preceding the termination of re-
ligious services, thousands of persons flocked to the churches for baptisms, 
confirmations, and other religious needs. On July 30, 8,000 persons were 
confirmed and 3,000 bapt'ized in the great cathedral in Mexico City.19 
So great was the demand for services by the clergy that marriages were 
performed en masse.20 In one church two children were killed in the 
crush.21 Minor riots occurred in which three persons were killed and a 
number wounded, while firemen rushed from place to place quelling 
disorders.22 Nor were the times without their miracles: the cross atop 
the Church of St. Jeronimo was seen shaking by thousands of the faith-
ful,23 and the judge and secretary of the court that had convicted Bishop 
Zarate of Huejutla-the first bishop ever to be tried in a Mexican civil 
court-died almost simultaneously in widely separated parts of the coun-
try.24 On August 1 the churches were deserted. 
The Roman Catholic press in the United States had little to say about 
events in Mexico immediately following August 1, but shortly before 
the cessation of services the Jesuit publication America had hopefully 
remarked that the Calles "degrees" might result in the nation being 
placed under an interdiction.25 For awhile it appeared that the wishes 
of America might be realized, since there were rumors that the Pope 
was considering such action,26 but in the end they proved to be only 
wishful thinking. 
America was confident that the Church would win the fight in spite 
of the fact that Calles had the backing of "all the irreligious forces in 
17New York Times, July 4, 1926. 
18Perez Lugo, La Cuestion religiosa, p. 23. 
19New York Times, Aug. 1, 1926. 
20[bid. 
21[bid., July 27, 1926. 
22Jbid., Aug. 1, 1926. 
23[bid. 
24Jbid .. July 29, 1926. 
25Edito ial, America, July 24, 1926, p. 339. 
26New York Times, July 27, 1926. 
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the country, Masons, Radicals, Socialists, and Communists."27 Common-
weal declared that in Mexico the reign of constitutional democracy had 
come to an end, but, like America, Commonweal was confident that in 
the end the Church would emerge the victor because that was her destiny. 
"But until she does," boasted Commonweal, "there will be neither peace 
nor prosperity in strife-ridden Mexico."28 
Protestant publications in the United States were generally in favor 
of the Calles decrees. There were four reasons for this: first, simply 
because the ancient enemy had been dealt a stunning blow; second, be-
cause Calles was favorable to Protestantism; third, because a competitor 
had been eliminated· and fourth, because the Protestant churches-for 
all their conservatis~-were less conservative than the Roman Catholic 
Church. 
The anticlerical laws were severe-as most observers in the United 
States agreed-but the editor of the Christian Advocate, a Methodist 
publication, seemed to express the opinion of all his colleagues when 
he commented: 
If some of these enactments seem harsh and hostile to religion, it 
must be remembered what Mexico has suffered since the Conquest at the 
hands of a foreign Church, insatiably greedy of wealth, and niggardly 
of service to the people, performing few of the duties incumbent upon 
it as the representative of Christianity, th~ ally of tyran~y, and the 
intolerant persecutor of all who sought to !ntrodu~e the Bible and th_e 
simple teaching of Christ. After long experience with a Church of this 
type it would not be stran&e i_f Mexico should _take ex~reme . measures 
to curb the offending organization, even at the risk of d1stress10g many 
innocent people.29 
Methodist Bishop James Cannon, who had supervised Meth~ist 
missionary work in Mexico for eig~t years and had learned from b~tter 
experience that the ~o~an Catholic ~hurch v.:as t~e most determ1~ed 
of all enemies of religious freedom, m an amcle m the Moody Bible 
Institt,te Monthly, a Protestant evangelistic periodical~ declared _that 
"whenever and wherever t~e Vatican has had the power 1t has permmed 
no freedom of religious worship .... Nothing would be more hurtful 
to Protestant aims and activities and to religious liberty in Mexico than 
a· viaocy led by the Vatican in the present conflict."30 
One of the staunchest supporters of Calles was the American Friend, 
a weekly publication of the Quakers. This magazine was pr?bab~y the 
most objective of the religious periodicals o! the 1920's; :ertamly 1t ~as 
the most .tolerant one. Immediately followmg the cessation of services 
by the Church, it took its stand: 
President Calles has been discriminating, fair, and firm in all his 
public utterances. He is willing for. any ma1;1 in Mexico to hold t? _any 
form of religion that he m~y desire. ~~ is not. opposed to religious 
teaching and to the conduct10g of religious services. He has taken a 
most generous and kindly atti~de. toward :J.11 ~ho have conforme~ to 
the requirements of the Constitution. He is vigorous and determ10ed, 
27Editorial, America, Aug. 7, 1926, p. 387. 
28Editorial, Commonweal, Aug. 4, 1926, p. 316. 
29Editorial Christian Advocate, Aug. 5, 1926, p. 940. 
30James Glnnon, "The Church Problem in Mexico," Moody Bible Institute, 
Sept. 1926, p. 12. 
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and rightly so, in his opposition to all who are seeking to bring the 
State under the domination of the Catholic Church.31 
Unlike most of the Protestant publications, the nonsectarian Chri1tian 
Century, a periodical that should be classified as liberal-religious in its 
point of view, neither feared Roman Catholic domination in Mexico 
·nor gave its full support to the Calles Government. The editor of Chris-
tian Centwry believed that there was virtue on both sides of the conflict. 
He praised the Calles Government as "one of the most enlightened labor 
governments in the world,"32 but he considered the anticlerical laws 
excessively harsh. "Religion is not only purged," he declared, "but it is 
reinforced by persecution."33 He considered the laws impossible to 
enforce and believed that the persecution of the Church would lead to 
a religious revival in Mexico that would strengthen the Church. His 
conviction was that Calles would learn from experience what the Bol-
sheviks in Russia had learned: that religion thrives on persecution.34 
But the sober truth is that the Church was not thriving on perse-
cution. The economic boycott, for one thing, was a miserable failure. 
It could not succeed for the simple reason that for the great majority 
of Mexicans living standards could not be lowered beyond the bare 
subsistence level at which they already existed. Only the affluent-and 
they were few indeed-were in a position to forego their accustomed 
luxuries, and most of these persons lacked the willingness or the en-
thusiasm to lower their standard of living for a dubious and perhaps 
hopeless cause. And like the economic boycott, the cessation of religious 
services soon showed itself to be of limited importance. The church 
buildings themselves were kept open, as was the tradition, and the 
great mass of religious-minded Mexicans continued to use them as they 
always had as places for prayer and meditation without assistance from 
the clergy-and, it might be added, at considerably less cost to them-
selves. 
Intervention had from the earliest days of the conflict been one of 
the means by which the Roman Catholics had hoped to crush the Mexican 
government. Agitation for intervention by the United States was carried 
on by Catholic and pro-Catholic groups in the Congress of the United 
States, in the press, and by means of mass meetings in the larger cities. 
The principal argument of the interventionists was that Mexico was a 
Bolshevik nation under the control of Russia and that through Mexico 
the Bolsheviks hoped to destroy religion and private property in the 
New World. The proponents of intervention justified it as the only 
means of saving the United States from communism. 
On March 4, 1926 Representative John J. Boylan of New York in 
a long speech in the House had said: 
The time for temporizing with the present Mexican Government 
has passed. Further argument with Mexico, I am convinced, will prove 
fruitless; it is time to act, and in a way that will assure Mexico of our 
determination to protect American rights and citizens. It is time our 
official attitude toward Mexico became that which has characterized 
our relations with the soviet. . . . Our recognition of the Obregon 
31Editorial, American Friend, Aug. 5, 1926, p. 504. 
32Editorial, Christian Century, Aug. 5, 1926, p. 959. 
33]bid. 
34]bid. 
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government in 1917 [sic] was a mistake .... Until Mexico revises 
her present constitution in certain vital respects, establishes a govern-
ment of law and order and ceases to offend against everyday considera-
tions of decency, the United States should withdraw recognition extended 
prematurely in 1917.35 
79 
This call for withdrawal of recognition was largely ignored by other 
members of Congress, but hearings were arranged for the House Com-
mittee on Foreign Affairs which served as an excuse for the disgruntled 
Catholics to air · their grievances. Aiding Congressman Boylan in the 
House was Representative James A. Gallivan of Massachusetts, who 
declared in a long speech before the House: 
. . . Civilization is almost in mourning. Mexican J acobins have pro-
nounced the sentence of death on practically all the churches in that 
country. They have determined to tear out of the very hearts of Mexican 
society every trace of religious ideas which do not co~form to their 
constitution literatim. The spectacle of these churches 10 the rags of 
their poverty, starving, and with but a breath of material life remain-
ing fills the devout among the Mexicans with terror as would an awful 
apparition at night to one whose conscience was distressed by remorse 
for a crime committed. 36 
Outside Congress the work for intervention was carried on primarily 
by the Knights of Columbus and the Association for the Protect!on. of 
Religious Rights in Mexico, the latter being an ad hoc lay o~~anizat1on 
under the leadership of Judge Alfred J. Talley. In a redbamng press 
release shortly after the beginning of the conflict, Talley denounced the 
government of the United States for allowing itself to be intimidated 
by Calles and declared: 
It seems to me that the time has arrived for all Americans who believe 
in religious freedom, not only for themselves but for all people of the 
earth, to make known their sense of outrage and to demand that our 
Government declare that Mexico is unfit to be longer regarded as worthy 
to be included in the family of nations.37 
Much ~ore important in the conflict than Talley's organization was 
a Catholic fraternal organization, the Knights of Columbus, that adhered 
strictly to the Vatican line. ·With a mem1?ership of. 80~,000 and a ~trong 
press, this was probably the mo~t. effecuve orga01za~10n at the d1sp?sal 
of the Church. Columbia, the off1e1al organ of the Knights, was conspicu-
ous for its redbaiting. Its October 1926 issue was a propaganda master-
piece designed to appeal to the small minds of its readers. At the top 
of its front cover in large red letters were the words RED MEXICO. 
Below, also in red, was an appropriate quotation from a recent Knights 
resolution. This quotation was bordered by an arrangement of flags, 
cannon, bayonets, and stars-all in blue--the ~hole . formii:ig a very 
"patriotic-looking" display. In this issue Co~umbuz :igam dented that 1t 
wanted intervention but it declared that the Mexican government of-
ficials "beloved comrades of the Soviet oligarchs, devoted apostles of 
Bolsh;vism " were seeking "not merely to destroy the Catholic Church 
but to est;lbish communism in the western world."38 This entire issue 
was devoted to attacks on neutrals as well as supporters of the Mexican 
35U.S. Cong1'euional Record, 69th Congress, 1st session, p. 4231. 
36Jbid., p. 12141. 
31New York Times, July 31, 1926. 
38Editorial, Columbia, Oct. 1926, p. 23. 
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government. History was disregarded, and the Mexican Revolution of 
1910, the first social revolution since the French Revolution of 1789, 
was attributed directly to the Russian Bolsheviks. 
Columbia's "Red Scare" continued in the November 1926 issue. 
Individual portions of the lengthy editorial were headed: "In Dark 
Places," "Mud and Carcass," "Corruption," "The Obvious," "Delusion,·· 
and "The Red Tide."39 "Mexico, today," said the editorial, "is light and 
inspiration to all communists, brutalists, and revolutionary agitators. . . . 
Radicalism at last has a foothold in America. . . . One day it may be 
this Mexico which, directly or indirectly, shall be the cause of our de-
struction."40 
The "Red Scare" conducted by Columbia was accompanied by a 
successful scheme to trick Secretary of State Kellogg into a position 
supporting the Catholics. This was accomplished by having Assistant 
Secretary of State Harold E. Olds call a meeting of a small, select group 
of newspapermen and give them copies of a document by Kellogg 
entitled "Bolshevik Aims and Policies in Mexico and Latin America."41 
This document contained little of importance, but it was hoped by the 
Church that the prestige of Kellogg would give a boost to their cause. 
The Philadelphia Public Ledge,,. headlined the story: "Mexico is center 
of Bolshevist plot against the United States; object is world revolution, 
Kellogg declares."42 The> New York He1'ald-T1'ibune headline read: 
"Mexico base of red war on the United States, Kellogg charges."43 Olds 
himself publicly stated: "It is an undeniable fact that the Mexican Gov-
ernment is a Bolshevist Government. We cannot prove it, but we are 
morally certain that a warm bond of sympathy, if not of actual under-
standing, exists between Mexico City and Moscow."44 This created quite 
a furor, but many prominent persons did not take it seriously. Included 
in this group was Senator George W. Norris, who ridiculed Kellogg's 
Red Scare in a parody of a familiar children's poem: 
Onc't there was a Bolshevik, 
Who wouldn't say his prayers-
So Kellogg sent him off to bed, 
Away up stairs, 
Ao' Kellogg heerd him holler, 
An' Coolidge heerd him bawl, 
But when they turn't the kivvers down, 
He wasn't there at all! 
They seeked him down in Mexico, 
They cussed him in the press; 
They seeked him round the Capitol, 
An' everywhere, I guess, 
But all they ever found of him 
Was whiskers, hair, and clout-





39Jbid., Nov. 1926, p. 22. 
40Jbid. 
41Editorial, Christian Century, Dec. 16, 1926, p. 1523. 
42U.S. Congressional Record, 69th Congress, 2nd session, p. 1649. 
43Jbid. 
44Jbid. 
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Despite the sound and the fury created by the Catholics, they were 
clearly losing ground from the beginning of the conflict. More drastic 
action was deemed necessary by the late summer of 1926, and the next 
plan in the strategy of the Church was put into effect: armed revolt. 
But it is difficult-if not impossible-for the historian to separate 
genuine armed Roman Catholic action against the government in this 
conflict from similar action on the part of other armed groups operating 
in the field at the same time. Every armed uprising in Mexico-and 
perhaps in all countries-has been a combination of warfare and banditry. 
Mexican revolutionists and counterrevolutionists have traditionally been 
aided by bandit forces. The Catholic or Cristero revolt of 1926-29 un-
doubtedly attracted to its ranks persons who had little or no interest in 
the religious issues at stake but who were concerned only with the possi-
bilities of looting under the protection of the Church. At the same time, 
there were bandit groups operating independently who posed as Catholic 
rebels. The existence of these groups made it possible for the Church 
to escape blame for atrocities and other untoward incidents of the revo-
lution by laying them at the feet of the bandits. 
_The Mexican Episcopate encouraged its armed supporters in the 
field in a pastoral condemning the Calles Government which ended in 
these words: 
Venerable brothers and dearly beloved sons, do not lose faith. Do 
not permit your strength to fail. Do not unfold to the world and to 
Heaven the sad spectacle of a soldier who is a traitor to his flag and 
surrenders to the enemy. Do not imitate the unnatural son who abandons 
his mother in the moment of danger. 
On the contrary, imitate the true lovers of liberty, who in all ages 
of history have known how to stand squarely in the breach until they 
have died or won.46 
. Despite its open support of the criste1'os, as the Catholic rebels were 
called; the Episcopate officially denied all responsibility for all armed 
Catholic action that had taken place. It asserted that the Church did not 
oppose armed revolt as such, but it should be resorted to only after all 
peaceful means to obtain redress of grievances had been exhausted. It 
declared that if individual Catholics felt that the time for armed revolt 
had arrived, -the Church would not intervene. But at the same time it 
declarecl that it was the Calles Government, not the Church, who must 
shoulder the responsibility for the bloodshed and destruction that would 
follow.47 
The most spectacular act of the c1'iste1'os was the attack on the 
Guadalajara-Mexico City passenger train on April 20, 1927. According 
to the newspapers, about 500 armed men attacked the train near Limon 
in the state of Jalisco, a stronghold of the cri-steros. The train was de-
railed and the coaches locked and set afire with the passengers and an 
armed escort inside. Over a hundred persons were reported to have been 
killed or burnt to death. The dispatch said that the attack was led by 
three priests named Vega, Pedroza, and Angelo, and a lawyer named 
Loza, who was a commissioner of the National League for· the Defense 
of Religious Liberty, commonly called the Liga in Mexico.48 
46New York Times, Sept. 8, 1926. 
41Jbid., Nov. 2, 1926. 
48Jbid., April 21, 1927. 
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Archbishop Leopoldo Ruiz y Flores denied responsibility for the deed 
in the name of the Episcopate, saying: "Those are resP?~s1ble who have 
brought about this situat!on and have giv~~ an~ are. g1vmg an eX3;111ple 
of similar attacks."49 Jose Tercero, an official high m ~he leadership of 
the Liga disclaimed all responsibility, although he admitted-or clauned 
-that his organization was leading all criJtero forces in Me:x:ico.50 
This train incident received little attention from the editors of 
American religious publications. They seemed reluctant to comment on 
it, perhaps because they could not quite accept it as an act of the Church. 
Commonweal, appeared to sense this doubt in the minds of the Protest· 
ants and in its comment on the incident stated: 
The recent ghastly train hold-up in the mountains of Jalisco was 
executed by ferocious bandits who, if we are to credit the news, sh(!W~ 
no quarter to women and children. . . . To the lame and hal~ it is 
always evident that the Church is the source of_ 18:wlessness and v.10Ience 
in Mexico . . . but . . . even Protestant m1ss10nary forces m the 
United States ... no longer quite believe these established t.ruths.51 
In a later issue Commonweal dismissed the incident with the remark 
that the train att;ck simply "afforded the Government an opportunity 
to accuse Catholics of rebellion and outrage."52 
The editor of the CbriJtian Century commented on the incident but 
he handled it cautiously. He reduced the number killed to forty·seven 
while admitting his belief that the attack was by criJteroJ and that the 
Church was indirectly responsible for the outrage. 53 
An important result of the Jalisco train incident was the deportation 
of the few bishops remaining in Mexico at this time. Since the first of 
the year, deportations of Church leaders had been stepped.up and by 
the middle of May 1927 Archbishop Orozco y Jimenez was said to be 
the only high churchman left in Mexico. 54 The Government made many 
attempts to capture him, but he managed to remain at large. He stayed 
in Mexico, probably in Jalisco, until after the conflict had ended.55 
Increasing criJtero activity eventually led the Mexican governme?t 
to take steps to end the rebellion as quickly as possible. The area m 
Jalisco where the rebels were most active was declared a forbidden zone 
by the military authorities. Special couriers were sent into the area to 
warn all persons to leave within ten days o~ be treat:d as rebels .. In· 
habitants of the area were concentrated at fifteen designated locations 
by the military and all villages in the forbidden zone were destroyed, a 
procedure which had bee~ foll?wed . with success in the ci:uel ~mp~ign 
against the luckless Yaqm Indians m Sonora. The campaign m Jahsco 
was a relentless one and by the end of July 1927 the cristeros were partly 
under control,56 although there were still some 20,000 of them under 
49Jbid. . . 
50Bulletin No. 28 of the National League for the Defense of Religious 
Liberty, reproduced in Ramon J. Sender, El Problema religiosa en Mexico (Ma-
drid: Imprenta Argis, 1928), p. 63. 
51Editorial, Commonweal, May 4, 1927, p. 703. 
52Jbid., May 11, 1927, p. 3. 
53Editorial, Christian Century, May 12, 1927, p. 580. 
MNew York Times, May 14, 1927. 
55Jbid., March 31, 1930. 
56Jbid., April 25, 1927. 
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arms in the mountains of Jalisco and surrounding territory.57 As late as 
the early 1960's a regiment of horse cavalry continued to be stationed 
in Ameca, a cristero stronghold in Jalisco, in case of further trouble. A 
writer in Commonweal called the success of the government campaign 
"a triumph of brute force and corruption over idealism, youth, and 
purity."58 
On July 17, 1928, President-elect Alvaro Obregon was assassinated. 
He had made himself a target for destruction by announcing that he 
would continue the anticlerical policies of President Calles.59 His assassin 
was Jose Leon de Toral, a twenty-three year old student and active mem-
ber of the League for the Defense of the Catholic Religion.60 Posing 
as an itinerant artist, he shot Obregon · in a public restaurant on the 
outskirts of Mexico City. He was a member of a group that had pre· 
viously bombed the election headquaners of Obregon as well as the 
Mexican Chamber of Depucies.61 This desperate act-understandable as 
it was-solved nothing. Tira! was sentenced to death after a thorough 
investigation which convinced Calles that the Church itself was not 
implicated in the deed. Before his execution, in a letter to a co-worker, 
Toral declared : "Every man that dies for the cause is another step toward 
our goal."62 Shortly before facing the firing squad, he is reported to have 
said: "I shall die without uneasiness, with the unalterable conviction 
that I am going unto ut~ity with God. I have suffered continuously and 
today I finish my Calvary."63 
Protestants as well as Catholics in the United States were shocked 
by the assassination of Obregon. The editor of the Christian Century 
praised Obregon for his role in the development of Mexico, saying that 
his enemies down through the years- Pascual Orozco, Pancho Villa, 
Emiliano Zapata, and Venustiano Carranza-had been to his credit.64 
This editor had at first believed that Obregon had been killed by political 
enemies not connected with the religious conflict, but he later admitted 
that although there was no proof of Church involvement, the attitude 
of the Church toward the government had fostered such deeds. 65 
Samuel G. Inman, a Protestant authority on Mexico, also placed the 
blame for the murder indirectly on the Church. "The assassination of 
President-elect Obregon," he wrote, "is not the crime of an individual. 
It is society itself that must answer-the kind of society that has been 
allowed to exist in Mexico and its next-door neighbor, elements that 
would play fatally on the passions of the masses who have been kept 
ignorant, degraded and superstitious, that they might better be ex· 
ploited."66 
57Max Jordan, "Whither Mexico? " Commonweal, March 27, 1929, p. 593. 
58Francis McCullagh, "The Iron Hand in Mexico," Commonweal, Nov. 16, 
1927, p. 688. 
59New York Times, June 27, 1927. 
60Marie Elena Sodi de Pallares, "Historia de! ultimo. conflicto religioso," 
Mexico D. F. Ju.eves de Excelsior, March 20, 1952, p. 11. 
61Editorial, Nation, Nov. 21, 1928, p. S38. 
62Sodi de Pallares, "Historia del ultimo conflicto," p. 11. 
63Editorial, New Age, March, 1929, p. 136. 
64Editorial, Christian Century, July 26, 1928, p. 921. 
65]/JiJ. 
66Samuel G. Inman, "The Present Crisis in Mexico," Miuionary Review of 
the World, Sept., 1928, p. 740. · 
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Protestants in general had high praise for Obregon and were greatly 
disturbed by his loss. The editor of the Christian Advocate declared: 
"General Obregon was easily the leading citizen, a man of great courage 
and large administrative ability, a soldier of unusual military skill, a 
wise leader of those revolutionary forces which have been operating 
since the long despotism of Porfirio Diaz."67 
The editor of the Biblical Recorder praised Obregon as a "one-armed 
soldier who showed he loved his country and wanted to bring it out of 
its chaotic condition." "Our country," he declared, "had confidence in 
General Obregon and looked to him to lead our disturbed neighbor into 
a better condition. Just what the future holds is hard to say."68 Certainly, 
there was much truth in these articles but they showed only one side of 
Obregon. No one care to comment on the cowardly destructfon, of the 
Yaquis by this "one-armed soldier who showed he loved his country." 
Apparently "his country" did not include the Yaquis. 
Desultory fighting between bands of cristero guerrillas and govern-
ment forces had continued despite the government victories. in 1927, 
but in early June 1929, General Enrique Goroztieta, described as an old 
Diaz general and the leader of the cristeros, was killed by federal troops. 
It was now clear that the cause of the Church was hopeless, and by late 
June of that year the Church had come to terms with the government. 
Government planes flew ~ver the rebel areas dropping leaflets and news-
papers announcing the cessation of hostilities, and the rebels laid down 
their arms.69 On July 14, the National League for the Defense of Re-
ligious Liberty, the organization that had been most active in support 
of the revolt, issued a manifesto to its followers and the nation declaring 
that they considered the agreement arrived at between the government 
and the Church as only an armistice,70 not the end of the conflict. But 
despite these brave words, the conflict was finally at an end and the 
Church was never again to dominate Mexico as it had in the past. 
Progressives in the United States were understandably pleased with 
the victory of the Mexican government over a Church that had been the 
chief aid and comfort of reaction in Mexico since the landing of Cortez 
in 1519. Thoughtful Protestants saw the government victory as a forward 
step in the ages-old conflict between Church and State-as it truly was. 
But as the years went by it became sadly apparent that while the Mexi-
can masses had escaped from the domination of a corrupt Church, they 
had only exchanged one master for another; and by the end of the 1960's 
events in Mexico had demonstrated that the State, now without oppo-
sition, was perhaps an even greater menace to individual freedom than 
the Church had been at the height of its power. 
67Editorial, Ch,:istian Advocate, July 26, 1928, p. 740. 
68Editorial, Biblical Recorder, Aug. 1, 1928, p. 7. 
69New York Times, June 7, 1929. 
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